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ey letter of 27 December 1976 the President of the Council requested 
the European Parliament to deliver an opinion, pursuant to Article 43 of 
the EEC Treaty, on an amended proposal for a Council regulation (EEC> on 
the common organization of the market in ethyl alcohol of agricultural 
origin and laying down additional provisions for certain products containing 
ethyl alcohol. 
On 5 January 1977 the President of the European Parliament referred 
this proposal to the Committee on Agriculture as the committee responsible 
and to the Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs, the Committee on 
Budgets and the Committee on External Economic Relations for an opinion. 
The Committee on Agriculture appointed Mr Liogier rapporteur. 
On 13 October 1977 the President of the European Parliament referred 
the proposal, at the request of the Committee on Economic and Monetary 
Affairs, to the Legal Affairs Committee for an opinion on its compatibility 
with Protocol No. 19 to the Treaty of Accession. 
At its meetings of 26/27 April and 23/24 May 1977 the Committee on 
Agriculture held an exchange of views on the Commission's amended proposal. 
lt considered the motion for a resolution at its meetings of 20/21 
September, 20/21 October, 3/4 November and 20/21 December 1977 and, at the 
last of these meetings, adopted it unanimously. 
Present: Mr Houdet, chairman; Mr Liogier, vice-chairman and rapporteur; 
Mr Ligios, vice-chairman; Mr Andersen, Mr Berkhouwer (deputizing for 
Mr Cifarelli>, Mr Bourdelles, Mr Dewulf, Mr Fioret <deputizing for Mr Pucci>, 
Mr Fruh, Mr Fuchs (deputizing for Mr Ney>, Mr Kofoed, Mr Lemp, Mr H.W.Muller 
<deputizing for Mr de Koning> and Mr Pisoni. 
On 16 January 1978 the European Parliament decided, at the request of 
Mr Bangemann on behalf of the Legal Affairs Committee, to postpone consideration 
of the report by Mr Liogier to a subsequent part-session to allow the Legal 
Affairs Committee sufficient time in which to draw up a supplementary opinion. 
On 14 April 1978 the Commission informed Parliament that it had decided 
to modify its amended proposal for a regulation in view of the reservations 
expressed by the Committee on Agriculture and that it would be consulted on 
a new proposal. 
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On 22 May 1979 the Commission forwarded amendments to its amended 
proposal for a regulation to the Council pursuant to the second paragraph 
of Article 149 of the EEC Treaty. 
On 26 June 1979 the President of the Council requested the European 
Parliament to deliver an opinion on the amendments to the amended proposal 
for a Council regulation on the common organization of the market in ethyl 
alcohol of agricultural origin and laying down additional provisions for 
certain products containing ethyl alcohol. 
On 5 July 1979 the President of the European Parliament referred these 
amendments to the Committee on Agriculture as the committee responsible and 
to the Committee on Budgets, the Committee on External Economic Relations, the 
Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs and the Legal Affairs Committee for 
an opinion. 
At its meeting of 26 September 1979 the Committee on Agriculture 
appointed Mr Debatisse rapporteur. Subsequent to the latter's resignation 
from the European Parliament on 23 October 1979, the Committee on Agriculture 
appointed Mr Dalsass rapporteur at its meeting of 28/29 November 1979. 
It considered the amended proposal for a regulation, the amendments thereto 
and the draft report at its meetings of 1/2 October 1979, 22/23 April 1980, 
23/24 September 1980, 23/24 June 1981, 7/8 January 1982, 26/27 January 1982, 
25/26 May 1982, 23/24 November 1982 and 18/19 January 1983. 
On 21 May 1981 the Committee on Agriculture organized a hearing, to 
which it invited the chairmen and rapporteurs of the committees asked for 
an opinion, all interested Members and representatives of the Commission 
and Council legal services, with a view to considering the legal problems 
raised by the amended proposal for a regulation and the amendments thereto. 
At its meeting of 18/19 January 1983 the Committee on Agriculture 
decided by 18 votes to 10 with 3 abstentions to recommend to Parliament that 
it approve the Commission's proposal with the following amendments. 
The Commission did not give its views on these amendments. 
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The committee then adopted the motion for a resolution as a whole by 
18 votes to 10 with 3 abstentions. 
The following took part in the vote;. Mr Curry, chairman; Mr Fruh, 
vice-chairman; Mr Colleselli, vice-chairman; Mr Oalsass, rapporteur; 
Mr Barbagli (deputizing tor Mr Clinton>, Mrs Castle, Mr Costanzo (deputizing 
for Mr Kaloyannis), Mr Diana, Mrs Ew;ng (deputizing for Mr Davern), Mr Helms, 
Mrs Herklotz, Mr Howell, Mr Jurgens, Mr Ligios, Mr Maffre-Baug6, Mr Marck, 
Mr Martin (deputizing for Mr Vitale>, Mrs s. Martin, Mr Mertens, Mr Mouchel, 
Mr Nielsen, Mr Papapietro, Mr Provan, Mrs Rabbethge <deputizing tor Mr Bocklet>, 
Mr Skovmand, Mr Stella <deputizing for Mr d'Ormesson>, Mr sutra De Germa, 
Mr J.D. Taylor (deputizing for Mr Hord), Mr Thareau, Mr Tolman and 
Mr Vernimmen. 
'At the plenary sitting o'f the European Parliuent of t ptarch 1983 the 
. . . 
report drawn up by Mr Dalsass was referred to ~OII!!tee; on the ba•is Of 
Article 85(1} of· the Ru~es ot(Procedure. 
On 10 March 1983 the European Parliament, at the request of its 
rapporteur, Mr Dalsass, decided to set a time limit of two months for the 
Committee on Agriculture t~ report its con,lusions, following the referral to 
committee, pursuant to Rule 85<4> of the Rules of Procedure. 
At its meeting of 19/20 April 1983 the Committee on Agriculture considered 
the amended proposal for a regulation, the amendment thereto and the draft 
second report drawn up by Mr Dalsass. 
At that meeting it decided by 20 votes to 10 with 9 abstentions to 
recommend to Parliament the approval of the Commission proposal with the 
amendments tabled hereinafter. 
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The Commission did not give its views on these amendments. 
The Committee on Agriculture then adopted the motion for a resolution 
as a whole by 20 votes to 10 with 9 abstentions. 
The following took part in the vote: Mr Curry, chairman, Mr Fruh and 
Mr Delatte, vice-chairmen, Mr Dalsass, rapportewr, Mr Barbagli (deputizing 
for Mr Ligios>, Mrs earbarella (deputizing for Mr Papapietro>, Mr Bocklet, 
Mrs Castle, Mr Clinton, Mr Costanzo <deputizing for Mr Tolman>, Mr Cottrell 
<deputizing for Mr Battersby>, Mr Davern, Mr Del Duca <deputizing for 
Mr Colleselli>, Mr Diana, Mr Eyraud, Mr Flanagan (deputizing for Mr Mouchel>, 
Mr Griffiths <deputizing forMs Quin>, Mr Helms, Mrs Herklotz, Mr Hord, 
Mr Howell, Mr JOrgens, Mr Kaloyannis, Mrs le R~ (deputizing for Mr Adamou>, 
Mr Maffre-Baugf, Mr Marck, Mr M. Martin (deputizing for Mr Pranch~re>, 
Mrs s. Martin, Mr Mertens, Mr B. Nielsen, Mr d10rmesson, lrs Pauwelyn 
(deputizing for Mr Maher>, Mrs Pfry <deputizing for Mr Gatto>, Mr Provan, 
Mr Sutra, Mr Thareau, Mr Vernimmen, Mr Vgenopoulos and Mr Vitale. 
This report was tabled on 25 April 1983. 
The opinions of the Committee on Budgets, the Committee on Economic and 
Monetary Affairs, the Committee on External Economic Relations and the 
opinion and supplementary opinion of the Legal Affairs Committee are 
attached. 
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The ComMittee on Agriculture hereby submits to the European Parliament 
the following aMendments to the Commission's &Mended proposal, motion for a 
resolution and explanatory statement: 
AMENDMENTS TABLED BY THE COMMITTEE 
ON AGRICULTURE 
The title of the proposal for a 
regulation to be amended as follows: 
Amended proposal for a Council 
regulation (EEC> on the coMmon organi-
zation of the market in ethyl alcohol 
of agricultural origin 
- 5 -
TEXT PROPOSED BY THE COMMlSSlON 
Proposal for a Council regulation 
<EEC) on the common organization of 
the market in ethyl alcohol of 
agricultural origin and laying down 
additional provisions for certain 
products containing ethyl; alcohol 
PE 65.506/fin. 2 
., . 
Amendment No. 2 
11av1ng regard to the Treaty establish-
ing the F.uropean Economic Community, 
and in p~rlicular Articles 42, 43 and 
2 1 ') t lw rno r, 
l.~;t recital unchanged 
2nd ~"~''' i 1 111 un<'hangcd 
1\mPndmcnt No. 3 
~~~-r~~HeL~e 
Whereas the aim of the common agri-
cultural policy is to achieve the 
objectives specif1ed in Article 39 
ol the Treaty; whereas the situation 
of the market in ethyl alcohol of 
agr1cultural origin is characterized 
in particular by the fact that overall 
production is in excess of Community 
consumption; whereas it is necessary 
to maintain prices on this market at a 
level which is competitive with world 
prices; whereas, therefore, measures 
should be adopted to stabilize the 
market and ensure a fair income for 
the producers concerned; 
* ·- ·---------
OJ C 309, 31.12.1976 
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THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN 
COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establish-
ing the European Economic Community, 
and in particular Articles 28, 42, 43, 
113, 227 and 235 thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from 
the Commission, 
Having regard to the opinion of the 
European Parliament, 
Having regard to the opJ.nlUn of the 
E7onomic and Social Committee, 
Whereas the operation and development 
of the common market in agricultural 
products must be accompanied by the 
establishdment of a common agricultural 
policy, including a common organization 
of agricultural markets which may take * 
various forms depending on the product; 
Whereas the converRion or certain agri-
cultural raw materials into ethyl 
alcohol of agricultural origin is closely 
linked with the economy of those raw 
materials since it largely contributes 
to the realization of their value; whereas 
this process rna~ be of particular econo-
mic and social ~mportance for the economy 
of certain regions of the Community, or 
it may be a major source of income for 
producers of certain agricultural raw 
materials; whereas in other cases it 
enables proaucts of unsatisfactory 
quality to be disposed of, and also the 
short-term or permanent surpluses of 
certain products which cause serious 
economic problems; whereas, lastly in the 
case of certain: products it is the only 
means of realizing their value;* 
PE 65.506/ fin. 2 
Amendment No. 4 
---- --- - ---
Whereas, to this end, it is ~ecessary 
for measures to be taken to facilitate 
the adaptation of supply ~o market re-
quirements and for a subsidy ~o be 
~ranted to replace all national forms 
of production aidr wherca·s, in view of 
the factors characterizing the produc-
tion of ethyl alcohol of agricultural 
origin, provision should be made for 
this subsidy to be gr~nted at a fixed 
rate' per hectolitrer 
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/\mcndmcnt No. 5 
~!:~L!:~2i~~! 
Whereas provision should be made to allow 
t.hc production of ethyl alcohol of agri-
cultural origin to Le maintained at a 
lC'Vt! I wh i.ch corruspondA to agr it:y I tural, 
cconomi~ and social requirements and 
whereas excess production of this alco-
hol which would run counter to the 
establishment of a balance between 
production and possible uses should be 
prohjbited; whereas the amount of pro-
duction subsidized should therefore be 
1 i,mi ted and whereas this amount should be adapted in the light of the above-
mentioned requirements and of the 
possibilities for use; 
* (~ c 309, 31.12.1976 
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Whereas provision should be made to 
guarantee production of the quantity 
of ethyl alcohol of agricultural 
origin which corresponds with agri· 
cultural, economic and social 
requirements and whereas excess pro-
duction of this alcohol which would 
run counter to the1 establishment of 
a balance between production and 
possible uses should be prohibited; 
whereas a market should therefore 
be guaranteed for only a limited 
quantity of agricultural alcohol 
and whereas this quantity should 
be adapted in the light of the above~ 
mentioned requirements and of the 
possibilities for use in the reserved 
sectors;* 
PE 65.506/ fin. 2 
1 .4th recital unchenged. 
Amendment No. 6 
5th recital deleted 
. ·- ·~- .. -"- ----- .. ! _!.. ••• -
.. ' ___ ... --
J • 
Amendment No. 7 
6th recital deleted 
Amendment No. 8 
7th recital deleted 
* OJ C: 309, .11.12.1976 
... 
Whereas, so that Community producers 
and users of alcohol may mukc at- lcw;t 
trediurn-term forecasts, the 11m1ted quanli.ty 
for which a market b gudr.:~nt.eed sho11ld b0 
prograrmed and whereas, for that purpose, 
this quantity should first of all be appor-
tioned among the different alcohol-productng 
agricultural products and then arrong the 
Camunity producer undertakings~ whereas 
provision should be made for these mechaniontti 
to be applied with a certain degree of flexl-
bility, especially as regards alcohol obtau1cd 
in connection with the intervention measures 
laid dcMn in the Regulations on the cannon 
organization of the market in wine and on the 
camm organization of the market j n frUl t 
and vegetables~* 
Whereas, in order to provide a guar.:mteed 
market for such alcohol, seeing that ethy 1 
alcohol of non-agricultural origin can 
always be substituted for it and can usually 
be produced at a lower cost, it is necessary 
to require that ethyl alcohol of aqriculturdl 
origin be utilized in reserved sectors ~11le 
enabling those quantities of such alcohol 
which cannot be disposed of 1n those sectors 
to be utilized in others, and also to require 
the intervention agenc1es to buy in .:Jt a set 
price the alcohol which is offered to them;* 
Whereas, to enable the agricultural alcohol, 
with1n the limits of the guaranteed quantity, 
to be disposed of in the reserved sectors 
whateve:: the price of the alcohol-producing 
produc:., it is necessary to bring into 
balance the prices of agricultural alcohol 
of various origins by levying or pc1yi.ng o11t, 
as the case may be, a sum which takes ac~ount 
of the cost of the raw material used, distil-
ling costs and, where appropriate, traditional 
production conditions and also to ensure the 
progressive modernization c:md rationalizat1on 
of the Camumi.ty production machinery;* 
Whereas prices should be balanced al a rela-
tively low level, by reference to the price 
of grain spirits; whereas certain 
spirituous beverages will thereby be placed 
at a competitive disadvantage compared with 
other spirituous beverages obtained from 
alcohol; whereas the price-balancing mechan~sms 
provided for in respect of alcoho 1 should 
therefore be extended to the sp1rituous 
beverages thus placed at a d1sadvantagc, 1n 
order to permit the marketing of a spe<;:ifit'd 
quantity of such spirituous beverages;* 
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Amendment No. 9 
- ~- -~· .... ------
8th recital deleted 
.~~t!".d.'!'ent. No, !0 
9th recital deleted 
Amendment No. 11 
lOth reeital deleted 
~!J!.CE~~~~ 
11th recital deleted 
Amendment N(). 13 
121h r~cit~l deleted 
~~endment No. 14 
13th recital deleted 
* OJ C 309, 31.12.1976 
Whereas, however, molasses alcohol 
can catpete with synthetic alcohol, whereas 
it is therefore necessary to exclude molasses 
alcohol from the marketing guarantees accorded 
for other types of agricultural alcohol; 
whereas this new competitive situation may 
endanger certain undertakings and whereas 
provision should therefore be made for measures 
to alleviate such difficulties in certa1n cases1"' 
Whereas controls of the production, IOOVefl'ent 
and destination of alcohol and spirituous 
beverages will be necessary as a means of 
ensuring the stability of the market and its 
observation;"' 
Whereas in order to protect producers against 
unfair competition and consumers from confusion 
and deception, rules are required as to the 
designation and presentation of products;* 
Whereas the corpetent authorities must be able 
to keep the movement of trade continuously 
under review, in order to assess the market 
trend and to apply as apprcpriate the measures 
provided for in this Regulation; whereas to 
that end provision should be made for the 
issuing of inp:>rt and export licences coup led 
with the provision of security guaranteeing 
that the cp!rations in respect of which the 
licences were Cli?Plied for will be carried out;* 
Whcr<'as the creation of a singlC' C<lTITlllnity 
market for ethyl ilkohol of d<Jri<'ultur.:tl 
origin involves the introduction of a single 
trading system at the external frontiers of 
the Ccmnunity; whereas this system, catbined 
with the intervention system, nust carprise 
a system of inp:>rt levies and export refunds 
in order to stabilize the Community market, 
in particular by preventing price fluctuations 
an the world market from affecting prices 
ruling within the Community;* 
Whereas in principle this aim can be achieved 
through the inp:>sition on irrports fran third 
countries of levies which take account of the 
effect on production costs of the difference 
between the prices of alcohol-producing 
agricultural products in the Community and 
an the world market and of the need to ~ro­
tect the Carmunity distillinq industry; 
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Amendment No. 15 
-- .. ~------
l4lh recital deleted 
~~"~2.!1~ . .!§.. 
15th recital deleted 
Amendment No. 17 
H!:!:.U~~!:H:!! 
Whereas, to the extent required by the 
situation on the Community market, pro-
vision should be made for prohibiting 
recourse to inward processing arrange-
mc'n t ~;; 
Am~~~f!l£_n_!._ ~.!!~ 
17th recital deleted 
~8th recital deleted 
~-'!l~.ndmen!_~o,. ~ 
!2~tL!:£~H~! 
Whereas the effectiveness o~ all the 
measures governing the common organiza-
tion of the market in ethyl alcohol of 
agricultural origin would be jeopardized 
by the granting of certain kinds of aid 
by certain Member States; whereas the 
provisions of the Treaty which allow 
the <lnHcssment of aid granted by Member 
Rtute~ and tho prohibition of aid which 
h, 1 rwompatible wH h thC' t:ommon market 
~hould ~e made applicable to ethyl alco-
hol of agricultural origin; 
* OJ c 309, 31.12.1976 
Whereas provision for the granting on exports 
to third countries of a refund equal to the 
difference between the pricE's of ethyl i1lcoho1 
of agricultural ong1n witlt1n the Ccmnurn t.y 
and on the 11.0rld market would serve to safE>-
qut~r.d Comuunit.y particlput 1on in intt'rnClt"lllrlill 
trade in ethyl alcohol of agriculturul orig1n 
dnd in products containing such ,1lcohol ; • 
Whereas, ~er, by reason of the ,;~>ci<tl 
market situation of certain spirituouR 
beverages obtained fran cereals and exported 
to third countries and, in particular, of 
the need for the carmunity distillJ.ng indu:otry 
to ma~ntain canpetitive prices on the 11.0rld 
market, it is necessary to ensure that the 
alcoOC>l-producing agricultural products 
utilized by that industry are made available 
to it at a price lower than that resulting 
from the application of the system of levies 
and common prices; whereas for that purpose 
provision should be made for a production 
refund to be paiu wr· the mar. 1factw.e of such 
beverages;* 
Whereas, in addition to the system described 
above, and to the extent required by the 
market situation, provision should be made:' 
for prohibiting recourse to inward pnx~essing 
arrangements;* 
Whereas, w addition, the Ccmnunity should 
be ene>l:>led to take the necessary measures 
to mitlgate the difficulties arising from 
any shorl.aqe of C'thyl alcohol; 
Whereas the ~'dnures referred to allove n~tkt• 
it possible to dispense with all other 
protective measures at the external frontwrs 
of the Community; whereas, however, the 
nechanisms provided for may in exceptional 
circumstances prove defective; whereas, so 
as not to leave the Oommunity market without 
defence in such cases aqainst disturbances 
which may arise therefrcm, the Ccmnunity 
should be enabled to take all necessar:y 
measures without delay;* 
Whereas the establishment of a single market 
based on a common pr~ce syst~~ would be 
jeopardized by the grant1ng of certain kinds 
of aid; whereas the provis1ons of the Treaty 
which allow the assessment of a1d granted by 
Member States and the proh1bition of aid 
which is ihccrrpatible with the CO!ITlOn market 
should therefore be applic-ab lC' to Nhyl 
alcohol of agricultural m· igi n; * 
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Amendment No. 21 
20th recital deleted 
21st recital unchanged 
Amendment No. 22 
~~!:!~Lf~S!!&! 
Whereas the Treaty does not specifically 
provide the powers necessary to enable 
t IH' mP.1surrs r.onc0rn i ng the reservation 
nl ::t>clor:: of ul i I i:t.dt ion to be t..1ken 
witltin l'ltr samt> ]('CJill framework as that 
on whirl! the· c-ommon organization of the 
m;lrk<'L in ethyl alcohol of agricultural 
origin is based; whereas those measures 
must consequently be taken on the basis 
of Article 235 of the Treaty; 
Amendment No. 23 
23rd recital deleted 
Amendment No. 24 
24th recital deleted 
25th recital unchanged 
...... "- M --------
OJ C 309, 31.12.1976 
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Whereas, moreover, prov1sion should be 
made for taking appropnate measures in 
respect of ethyl alcohol and spirituous 
beverages obtained fran sugar cane in order 
to maintain the level of employment of sugar 
can0 producers in the French overReas 
departments and to ~uan.mtce a fair incanc 
to these producers; , 
Whereas certain transitional trCasures may 
prove necessary to facilitate the transition 
fran the present arrangements to the system 
arising fran this Regulation and the transi-
tion fran one marketing year to the next, 
and whereas provision should therefore be 
made for the adoption of such measures;* 
Whereas the Treaty does not specifically 
provide the powers necessary to enable the 
measures concerning the reservation of 
scc:torR of uti 1 i zat ion and those concerning 
intervention in reRpect of <.:·ertain spirituous 
lx.'Vcragcs to IX' tak<.'n within I" he same legal 
franL'If.K>rk as that 011 wh i cit the <'< xmnn organi-
zation of the market in ethyl alcohol of 
agricultural origin is based; whereas those 
measures JI'LlSt consequent! y be taken on the 
basis of Article 235 of the Treaty;* 
Whereas, in view of the special ilrportance 
of the production of ethyl alcohol of 
agricultural origin and of spirituous 
beverages for the econany of the French 
overseas dep~rtments, the provisions con-
cerning the Guarantee Section of the 
European Agricultural Guidance and Guaran-
·tee Fund and the provisions acq>ted in 
respect of the products specified jn 
Article 1(1) (d) and (e) should be applied 
to the said departments1* 
Whereas in order to curb the production 
of ethyl alcohol of agricultural or1gin 
and spirituous beverages, and also in 
order to ensure sane structural :urprovement 
of such production, these products should 
be subject to a levy based solely on the 
alcohol content; * 
Whereas the camoo organization of the 
market in ethyl alcohol of agricultural 
origin must take appropriate and simul-
taneous account of the objectives set 
out in Articles 39 and 110 of the Treaty;* 
PE 65. 506/fin.2 
Arm~ndmc>nt No. 25 
26th recital deleted 
27th recital unchanged 
Amendment No. 26 
Whereas it should be laid down that 
financial responsibility for the 
cxp0nditurc incurred by Member States 
il!; a rcsu ll of th1..• i r ohl igat ions under 
thiH Regulation should be borne by the 
Community, in accordance with the 
regulations governing the financing 
of the common agricultural policy; 
- . ____ . ...,._ __ _ 
* (AJ c 309, 31.12.1976 
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Whcr1..•as the st1ll, fermented lJCv<'rages falling 
witlnn IK'auing No. 22.07 of th(~ Ccllrnon CuHtcrm; 
Tariff of an actual akohol strength exceeding 
15° should be covered by the C(~ organiza-
tion of the market in ethyl alcohol ru1d whereas 
these products should therefore be withdrawn 
fran the c(]110011 organization of the market 
established by Council Regulation (EEC) 
No. 827/68 of 28 June 1968 on the c<.mron 
orqanization of the market in certain prud\.tct~ 
listed in Annex II of the Treatyl, as last 
anended by Regulation ( EJOC: l No. • ••• , * 
Whereas, in order to facilitate inplemcntdtion 
of the proposed measures, a procedure should 
be provided for establishing close cooperation 
between Member States and the Commiss1on 
within a Management Camlitt.ee: * 
Whereas the expenditure incurred by Member 
States as a result of their obligdtions 
under this Regulation is to tJC borne by the 
CmrnunHy in .. K-eordancc wi t.h /\rt iclcs 2 o~nd 
3 of Council Regulation (El~) No. 729/70 of 
21 April 1970 on the financing of the carrnon 
agricultural policy2, as last amended by 
Regulation (EEC) No.2788/723, * 
1 OJ No L 151, 30.6.1968, p. 16 
2 OJ No L 94, 28.4.1970, p. 13 
3 QJ No L 295,:30.12.1972, p. 1 
PE 65.506/fin. 2 
Amendment No. 27 
-· --~· -----4--~-
Article 1(1) 
-· ··-
CCT heading No Description 
--. 
(a)22.08 11. 1 Denatured ethyl alcohol 
of any strength, of 
agricultural origin 
22.08 B 1 Undenatured ethyl 
alcohol of a strength 
of 80° or higher, of 
ilCJricultural origin 
n.o9 A 1 Undcnatured ethyl 
;tll·oltol ol •l st rcngth of 
less than 80°, of 
agricultural origin 
' 
Amendment No. 28 
1\r t il' I u I (I.) 
2. '1'11 1 s Regulation estal>llshes 1n rcs-
1l('d of the product::.; S[.X.'<'Ificd in paragraph 
1: 
- a common organization of the market in 
ethyl alcohol of agricultural origin, 
- rul0s supplementing the provisions 
applicable to sane of these products in 
connection with the respective common 
organizations of the market in fruit and 
veaetables and in wine. 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 
Article 1 
l't Odlh ·L:; I'UVI~II'd 
1. Th1s Rcgulatjon shall apply to the 
followjng products:** 
CCT heading No Description 
(a) 22.08 A 1 Denatured ethyl alcohol of any 
strength, of agricultural 
origin 
22.08 B 1 Undenatured ethyl alcohol of a 
strength of 80° or higher, of 
agricultural origin 
22.09 A 1 Undenatured ethyl alcohol of a 
strcnqtlr of IC'HH thun 80", or 
agricultural origin 
(b) 22.07 B II b) other femented beverages, 
(e.g. cider, perry and mead), 
other, still, of an actual 
alcoholic strength by volume 
exceeding 15% vol 
(c) 20.06 B I b) Fruit otherwise prepared or 
preserved, other, conta1ning 
added spirit, with an actual 
alcohol content exceedling 
11.85% mas 
22.05 C IV a) 2 ~ 'W1ne fortified for distillation 
and within the meaning of Additiona 
22.05 C IV b) 3 Note 4 b to Chapter 22 
22.05 c v Wine of fresh grapes; grape 
must with fementation arrested 
by the addition of alcohol, 
other, of an actual alcoholic 
strength by volume exceeding 
22% VOl 
(d) 22.09 B Compound alcoholic preparations 
(known as 'concentrated ex-
tracts') for the manufacture 
of beverages 
22.09 c Spirituous beverages 
(e) 22.06 Vermouths, and other wines of 
fresh grapes flavoured with 
"',..,...,"'~ i r extracts 
2. 1'his Rc>gulut ion cstabl ishel'i in r·c·spt:!Ct of tl"tc> 
fH<•htt•!•. ::[X'<'tl iPd in p<~rngr-.tplt I: 
-under (a) and (b), a common orgunization of the 
market in ethyl alcohol of agricultural originJ 
-under (c), rules supplementing the provisions 
applicable to these products in connection with 
the respective common organizations of the market 
in fruit and vegetables and in wine, 
- under (d) and (e), rules concerning condit1ons 
for marketing and arrangements governing trade 
and the possible introduction of an inteiVE'ntion 
and price system.** 
**OJ r. 193,31.7.1979 
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A..l!'endment No. 29 
i\rticl<! 1(3) 
1. For th~ purposes of thjs Regulation 
1 (•thyl alc-ohol of agr.icultural 
origin' llll!iiOH Lltl~ I iquid obt..airu.•d 
by distillation, after alcoholic 
fermentation, from alcohol-
producing agricultural products, 
excludin~ soirituous beverages 
as defined in Regulation (EEC) 
No •••• 1 
<rest deleted) 
Article 1 (4) WlChanged 
Amendment No. 30 
Article 1(5) deleted 
3. For the purposes of this Regulatioo 
'ethyl alcohol of agricultural origin' means 
the liquid obtained by distillation, after 
alcoholic fermentation, fran alcohol-producing 
agricultural products, excluding: 
(a) liquid:> ohtuined exdmlivcly lmn tltc• 
distillatioo, whether or not after 
fermentation, of alcohol-producing 
agricultural products which give to the 
liquid organoleptic characteristics 
disoemible by the coosurer and which 
have, oo leaving the stills: 
- either an alcoholic strength not 
exceeding 8~t vol, 
- or a volatile cootent (excluding 
ethyl aloohol) of not less than 
90 g per hectolitre of pure alcohol; 
(b) liquids intended for direct hunan con-
smptioo and obtained fran the .distilla-
tion of fermented ooreal rrust, whether 
or not together with fruit, having 
organoleptic characteristics discernible 
by the coosuner. * 
4. For the purposes of this Regulatioo 
'alccilol-producing agricultural products' 
means the products falling within Chapters 
7,8,10,11,12, and 23 and headings Nos 
17.01, 17.02, 17.03, 17.05, 22.04, 22.05 
and 22.07 of the Ccmron CUstans Tariff. 
The Council, acting by a qualified majority 
on a prcposal fran the Conni.ssioo, may alter 
the , ist of chapters and headings of the 
Carm:Jn Custans Tariff referred to in the 
p.recec:ling subparagraph, s\.lbject to the 
limits laid <bm in FlnneX II to the Treaty.* 
5. The methods to be enployed for measuring 
the levels specified in paragraph 3 shall be 
~ in accordance with the procedure 
laid down in Article 3S. 
In accordance with the same procedure it 
may be decided to make the use, referred to 
in paragraph 3(b), conditional on carplian~e 
with certain requirements as to marketing. 
i 
1 See the orooosal from the Commission to the Council on the definition 
of spirituous beverages <COM<82> 328 final> 
* OJ C 309, 31.12.1976 
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The murketing year for ethyl nlrnhol of 
agr icul:l urc1l or iq in Rha 11 llt•g in on 1 
.fu I y Nwh year and end on 30 ,func of 
the followinq year. 
Amendment No. 32 
-·-~--·-· 
~£~!~1~-!2-1~~~1 
1. Under the conditions laid down in 
paragraph 4, a fixed-rate subsidy 
shall be granted for the production 
of the products specified in Article 
1(1) and obtained from the following 
alcohol-producing agricultural 
products harvested in the Community: 
Su.gar beet 
Cereals 
Potatoes 
Fruit 
sugar cane 
2. •rhe amount of the subsidy shall be 
fixed per hectolitre of ethyl alcohol 
at 100% vol in such a way as to guaran-
tee a fair income for the agricultural 
producer, taking into account the present 
situation and foreseeable trends on the 
market. 
3. The amount of the subsidy shall be varied 
on the basis of the alcohol-producing 
agricultural product used. The amount of 
the subsidy shall be uniform for each of 
these alcohol-producing agricultural 
~roducts throughout the Community. It 
may be varied on the basis of the quality 
of the alcohol obtained and of the size of 
the distillery. 
4. The amount of the ~ubsidy shall be fixed 
in accordanc-e with the procedure laid down 
in Article 43(2) of the Treaty. It shall 
he fixed hefore } July CdCh year [or the 
roll ow j ng t•rol' year. Tht• Counc i.l Hhall 
cnHurr• that. the subsidy thus f 1xed does not 
result in unacceptable distortions of 
competition as between the different agri-
cultural alcohols produced in the Community. 
5. The Council, acting by a qualified majority 
on a proposal from the Commission, shall 
adopt general rules for the application of 
this Article. 
6. Detailed rules for the application of this 
Article shall be adopted in accordance with 
the procedure laid down in Article 35. 
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~~~t No. 33 
~r~i~!~_!!i_ius':!l 
1. For each of the alcohol-producing raw 
materials specified in Article lb(l) 
the subsidy shall be granted for a 
limited quantity of ethyl alcohol 
of agricultural origin. 
2. The quantities referred to in the 
preceding paragraph shall be determined 
by rcf,1rencc to 
- average production during the last 
five known marketing years, and 
- possible production outlets. 
'l'n t hi~ end, the Commission shall each 
y<'ar submit a report to the Council to 
enable it to assess these factors and 
likely trends. 
3. The quantities referred to in paragraph 
1 shall be fixed in accordance with the 
procedure laid down in Article 43(2) of 
the Treaty. 
4. l>t'tili l<'d rule!'! for the application of 
this Artidl! shall be adopted in 
il<"Cordancc with the procedure laid down 
in Article 35. 
- L 7 - l,f•: fi'LSOfi/fin.2 
~"!~~ ~~~~-~-~-t_ __ N_C?._!.__~! 
Article 2 deleted 
Amendment No. 35 
Article 3 deleted 
* OJ C 309, 31.12.1976 
** OJ C 193, 31.7.1979 
Article 2 
* 
Grouping into types 
The kinds of ethyl alcohol of agri~~tural origin 
specified in Article 1(1) (a) may be grouped into 
types according to the alcohol-producing agricul-
tural procb::ts used in accordance with the p~ 
laid down in Article 43(2) of the Treaty. 
Article 3 
** 
Target prices 
1. A target price shall be fixed for each type 
of ethyl alcohol bf agricultural origin. The 
tax'9et prices shall be valid for unpackaged goods 
of a standard quality, ex-factory, loaded on the 
naans of transport chosen by the purchaser. They 
shall be fixed for one marketing year. 'Marketing 
year' means the period running fran 1 July of one 
year to 30 JIJne of the next. 
2 • The ta.rcJet prices shall be determined by 
reference to the price of the correspcndi.ng 
alc::ohOl-producincJ· agricultural product and to 
fixed amlW'lts, valid throughout the Cclml.mity, 
representing: 
(a) the processing margin, established in the 
light of the need progressively to IOOdemize 
and rationalize the camunity production 
potential; · 
(b) the yield; 
(c) the receipts of distillers from the sale of 
the by-products of distillation. 
FOr each alcohol-producing agricultural product 
which is covered by an intervention system under 
a camrn market organization, the price to be 
taken into consideration may not exceed the inter-
vention, withdrawal or activating price or the 
min~ price applicable under that system. 
The target prices shall be so fixed as not to lead 
to jncreased prcxh1ction as long m:; the production 
cost of such alcohol is not catpetitive with the 
market price for synthetic alcohol. 
3. By way of derogation from paragraph 2, the 
target price for alcohol cbtained from wine under 
the intervention n-easures in the wine sector shall 
be fixed at the level of the selling price for the 
oral consl.ll!ption sector referred to in Article 10(2). 
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deleted (contd) 
** OJ C 193, 31.7.1979 
4. gpecial target prices may be fixed~* 
reference to the size of the distillery during 
an adjustment period in the course of which 
the exercise of such option shall be progressively 
reduCed· This period may not exceed 10 yeats. 
5. 'lbe standard qualities and the target prices 
shall be fixed annually before 1 ,J.muary for tll<" follo..~ing marketing year. They shall be fixed 
in accordance with the procedure laid down in 
Article 43(2) of the Treaty. 
- 19 - , PE 65.506/fin. 2 
Amendment No. 36 
·----·------
Article 4 deleted 
*··-. -.--------(),) c ] '} ."1, 31. 7. 19 7 9 
Article 4 
•• 
Marketing guarantee 
1. A limited quantity of ethyl acohol of agricul-
tural origin produced in the Camumity shall be 
guaranteed an outlet on the Catmunity market in 
accordance with the followin9 provisions. 
2. Every three marketing years before the first of 
,January prrceding the end of the t laird of stK:h 
ntarketing year ilnd for the first tine before 1 April 
1980, a target quantity shall be fiHed for each type 
of ethyl alcohol of agricultural origin. It shall 
be!! valid for the whole of the period coverin9 the 
five marketing ~ars following the date on which it 
is fixe<1. 
'1he target quantity shall be calculated on the basis 
of the quantities produced during the five preceding 
marketing years, and of prospects in the reserved 
sectors over the five subsequent marketin9 years. 
However: 
- for the types of ethyl alcohol of agricultural 
origin obtained from alcohol-producing products 
other than rrolasses and those in respect of 
which distillation measures have been implemented 
under the relevant carroon market organization, the 
target quantity shall be equal to the total pro-
duced in the five Preceding marketing years; 
- for molasses alcohol, the target quantity shall 
be based on the quantities of that type of 
alcohol marketed over the five preceding marketing 
years in the reserved sectors specified in 
Article 9(1). 
3. A guaranteed quantity valid for the following 
marketing year shall be fixed annually before 
1 January for each type of ethyl alcohol of 
agricultural origin. 
The guarantct.:d gt113ntity must be established within 
the limits of the target quantity fiHed for the 
particular type of alcohol. It shall be determined 
by reference in particular to the quantities 
actually produced and sold during the marketin9 years 
preceding the period under consideration and to the 
production and sales prospects in the current marketing 
year for the alcohol-producing agricultural product or 
products in question. 
4. The guaranteed quantities relating to those 
alcohol-producing agricultural products in respect of 
which distillation measures have been implemented 
under the relevant carroon market organization 
may be adjusted at the end of the 
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deleted (contd) 
-·---· ----
** OJ C 193, 31.7.1979 
** marketing year, within the limits of the 
target quantity. 
5. 'lhe target quantities and the guaranteed 
quantities shall be fixed in accordance with 
the procedure laid cklwn in Article 43(2) of 
the Treaty. 
6. Detailed rules for the application of thi!': 
Article, including tl~ adjustments ret0rred 
to in paragraph 4, shall be adopted in a<xX>rdaiK '•? 
with the procedure laid down in Art.icle J'j. 
- 21 - Pfo: ll'l.5(1f;/r in.2 
Amendment No. 37 
·---- -- ---·--
Art id<" 5 
Apportionment among distillers 
1. The quantities referred to in 
Article lc(l) shall be apportioned 
among Community distillers. 
2. 'l'he apportionment among Community 
distillers shall be done before 1 
November each year for the following 
marketinq year in accordance with the 
procedu·r.e laid down in Article 35, 
taking aceGUnt of the distillers'. 
average production during the last 
five market'ing years. 
3. The Council, acting by a quali-
fied majority on a proposal from the 
Commission, shall adopt general rules 
concerning the apportionment among 
Community distillers, taking into 
account 
- the need to reserve a share of 
production for new distillers, 
and 
- the possibility of transferring 
all or part of the production of 
one distiller to another or from 
one marketing year to another. 
4. Detailed rules for the application 
of this Article shall be adopted in 
accordance with the procedure 
laid down in Article 35. 
* OJ ·c 309, 31.12.1976 
Article 5 11 
Apportionment among distillers 
l. 'lbe guaranteed quantities shall be ~ioned 
among Community distillers. 
'lhat partial of the guaranteed quantity allotted to 
a distiller is hereinafter referred to as the 
'guaranteed quota' • 
In the event of Article 4 ( 4) being applied, the 
guaranteed quota shall be adjusted by reference 
to the variations thus decided on. 
2. The apportionment among Community distillers 
shall be done before 1 May each year for the follow-
ing marlCeting year and in accorc'lancEl with the 
plXCeCiure laid cbm in Article 35. However, the 
Co..lncil, acting by a qualified majority on a 
proposal fran the Coomission, may decide that 
for a period which may not exceed five marketing 
years fran the date on which this Regulation takes 
effect apportialnent is to be OOl1e by the Mentler 
States. In that case, the guaranteed quantities 
allocated to each Member State shall be determined 
by reference to the average actual output of 
alcohol of the type or types concerned in the 
Meniler State in question over the preceding five 
marketing years. 
3. Provision may be made for any camtun.ity 
distiller to transfer to another Cammunity distil-
ler all or part of the guaranteed quota allotted. 
Such transfer shall alter, for the marketing year 
in question, the guaranteed quotas allotted to the 
distillers coocerned. 
4. The Council, acting by a qualified majority 
on a prqx>sal fran the cannission, shall adopt 
general rules concerning the apportionment of 
the guaranteed quantities among Cammunity 
distillers, taking into account the need to 
reserve a share of production for newly 
established distillers. 
5. Detailed rules for the application of 
this Article, including the conditions under 
which the transfers referred to in paragraph 3 
may be effected, shall be adopted in accordance 
with the procedure laid 00wn in Article 35. 
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The Council, acting by a qualified 
majority on a proposal from the 
Commission, shall adopt general rules 
to which Community distillers must 
conform in their rel4tions with producers 
of alcohol-producing agricultural 
products. 
~!D~~t'.~_t: .. N.(!.·J~ 
Article 6 deleted 
* OJ C 309, 31.12.1976 
*** OJ c 309 of 31.12.1976, as amended 
by OJ c 193 of 31.7.1979 
I 
Article 6 
Compulsory buying-in 
1. Throughout the marketi09 year the 
intervention agenct.es designated by the 
Mestber States shall be cbliged, subject 
to conditions to be laid down, to buy in 
ethyl alcohol of agricultural origin 
offered to them by producers within the 
limits of the guaranteed quota allotted 
to the distiller in question for the 
current marketing year and sub~ect to 
the application of Article 13. ** 
2. 'lhe intervention agencjes :;hall buy in 
the ethyl alcohol of agricultUl·al origin 
offered to them at the target price valid 
for the kind or type of agricultural ethyl 
alcohol in question and, where apprq:>riate, 
for the size of the undertaking. 
If the quality of the alcohol offered differs 
fran the standard quality for which the 
target price has been fixed, thr. latter 
shall be adjusted by applying increases 
or reci.lctions. * 
3. Detailed rules for the application of 
this Article, in particular as regards: 
- the mininun quality and quantily required 
.for intervention, 
- the scale of increases and the scale of 
reduction, 
- the procedures and conditions for taking 
over by the intervention agenc i £'8, 
shall be adopted in accordance w1th the 
procedure laid down in Article 35. * 
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Article 7 
/\me• rHJrn<•n L No. 4 0 * * 
Art il'il' '/ (new) 
~~!~~f~2-~Q_2!f~9~!f9-~2!!!!~! 
~!£2bQ! 
1. If the molasses alcohol market in 
alcohol 
(deleted) 
the Community is disrupted or 
threatened with disruption by 
competition from other types of 
alcohol, particularly no~-agricultural 
alcohols, suitable measures, including 
temporary aid, may be applied to this 
alcohol until the disruption or 
threat of disruption is no longer 
present. 
2. Detailed rules for the application 
of this Article shall be decided 
upon in accordance with the pro-
cedure laid down in Article 35. 
Amendment No. 41 
Artirlc 8 deleted 
• OJ C 309, 31.12.1976 
** OJ C 193, 31.7.1979 
Article 8 
* 
Sale of alcohol by intervention agencies 
1. The intervention agencies shall be responsi-
ble for the storage and marketing, including 
exportation where apprq>riate, of the ethyl 
alcohol of agricultural origin bought in. 
Provision may be made for them to undertake in 
particular the rectifying and denaturing of the 
alcohol they have bought in. 
2. The interventior. agencies may sell only 
alcohol of a stremth of not less than 95% vol 
and residual or d2natured alcohol. 
3 • Alcohol bought in by the intervention agencies 
shall be disposed of in the reserved sectors at 
the prices referred to in Article 10. Where the 
disposal possibilities are insufficient, provi-
sion may be made for the intervention agencies 
to invite tenders in the unreserved sectors. 
The invitations to tender shall be issued under 
conditions which ensure equality of access and 
equal treatment of purchasers and avoid any 
disturbance of the market in alcohol in these 
sectors. 
4 • Detailed rules for the application of this 
Article, including the requirements in respect 
of storage, marketing and invitations to tender, 
shall be adopted in accordance with the procedure 
laid down in Article 35 . 
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Amendment No. 42 
Article 9 deleted 
• OJ C 309, 31.12.1976 
1\l"'..lClC' 9 
* Reserved sectors 
l. Ethyl alcohol USt~d 1n the reservt~d 
sectof!:; or for t.llc manufacture of produ~t:, 
bel~ing to the reserved :,;cctors mu~t !)('> 
exclusively ethyl alcclhol of aqricultw:o~l 
origin. 
'Rcserv'~ secton·' rreans the 1 ollow.inq: 
- oral cont\lllPtiPI'I, 
- v~ar~in;, 
- the: pharmaeeutied inttuatry, 
2. Paragraph 1 shaL• not apply to n~tilCl nal 
prool.l(;t.~> whicil w the flr.:t;;hed stc1t:e no long<~r 
contain ethyl alcohul . 
. L However, fot· a transitional pcno(l ol fiw 
marketing yearl;l fran the date on ~o~;n..:h thi::> 
Regulation takes effect, and for Mesli>cr States 
who so request, the alcohol requirGOOnt:,; of 
users in the perfumery and co81rotic:; indu,;tl J<:» 
may be reserved for ethyl .:~lcohol of agncul-
tural origin in respect of products manufactur<:>d 
on ttie territ(.~t·y of those Member States. 
4. 'l'he precise limits of the reserved sc.-ctors 
shall; be defined in accordance with the 
prooedure laid doWn in Article 35 
Detailed rules for the awlication of this 
Article shall he adopted in accordance 
with the sall'e procedure • 
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Amendment No. 43 
Article 10 deleted 
*- - - - ~ -- ·------(), r c l o 9 , Jl. 1 2 • 1 9 7 6 
• * (), l C: 1 'I J, 31 , 7, 19 7 <J 
1\r:tiC'le 10 
Fixing of the selling pnce for reserved sectors 
l. A selling price shall be fixed for agrir:ul-
tural ethyl alcohol ot all types and for eac:h of 
the reserved se<"tors. 
2. For the oral cons\llll)tion sector the selling 
price referred to in paragraph 1 shall be fixed 
by reference to the target price for ethy 1 
alcohol d:>tained fran cereals.* 
In the case of the pharmaceutical, perfumery and 
cosmetics sectors the sale price referred to ~n 
paragraph 1 shall be fixed taking into consi~ra·· 
tion the market price of synthetic alcohol. 
3. 'lhe selling prices shall be fixed annually 
before 1 January for the follc:Ming mark~.:•t year 
in accordance with the procedure laid !bNn i.n 
Article 43(2) of the 'l'reaty. The standard 
qualities to Which these price~ relate shall ~! 
f~ in accordance with the sune prOL~e.* 
4. If the quality of the ethyl alcohol of 
agricultural origin sold differs fran the standard 
quality for which the selling price has been 
fixed, the latter shall be adjusted by applying 
increases or reductions.* 
5. Detailed rules for the application of this 
Article, including the scales of increases ru1d 
reductions to be applied to the selling prices 
of ethyl alcohol of ac;;·icultural origin in the 
reserved sectors, shL' 11 be adopted in accordance 
with the procedure la1d do.>~p in Article- 35. * 
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Amendment No. 44 
.. --·-···--~~ ·-
Article 11 deleted 
... 
OJ C 309, 31.12.1976 
Article 11 
Equalization'* 
1. Where ethyl alcohol of agricultural orjgin 
of a particular type, whether or not irrported, 
is sold to a user in one of the reserved sectors 
and the tarcaet price for that alcohol is 10\Er 
than the selling price fixed for the reserved 
eector, the Ml!ntler States shall levy an equali-
zatial charge. 
'Itle equalizatioo charge shall be equal to the 
difference between the said target and selling 
prices. 
2. Where ethyl alcohol of· agricultural origin 
of a particular type produced in the Camrunity 
fran alcohol-producing agricultural products 
OOtained or harvested in the Camlunity is sold 
to a user in ale of the reserved sectors and 
the tar9et price for that alcohol exceeds the 
sellinq price fixed for the reserved sector, the' 
intervention agencies shall l'llaKe a ~satory 
payment. 'Ihis ~satory paynv:mt shall be 
equal to the difference between the said target 
and interventioo prices. 
3. '!be quantity of ethyl alcohol of agricultural 
origin in respect of which the C01pellsatory 
paynent provided for in paragraph 2 is made may 
not for any ale distiller exceed the guaranteed 
quota allotted to that distiller, less the 
quantities offered to intervention agencies. 
4. Detailed rules for the application of this 
Article, including the conditions governjng tlu.• 
levyinq of equalization charges, shall tx• 
~in accordance with the procedure laid 
down in Article 35 . 
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Amendment No. 45 
Article 12 deleted 
Amendment No. 46 
Article 13 deleted 
• 
* OJ c 309, 31.12.1976 
Article 12 
Penalties* 
1. In respect of the types of alcohcJl to wh i<:h 
the marketing guarantee referred t.o ln Article 
4 applies, the distiller must sell in the unre-
served sectors any quantity of ethyl alcohol of 
agricultural origin which he has produced ln 
excess of the guaranteed quota during a given 
marketing year. 
2. The sale j n the rcservt"d :;('(:tors of any 
quantity of agricultur"'l ethyl akohoJ prnduc£'<1 
by a distiller in excess of the guaranteed 
quota during a given marketing year shall be 
subject . to a charge determined in relatioo to 
the fi!UIJ'X:ial consequences of such action. 
3 • Detailed rules for the application of this 
Article shall be adopted in accordance with the 
procedure laid OOwrl in Article 35. 
Article 13 
Postponement of production* 
1. Each distiller may postpone to the following 
marketing year the production of part of the 
guaranteed quota allotted for the current marketing 
year. The quota guaranteed for the following 
marketing year shall b<: increased by the quantity 
postponed. 
2. An upper limit, which may vary according to 
the type of ethyl alcohol of agricultural origin 
concerned, shall be f~ for transfers of pro-
~'tion between marketing years r~sulting from 
underproduction. 
3. Distillers may apply the provisioos of 
paragraph 1 only if they have notified the 
intervention agency of the MenDer State concerned 
befo1~ 1 June of the quantities to be transferred. 
4. Detailed rules for the application of this 
Article shall be adopted in accordance with the 
procedure laid down in Article 35. 
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Amendment No. 47 
-·--··---------
Article 14 deleted 
* OJ C 309, 31.12.1976 
ArU clc l 4 * 
Quant1tative restrictinns on lnteLvcntlnn 
measures for certain hp i r 11· uo11>; h< 'V<' r '"J0>· 
1. E,lch year bcfme 1 ,I,JIIII,ay d lfll·1rrtnb•r•d 
quantity shall IJf> fixed fN lil<' toll "~11nq 
marketing year, 1n accordance w1th thl' pru, •t•d • c 
laid down in Article 43(2) of the Tre.:lty, r"'-
each spirituous beverage: 
-obtained from ffi alcohol-producing o•Jrl<"Ul1 '11 .11 
product obtained or harvested in the Canmur1r. t y, 
and 
- which may be placed at a Cam{>etit1ve disadvan-
tage by the fixing of the selling price for 
alcohol for oral consumption. 
The guaranteed quantity of d spirituous tJCW·J-,ltJC 
shall be fixed by reference to the quant. it y ot 
t.hat beverage produ~cd, milrkC'l <'cl nr hi nn•d dur ""1 
the five pr·c•ccdiny m.rrj.,<·l inq Y<'•" :;. 
2. 'I,K• <JU,II'dl1(t\'d lJUdllllllC~-> f,ll,dl (,• oiJ>f~>il i<~lll'd 
anotg lhe CO'llllunlty ctistillers concemt)d. Tlt<1l 
portion of the guaranteed quant.i t.y allotted t·o a 
distiller is hereinafter referred to as th~ 
'guaranteed quota'. 
3. 'l1le Council, acting by a qualified majonty 
on a proposal from the Commission, Rhall aiopt 
general rules concerning the apport10nment of 
the guaranteed quanti ties arrong Cat111uni t y 
distillers, taking into account the need to 
reserve a share of production for newly estilblishC'd 
distillers. 
It shall, in accordance with the same procedure, 
lay down the characte~istics of the spirituous 
beverages concerned. 
4. 'lhe apportionment arrong CO'llllunity di.stillem 
shall be d:>ne before 1 May each year for the 
following marketing year and in accordanre w1 th 
the procedure laid down in Article 35. ~ver, 
the Council,acting cy a qualified majority on a 
proposal from the Commission, may decide that for 
a period which may not £)Xceed five marketing 
years from the date on which this Regulation 
takes effect apportionment shall be oone by the 
Mentler States. In that case, the guaranteed 
quantities allocated to each Member State sildll 
be determined by reference to the average 
actual output of the. spirituous beverages 
ccn:erned in the Member State in question over 
the preceding five marketing years. 
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dc>lct.C'd (contd) 
Amendment No. 48 
1\rticlc 15 deleted 
* OJ C 309, 31.12.1976 
5. Provision nuy tx~ rnadc> for any Ccmmmtty 
dist~ller to transfer to another Camtunity 
distiller all or part of the guaranteed quotJ 
allotted. 
Such transfer shall alter, for the marketi.ng year 
in question, the guaranteed quotas allotted to 
the distillers concerned.* 
6. Detailed rules for the applLcation of th1s 
Article, including the cond~tions under which 
the transfers referred to in paragraph 5 may ~X' 
effected, shall be adqJtf'd in accordance wi.th 
the pn~ laid down in 1\rt icle 15. * 
Article 15 * 
Intervention measures for certain spirituous 
beverages 
1. 'Jhe Mentler States shall levy an equahzat ion 
charge on the alcohol contained 1n spirituous 
beverages, whether or not i.nported, which ar<' 
released to the Crnmu.nity market and are d)tdlnt.!d 
from an alcohol-producing agricultural product 
for which the target price of the corresponding 
aloohol is lower than the selling price fixed 
for such alcohol intended for oral consmnptiCJn. 
The amount of the equalization charge shall not 
be less than that laid down for alcohol obta1ncd 
from the same alcohol-producing agricultural 
product. 
2. Where spirituous beverages for which a 
guaranteed quantity has been fixed d.re rr.lrw,;f'd 
to the Ccmnunity .. ·1rk.et the i ntc•Jvc•nt JClll u<.Jf'llt"H ':; 
shall make a carvensatory payment to l.he produn•n• 
by reference to the alcohol content, with1n the 
limits of the guaranteed quota. 
Where, in respect of such spirituous beverages 
obtained from an alcohol-producing a~ricultural 
product, the target price for the alroilnl obt,uned 
from that product is higher rJJ.:Ul th0 !<<.'11 inq JH 11.·c 
for such alcohol intended for oral com;LrrllJ't lUll, 
the amount of the carpensatory payrrent shall not 
be mre than that made for alcohol obt al!lcd r ran 
the same alcohol-producing agriculturul pnxluct. 
The asrount of the CCl'llJX'nsatory !Jayment nk.ly h<• 
fixed by reference to the size of the <.llSLJ Llc·r·y 
during an adjustment period 1.n the course of 
which the exercise of such option shall bE.~ 
progressively reduced. 
3. The amount!' or t h£"' equ;d 1 zat ton ch<1r qc• <lllJ 
th~ COT~ns,JLory !J<Iytrll.•llf: v,d 1d tor tile lollowlll<J 
marketing year shall be fixf"'d ..1\ th<• ··~.uuc t tlllt' 
as the sellin9 prkcs rf'fo:>rrt·d to in 1\rt i<. l<! 10 
and in accordance with the sarre procedure. 
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de I "t cri ( r.on t.d ) 
Article 16 deleted 
1\mcndment No. SO 
Article 18 deleted 
* OJ C 309, 31.12.1976 
** OJ C 193, 31.7.1979 
4. llPI·ailrd rule'~ for tl11• "l~liwilt ion"' llli!. 
i\tl [l'k•, llll'lUdlllg ltK' L'UI<.!Jl!Oil:i UOlk~r wlll•'!J 
the equalization charge may be levied or the 
· calp!nllatocy payment made, shall be a<Lpt.!;!d j n 
accordanoe wit'h the procedure lilid down 1n 
Article 15.* 
ArtJI'll' lh 
• 
Transition fn:rn one marketing yec1r to the next 
The provisions nece~iSi:lr)' to prevent the markt>t 
in the products specified in Article 1(1) from 
being disturbed as a result of a change in 
prices on the transition fran one marketing 
year to the next shall be a<qlted in act'tm:lun.x:-
with the procedure laid cbm in Art klc' 35. 
/\1 I ic ·I, • 1/ 
Intervention conlriliut.lon 
(deleted) 
Article 1.8 
• Control 
1. Arrangements shall be made for control of 
the pi'Cldlction, nrnleii'Cilt and use of ethyl 
alcchol and spirituous beverages. 
2. Dct d ilrd rull'~; for the application of U11 s 
Artick shall be c..~dq>ted in ac<."on.lanl.-c with Lhc 
procedure laid ckJwn in Article 35. 
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~.~~nt. __ ~ 
Article lt deleted 
Artirlc 20 unchanged 
• 
o.J <.: JO!I, 31.12.1976 
Article 19 
Defillilion, du!liqnation, d~:a•t·ipt. ion 
1. 'ft1C Courlc-il, c1ct ing by a qudl if wd m..1jont.y 
on a ptqxJSal fran the Catmission, shall before 
1 July 1979 adopt: 
(nl Qrtll'ro~l ruJ,.,II rl'lllt lrl<.J to liiC' ·~·luJ&t icll,, 
deai9J1ation and preetentatioo of the product.s 
specified in Article 1(1); 
(b) provisions to restrict certain desiCJnations 
to certain productS specified in Article 1(1): 
(c:) the conditions under which the products 
referred to in (b) are c:btaJ.ned; 
(d) provisions relating to the control and 
protection of such restricted desiqnatJ.ons. 
Until the provisions referred to in the first 
subparagraph take effect, the provisioos adopted 
by the Ment:ler States shall apply. 
2. Detailed rules for the application of this 
Article shall be aOOpt:ed in accordance with the 
pracecl.Jre laid down in Article 35. 
Art.iciP 20 
* 
Amendment of the Conunon customs •rariff 
'1be Cannon Custans Tariff is amended in accordance 
with the Annex • 
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Amendment No. 52 
---------
Arliclc 21 
1. unchanged 
2. Save as otherwise provided 
in this Regulation or by the 
Council acting by a qualified 
majority on a proposal from 
the Commission, the following 
shall he prohibited in trade 
with third countries in the 
products referred to in 
Article 1(1): 
- the levying of any charge 
having effect equivalent to 
il customs duty, 
- the application of any 
quantitative restriction or 
measure having equivalent 
effect. 
Amendment No. 53 
Article 22 deleted 
* ().) c 309, 31. 1 2. 197 b 
Article 21 •· 
Application of the Common 
Customs Tariff 
1. The general rules for the intcrprctdtion of 
the CCJTI'OClll Custnrns 1'ariff and its spcci.11 rule!> 
for LtH application shall upp ly t (I t hC' t.trL U 
dassific;tlion of th•~ produc-ts spl'ci(i.cu in 
Article 1 ( l); the tariff nrncnclu.t.llrc result utg 
fran the application of tlus Regulation to these? 
pi'OOucts shall be incorporated in the Corrrt.>n 
Custans Tariff. 
2. Save as otherwise provided in this Regulation 
or by the Council acting hy a qualified majority 
on a prq>osal fran t.he Coornission, the followi.ng 
shall be prohibited in trade with third countries 
in the products referred to: 
-in Article l(l)(a) and (d), the levying of any 
custans duty, 
-in Article 1(1), the levying of any charge hav1ng 
effect ~~ivalent to a custans duty, 
- in Article 1 (I), the i'tpplic..lLinn of .my 4tlill1tJ Lct-
tive restriction or measure hav1ng equivalent 
effect. 
Article 22 
* Licences 
1. !!!pOrts into or exports fran the Carmunity 
of any of the products specified in Article 1(1) 
may be made conditional on the submission of an 
inport or export licence. Such licences shall 
be issued by the Member States to any applicant 
irrespective of the place of his establishment 
in the Corrnunity. 
The issue of such licences shall be conditional 
on the provision of security guaranteeing that 
importation or exportation is effected during 
the period of validity of the licence; the 
security shall be forfeited in whole or in part 
if the transaction is not effected, or is only 
partially effected, with1n that period. 
2. The list of the products concerned, the 
period of validity of the licences and other 
detailed rules for the application of this 
Article shall be adopted in accordance with 
the procedure laid down in Article 35. 
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Ame~dment No. 54 
Article 23 deleted 
Amendment No. 55 
Article 24 delated 
* (),J c 10 9, 31. 12 • 19 7 6 
Article 23 
lmport levy * 
1. On inportat.ion into the Canuun 1l y uf dny of 
the products spec1fiei in Art1cl0 l(l)(a) and 
(d), a levy fixed tx~iore each nl.lrkE'ting year for 
the duration of thur yeM, in accordanC0 witl1 
the procedure laid dawn i.n Artkle JS Rhall lx' 
cha.rqed. 
2. On inllortation into the Ccmnunity of any of 
the products specified in Article l(l)(b),(c) ~d 
(e), then! shall be charged, in addition to the 
custaas ~ty an4 any levy or countervailing charge 
pay.;lble under the provisions qovern.ing r0spcct 1vely 
the ocmmon organization of tile market in products 
processed fran fruit and vegetables and the caTllPn 
arganiZ!Uion of the market in wine, a supplE!!TlE'ntary 
levy fiJoed before each ltlarketinq year for the dura-
tion of tl)at year in accordance with the procedure 
laid down 'in ArticlE' 35. 
3. 11owever, if during a given marketing year the 
conditions of supply of one or 110re alcohol-producing 
raw materials are found to have changed c-onsjdcrably 
the levies referred to in the preceding parayraphs 
may be altered in accordance with the sane procedure' 
by reference to the trend of prices for such alcohul-
pro<ilcing raw materials. 
Article 24 
Calculation of the import levy 
1. 'Ihe levy awlicable to the products speci f:L_ed 
in Article 1(1) (a) shall carprise: 
(a) n variable CXll'pOnent; 
(b) a f~ component. 
'!'he variable ccnponent: 
{a) shall be established on the basis of the avet age 
protection afforded during the previous calendar 
year: 
-either for thf' <JUantit ics \li alcohoJ-pnMlucln<J 
agriculturul products rt'<JU1red J(•r thl' prPdU<'-
tion jn the Crnmunity uf one hectolitre ot pure 
alcohol, 
- or for the quantity of sugar contained in 
those quantities or likely to be obtained 
tllerefran; 
(b) shall not be less than 50¥, of the rate ui custO'llS 
duty applicable the day before the day of entry 
into force of this Regulat1on.* 
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deleted (contd) 
* OJ C 309, 31.12.1976 
** OJ C 193, 31.7.1979 
2. The levy applicabie to the products 5p{'Cified 
in Article 1(1) (d) shall c(11prise: 
(a) a component derived from that referred to in 
(a) of the second subparagraph of paragraph 1 
and calculated by reference to the ratio 
existing in the C'..arrmunity between the prices 
of the alcohol-producing agricultural products 
used in the preparatjon of the Rplrituous 
beverages concerned and the prices of the 
product~ used in the preparation of ethy 1 
alcohol of the same origin; 
* (b) a fixed component. 
3. '1he supplementary levy applicable to thC> 
products specified in Article 1 (1) (b), (c) and 
(e) shall be determined by reference to the 
alccb:>l content and to the cCJI1pOncnt referred 
to in paragraph 2(a). It shall be applied to an 
aloohol content exceeding an actual alcoholic 
strength of: 
- 15% vol, in respect of the products specified 
in Article 1(1) (b) and (e), 
- 18% vol, in respect of wines fortified for 
distillation, 
- 22% vol, in respect of the other wines speci-
fied in Article l(l)(c), 
- 11.85% mas in the case of products falling 
within CCT subheading 20.06 B I.** 
4. For the purposes of applying paragraphs 1, 2 
and 3 Where the origin of the alcohol-producing 
raw material ' ,JliiOt be determined with certainty, 
the carponent to be applied shall be the highest 
~t as ~ in accordance with 
paragraph 1 (a) • 
5. For the products specified in Article 1(1) (a) 
and (d), the anount of the levy referred to in 
paragraphs 1 and 2 shall not l)e less than the rate 
of custans duty applicable the day before the day 
of entry into force of this Regulation. 
The Council, acting by a qualified majority on a 
ptq?OSal from the camli.ssioo, shall lay c:bNn 
special provisions applicable to the products 
referred to in Article l(a) and (d) ilrported 
into the Community on preferential terms.* 
6. By way of derOgation from the provisions of 
paragraphs 1, 2 and 3, for products falling 
within catmon Customs Tariff subheadings ex 
22.05 C IV, 22.09 A I, 22.09 Band 22.09 C in 
respect of which the rate of duty has been 
bound under Q.TT, the levies shall be limited to 
the aroount resulting from that binding. 
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Amendment No. 56 
Article 25 deleted 
* (),) (' 309, 31.12.1971i 
7. The Council, act.. ing by a qu;>l.J fled majonty 
on a prcposal fran the Commssi.on, shall: 
- determine the fixed c<..XTpOnr~nts referred 1·u Ltl 
paragraph'; 1 (b l .tnd 2 (b) , 
- determine t..he qu&ltities of the various 
alcohol-producing raw materials requirc•d in 
the Community to produce one he<~tolttrc· of 
pure alcohol, 
- adopt ge~eral rules for th~ application of this 
Article. 
a. Detailed rules for the application of this 
Article, including the conversion factors corres-
ponding to the ratios referred to in paragraph 2(n), 
shall be a<Jct>ted in accordance w1 t h thE> procedure 
laid down in Article 35. 
'Ihese detailed rules may provide for n-easures 
designed to establish the alcohol-producing 
agricultural ~roduct fran which irrported alcohol 
was OOtained. 
Article 25 
Export refunds * 
1. To the extent necessary to eni.lble ethyl alcohol 
either as such or contained in t..he products Spe<'J-
·fied in Article 1(1) (b), (c), (d) and (e) to be 
exported in econanically significant quantity, the 
difference between world market prices and pric~s 
in the Community for that alcohol or for the 
alcohol-producing agriculturdl product employed 
may be covered by a refund. 
'1tle refund shall be the :.;a. ne for the whole Camlun.Lty. 
It may be varied according to use or destination. 
'Itle refund fixed shall be granted on appUcation. 
2. Where the application of export refunds would 
meet with difficulties in the case of ethyl alcohol 
of agricultural origin contained in certain spir .i tuous 
beverages, the export refunds may be replaced, under 
certain conditions, by production refunds. 
3. 'lbe Council, acting by a qualified majority on a 
proposal from the Commission, shall adopt general 
rules for the granting of export refunds and, whore 
a,wlicable, production refunds and criteria for 
fiXing the amount of such ref1lnd..'l. 
4. The refund<; shall be fixed dt n .. "9ul..u- intcrvdls 
in accordance with thf~ procedure lnlu dowu .in 
Article 35. 
Where necessary the Camussion Hkly, al tl1e request. 
of a Merrt:ler State or on Jts own 1nit.iative, alter 
the refunds in the intervemng penod. 
5. Det.a.ilcd rules for the applicalwn of tllis 
Article shall be adoptcrJ tn aC'cordance w1tll the 
procedure 1 a.id down .in Art k 1 c 3 5 . 
The op1nions of the Committee on Budgets, thP 
Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs, the 
Committee on External Economic Relat1ons and thP 
Legal Affair~ CommittPe, and the !".uppl ementary 
opinion of the Legal Affairs Committee are atta(hed. 
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Amendment No. 57 
Article 26 
in respect of all or some of the 
products specified in Article 
1 (1). ('which are intended for 
the manufacture of ••• of such 
products' deleted) 
1'.~-~~~..!!:!l.. ~£.!._58 
/\rticle 27 
J. 11 Lhc Community market in the 
products specified in Article 
l(l) experiences or is 
threatened, by reason of imports 
or exports of those products, 
with serious disturbances •••• 
(rest unchanged) 
2. unchanged 
3. unchanged 
* OJ C 309, 21.12.1976 
/\rt1cle .26 
* 
Prohibition of Jnward proC<!,:;sing 
arrangements 
To the extent necessary for the prqJer v.orklng 
of the carm:>n organization of the market iti 
ethyl alcohol of agricultural origin, the Council, 
acting by a qualified majority on a proposal . 
fran the Camtission, may prohibit in whole or 1n 
part the application of inward processing arrange-
ments in respect of the products specified in 
Article 1(1) which are intended for the manufac-
ture of products specified in Article 1 and i.n 
respect of alcohol-producing raw materials 
intended for use in the manufacture of such products. 
/\rticle 27 
Protective clause * 
I. H U~e Ctlltnunity m .. u:kcl in liK! EJnx.lu<:l:; 
specified in Article l(l)(a),(b),(d) and (e) 
experiences or is threatened, by reason of .urq:x.>rts 
or exports of those products or of other products 
specified in Article 1(1) containing alcohol of 
agricultural origin, with serious disttubances 
which may endanger the objectives set out in 
Article 39 of the Treaty, appropriate measures 
may be applied to those products in trade with 
third coontries until such disturbance or threat 
of disturbance has ceased. 
The Council, acting by a qualified majority on a 
proposal fran the Ccmn.ission, shall adopt rul7s 
for the appLication of this paragraph and defme 
the cases in which c.md the l.i.mitR within which 
the fbroer States may take interim protoct. ive 
measures. 
2. If the situation nuntioncd in paruyraph J 
arises, the Ccmn.ission shall, at tlte reque~•t of a 
Member State or on its own initiative, dectdc 
upon the necessary measures; the measures shall be 
notified to the Member States and shall be 
imnediately applicable. If the Ccmniss1on 
receives a request fran a Member State, 1t shall 
take a decision thereon within 24 hours following 
receipt of the request. 
3. The Cc.mnission Decision may be refcrr<>d tn t·hp 
Council by any Mt'llix:>r State wilhi11 thrr·r• 'l.nrkJilg 
days following the day on which Lt Wcl!c. crmllUincatl!d. 
The Council shall meet without delay. It may, 
acting by a qualified majority, amend or repeal 
the measure in question. 
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Amendment No. 59 
.... -.... -. ···-.. -- ... -
Article 29 deleted 
Amendment No. 60 
Artjcle 30 deleted 
* 
OJ C 309, 31.12.1976 
~rt! r·j:) .. :n 
• Aid 
Save as otherwise provided in thi:; Rt.>gulatwn, 
Articles 92 to 94 of the Treaty shall apply 
to the production of and trade in ethyl alcohol 
of agricultural origin. 
Article 29 
* 
French overseas departments 
1. Apprc.priate measures concerning ethyl 
alcohol of agricultural origin and spirituous 
beverages d:>tained fran sugar cane may be 
ad:lpted by the Council, acting by a qua 1 i f wd 
majority on a proposal fran the Camlission, in 
order to maintain the level of enployment of 
and ensure a fair income to sugar-cane producers 
in the French overseas departments. 
2. Detailed rules for the application of this 
Article shall be adopted in accordance with the 
procedure laid c:lcMn in Article 35. 
Article 30 
* Scarcity clause 
1. Where there is a risk that the supply of 
ethyl alcohol of agricultural origin to the 
Oommunity or to a utilization sector in the 
Carmunity can' no longer be provided fran 
Camunity resources, or where the Carmunity 
market in the products specified in Article l(l) 
is disturbed or threatened with disturbance and 
this situation is likely to continue, the 
necessary measures may be taken. 
These measures, which shall be applicable to the 
products specified in Article 1(1), may include: 
(a) adjustment of the internal mechanisms 
regulating production; 
(b) a limit on exports; 
(r.) cl ehurgc on exports 
2. The Council, acting by a qual1fied majority 
on a prqx:Jsal fran the Carmission, shall adopt 
general rules for the application of this Artlde. 
3. Detailed rules for the applicatwn of Uns 
Article shall be adopted in accordance with the 
procedure laid c:lcMn in Article 35. 
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Amendment No. 61 
Article 31 
The regulations governing the 
financing of the common agricultural 
policy shall apply to the market for 
the products specified in Article 
1 (I). 
Amendment No. 62 
Article 32 deleted 
Amendment No. 63 
Article 33 
Exclusive rights 
Provisions which grant to certain 
natural or legal persons or which 
restrict to nationals of one Member 
Stat~ the cxclusJve right to 
produ~0, package, tranHport, store, 
rcfin0, 'import, export, purchase, 
::•• I I "' ol hPrwi :a• rn<~rk(~t (~thyl 
o~kohol ot .:Jgricult.ural origin 
shull be incompatible with this 
Regulation. 
* OJ C 309, 31.12.1976 
** (),J c 193, 31.7.1979 
Article 3] 
** 
Financing 
'lhe equalization charges and carpensatory 
payments provided for in Articles 11 and J 5 
and the am:>unts levied pursuant tn Art iclt- 12 
(2) shall be regarded, for the puq.lOSL' ot 1 he 
financing of the ('c.nroon agricultural ~·)IJ<:y, 
as intervention designed to regulate ttgnctJl-
tural markets. 
Article 32 
* 
Extension of the system to the French 
overseas departments 
1. From the date on which Lhls Reguldt mn 
takes effect, Article 40(4) o[ the Treaty ;md 
the provisions adopted for the irrplCII'K'nt.:Jt 1011 
of that Article shall apply, so far as concetm; 
the Guarantee Section of the Eur~ Agricul-
tural Guidance and Guarantee Fund, to the French 
overseas departments in respect of the market 
in the products specified in Article J(l)(a), 
(b) and (c). 
2. 'lhe provisions of this Reguldtion .tdoptr·d dll 
the basis of Artlcles ll3 and 235 oi the Tr·eaty 
shall apply to the French overseas departlllE'nt f' • 
Article 33 
* 
Exclus~ve rights 
Pt"OITisions \'l'lich grant to certain nat iona L or 
legal persals or which restrict to nationil1s of 
one Mentler State the exclusive right to produce, 
package, transport, Rtorc, refine, ~·rt, 
export, purchase, sell or othcrvnsc market 
ethyl alcohol of agricultural oriqin or the· 
exclusive right to p.1CkiKf(', t r\111~:1x>rt, ,;t rH r•, 
re!ine, .illlJOrL, export , purchase, !:iC I I or 
otherwise market ethyl alcohol of non-agr il:u1-
tural origin shall be incatpatible with th.ts 
Regulation. 
- 39 -
N!!sf!l!en& ¥9· 64 
Article S4 
J. A Man~ment Committee tor Ethyl 
Alcobol~culturpl Qrig~n •••• 
(.rest ·ua I • 
AmendMent No. ~5 
Artiele 35 
2. 
' Opinions shall be adQpted by 
a majority of 45 votes. · 
J.unchanqed 
Article 36 unchanged 
* OJ C 309, 31.12.1976 
Article 34 
* 
Establishment of a Ma~~ement Committee 
1. A Managanent Cat11littee for Ethyl Alcohol 
(hereinafter called the 'Cc:JI'rnittee') shaH be 
established, consisting of representatives of 
Mllltler States md p~sicSI!Id over by a represen-
tatiw of the Camduion. 
2. Within the catmittee the votes of Merrber 
States shall be weighted in accordance with 
Article 148{2) of the Treaty. 'Ihe chAinMn 
shall not vote. 
Article 35 
* 
Procedure of the Management Committee 
1. Where reference is made to the procedure 
laid down 1n this Article, the chairman shall 
refer the nldttor lo the t'lallnitlt.'<~ l'j lltur un 
his own initiative cc at the request of the 
representative of a Member State. 
2. 'Ihe representative of the Ccimri.ssion shall 
sutmi.t a draft of the .aeures to be taken. 
'Ihe Ccmnittee shall deliver its opinion on such 
measures within a time limit to be set by the 
chainaan according to the urqency of the 
questions under consideration. Opinions shaH 
be adcpt:ed by a majority of 41 votes. 
3. 'Ihe Cannission shall a&::pt measures which 
shall apply i.nm:ldiately. However, if these 
measures are not in accordance with the q:Jinion 
of the Ccmnittee, tney shall forthwith be 
cannuni.cated by t:.,: C<mnission to the Council. 
In that event tbe Carrnission may defer awlica-
tion of the measures which it has adcpted for 
not nore than one m:>nth fran the date of such 
CCIII!llnication. 
The COuncil, acting by a qualified majority, 
may take a. different decision within one month. 
Article 36 
* 
Other tasks of the Management Committee 
The Cannittee may consider any other question 
referred to it by its chairman either on h.is ONrl 
initiative or at the request of the representative 
of a Mentler State. 
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Article 3( unchanged 
Articl~ 38 unchanged 
Article :39 unchanged 
i ' 
~l!'•n~nt No. 66 
Article 40 deleted 
------·---
'* OJ C 309, 31.12.1976 
Article 37* 
Communication and information 
Maniler States and the Camti.ssion shall ccmnunkate 
to each other the inf~tion necessary for 
~lyillq ,this •Regulation. Detailed rules for the 
CQ1111.1nication and dit~tribution of such informatiot1 
!Jhall be acqrt.ed in acx:ordanro wit.h t.hc prrx"C•dur:-e 
laid~ in Article JS. 
Article 38 
* Research 
'lbe 1'18C188&ary measures to encourage the search for 
new wtlats for ethyl alcohol of agricultural 
ori.iin shall be taken in !accordance with the 
procl8llJre laid down in Arti~le 43 ( 2) of the Treaty. 
Article .39 
Objectives * 
'l'his Jegulation shall ~ so applk"Ci th<~t 
appropriate and siDW.taneous ·account is taken of 
.the ~- ilet out in Articles 39 and 110 
of the ~y. · 
Article 40 
* 
AReMilent of Regulation (E:) No 827/68 
i 
In t!e ·AI'InOX of P.eiJ,Uaticn- (J:I!X:) No 827/68, 
~~ 22.07 is llll!mde4 to read as follows: 
22.07 
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other fermented beverages (for 
exallllle, cider, perry and mead) 
B. Other 
I . Sparkling 
II. Still 
a) Of an alcoholic strength 
of 15° or less 
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/\r'lenilm0n t. Np. 6 7 
1\rlid.c 41 
Delete '30 June 1979', 
Amendment No. 68 
--··--------
1\ r I ic' I <' 4 I il 
Hcforc the end of the third marketing 
year for which this Regulation is in 
operation, the Commission shall put a 
report before the Council analyzing 
the production structure for agricul-
tural alcohol in the Community. This 
report shall also cover the applica-
tion of this Regulation. On tbe 
basis of that report, the Council may 
adopt, in accordance with the proce-
dure laid down in Article 43(2) of 
the Treaty, a plan for structural 
reorganization in this sector. 
If necessary, the Council shall also 
adopt the amendments to this Regula-
tic1n required to take account of the 
C'XIH·r·ir•rH'<' g<lincd and of changing 
economic conditions in this sector, 
and in particular the production 
pattern in ~0ricultural alcohol 
qualify~ng for Community aid and the 
pattern of utilization in the two 
reserved sectors. 
Amendment No. 69 
Delete the dates specified. 
* OJ C 309, 31.12.1976 
** OJ C 193, ~1.7.1979 
Article 41 
Transitional measures 
Should transitional measures be necessary to 
facilitate the transition from the existing 
system to the system established by this Regu-
lation, in particular if the introduction of the 
new system on the date provided for \\0\lld give 
rise to substantial difficulties in respect of 
certain products, such measures shall be acq,ted 
in accordance with the procedurE~ laid <bin in 
Article 35. 
They shall be applicable until 30 June 1979 at the 
latest. 
1\rt i cl C' 4 1 n 
** Before the end of the third marketing year for 
which this regulation is in '¥!ration, the 
Camlissioo shall put a report before the Council 
analyzing the production structure for agricul-
tural alcohol in the Ccmnunity. 'lhls report 
shall also cover the application of this Regula-
tion. On the basis of that report the Council 
shall adq>t., in accordance with the procedure 
laid down in Article 43 ( 2) of the Treaty, a 
plan for structural reorganization in this sector 
to apply from the end of the first period of five 
marketing years referred to in Article 4 ( 2) • 
If necessary, the Council shall also acq,t the 
amendtents to this Regulation required to take 
account of the experience gained and of changing 
econanic cooditions in the sector, and in parti-
cular the production pattern in agricultural 
alcohol qualifying for the price and outlet 
guarantees and the pattern of utilization in the 
reserved sectors. 
Article 42 
Entry into force 
This Regulation shall enter into force on 
1 January 1978. 
It shall take effect on 1 July 1978. 
This Regulation shall be binding 1n its 
entirety and directly applicable in all 
Melttler States. 
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A 
MOTION FOR A RESOLUTION 
closing the procedure for consultation of th' European Parl~ament on: 
1. theamended proposal from the Commission-of the European Communities 
to the Council for a regulation on the c9mmon organization of the 
r I . 
market in ethyl alcohol of agricultural ~rigin and laying down additional 
prov1s1ons for certain products containi~g ethyl alcohol 
~mendments thereto submitted by the Comm~ssion to the ~ouncil pursuant 
I" llw :a_•,;ond p.H·c~~p.·uph of Article 149 of Lhe fo:i~C •rrcaly 
'I'll<· 1·:111 <'I-" 'il_n _I' a r I_ i~~('U t , 
- hoving regard to the proposal from the Commtssion of the European Communities 
to Lhc Counci1 1 and the proposed amendments.thereto2 , 
t 
- having been consulted by the Council pursua•t to Article 43(2) of the EEC 
Treaty (Doc. 504/76 and Doc. 209/79), 
- having regard to the interim report of the ~ommittee on Agriculture 
(Doc. 266/72), 
- havinq regard to the preceding reportcof the Committee on Agriculture 
(Ooc. 472/77 ~nd Ooc. 1-1192/82>, 
- having regard to the second report of the tommittee on Agriculture and the. opinions 
of the Committee on Budgets, the Committee op Economic and Monetary Affairs 
and the Committee on External Economic Rela~ions and the opinion anct 
' supplementary opinion of the Legal Affairs <;ommittee (Doc. 1-210/83) 
I 
- huv i ng reqard to the result of the votes qn the Commission's proposal 
.111<1 I II•• o~m<•ndmc•nt s t.llcrcto, 
A. having regard to the declared objective of the Treaty of Rome to ~guarantee steady 
expansion, balanced trade and fair competition', 
B. l~<<vinq n·g.1rd t.o tlu· judgment of the Court of JuHtice of 10 December 1974 3 
and in particular point 10 thereof which states that 'under the provisions 
oJ Articles 4J and 46 of the Treaty, the national market organizations may 
provisionally be kept in existence pending the establishment of a common 
organization within the meaning of Article 40(2) under the conditions 
defined in Article 43(3)' and point 15 whioh states that 'while the Treaty 
1>rovidcs that the national organization rna~ be kept in existence pending the 
~'sto~lll ishment of a common organization, th:ils was nevertheless only envisaged 
uut.il the end of the transitional period, the date by which the common agri-
n<lt.ur·.-11 policy must he fiually established', 
1
o,J N(J. C 30~, 31.12.1976, p. 2 
2
oJ No. C 1931 31.7.1979, p.S 
3 Case 48-74 (Mr Charmasson v Minister for Economic Affairs and Finance) -
preliminary ruling rec,uested by the Conseil d'Etat de France in 'Reports 
of CaseH before the Court' - 1974-8, p.l383 
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c . whereas the court of Justice has declared void vital provisions of national 
market organizations as contrary to the common market 1 1 whereas, however, 
tll<' c .. ,,rt':. judqult•nts nlllkC' lt ttiUiil•r tq define whnt mHJht conMtitutc 11 
minimal organization of the market in ethyl alcohol of agricultural origin, 
D • whereas this situation can only give rise to uncertainty among Community 
producers of agricultural alcohol, 
E. whereas it is necessary to preserve Community production of agricultural 
alcohol, which is a renewable raw material, in the face of competition 
from synthetic alcohol, which leads to SQuandering of energy, 
.. 
F • whereas also the processing of certain agricultural raw materials into 
ethyl alcohol of agricultural origin 
(a) offers particular economic and social advantages for certain Community 
regions which lack other production possibilities, 
(b) enhances the value o~ these agricultural.raw materials and, 
(c) contributes to the sound management of certain agricultural markets, 
1. Cons1ders that a minimum degree of organization of the market in ethyl 
alcohol of agricultural origin within the Community should be introduced 
in order 
(,r) not to di~:turh lht• produrtion of 4gricultural <~Lcohol in the Communily; 
(b) to put an end to the uncertainty prevailing in this sector for producers 
of agricultural alcohol: 
(c) to ensure freedom of trade within the Community; 
2. Recommends that a common organization of the market in alcohol be based on 
the following principles: 
(a} lim1tinq its field of application to ethyl alcohol of agricultural origin: 
{l1} ensuring the free movement of ethyl alcohol of agricultural origin w1thin 
the Community; 
(c) reducing the price of agricultural alcohols to that of molasses alcohol, 
which is the least expensive agricultural alcohol in the Community, but 
at the same time ensuring that the molasses alcohol market is not 
disrupted by competition from other types of alcohol, in particular 
synthetic alcohol; 
(d) granting to agricultural alcohols other than molasses alcohol a fixed-
rate subsidy in order to ensure a fair income for producers; 
Ce) preventing price fluctuations on the world market from affecting 
Community prices, 
(f) taking into account the traditional features of alcohol production in 
the various regions when determining the voLume for which aid is 
granted; 
OJ No. C 79, 29.3.1980 
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3. Requests the Commission, therefore,· to modify its proposal on the basis of 
these principles, in accordance with the second paragraph of Article 149 
of the EEC Treaty; 
4. Welcomes the Commission proposal for a regulation laying down general rules 
on the definition, description and ~resentation of spirituous beverages 
CCOM<82> 328 final>, which requires the ethyl alcohol used in the production 
of such beverages to be of solely agricultural origin; calls on the Commission 
to make similar provisions for vinegar, to ensure that, in cases where 
alcohol is intended for human consumption, only ethyl alcohol of agricultural 
origin is used; 
----.------5. Further requests that, while a common organization of the market in 
ethyl alcohol of agricultural origin is being established on the basis 
of the above principles, the Community should see to it that employment 
is maintained in the Community regions for which alcohol distilling is 
vital, either because it provides a significant proportion of farmers' 
incomes, or because it U linked to other production· cycles, or because 
it makes an important contribution to the developMent of certain Community 
regions, such as the Black Forest, Luxembourg or the French Overseas 
Departments; 
6. Considers that efforts should be made to establish and safeguard markets for 
surplus wine alcohol, particularly outside the Community, to prevent the 
substantial fluctuations that can arise on the market for wine alcohol, depending 
..,,, 1.11~ vo~ume distilled, from adversely affecting the ethyl alcohol market 
as a whole; 
7. Considers that, with due regard to paragraph$ of this 
resolution, competition on genuinely equal terms between the various 
agricultural alcobols (including spirituous beverage~) should be ensured 
by 
(a) harmonizing their designation and definition, and 
(b) harmonizing the taxes and excise duties levied on them: 
8. Instructs 1ts President to forward to the Council and Commission, as 
Parliament's opinion, the Commission's amended proposal as voted by 
Parl1ament and the corresponding resolution. 
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B . 
EXPLANATORY STATEM£!T 
1. On 6 March 19'i2 th"' Cornroit;sion submitted lo the Council cl puru: .. ,.l .!ut <J 
1·egull'ltion on the con1100I'l orgn.nization of t.hi:! mark(jt i.n ethyl <~lC<llwl Cl!. 
ug.r:icul tural origin and·lnying down addiLion<tl provisions for c~uttain p:..-odtlt:tr:: 
c(mtoininq ethyl «lcohol {Doe. 2/72). 
At H.s m1~eting of 10 and li January 1973 the Comrnit.tee on J\g:·icuH.urc 
adopted an interim report drawn up by its rapporteur, Mr BRIOT (!.JOt', U.6/72). 
At its sitting of 15 February 1973 the European Parliament decided, 
pursuant to Rule 26(2) of its Rules of I'rocedurc, lo refer this rr~r~ol~t llc:1::k 
to the Cmhmittee on Agriculture (OJ No. C 14, 27,3.1973, p. 39). 
2. On 7 December 1976 the Commission S\.lbmitted to the Council .<UL~~:"}J.d..£?.Q 
.Ef..'?..EQ_nal for a regulat.io:l on the common o.r:gani~~ation of the !1\arket in ~,t.hyl. 
e:1lcohoJ of agricultural or:igin and lay:tng down ll.tiMtional prcvisi.•.)ns for 
certa:in products containing ethyl r1lcohol (Doe. 504/'76). 
1\t its meeting of 20 and 21 December 1977 the Con1mitt.oe on ;,,Jr.lc"..ll tun. 
adoptE:d a report drawn up by its rarJporteur, Mr LIOGIER (!'loc. 472/77). 
At its sitting of 16 January 1978 the European Parliament d:~cidecl, .1t 
the req1.\est of Mr DANGENANN on behalf of the Legal A Hairs Commi tt.ee, Lo 
postrxme consideration of the re·port by Mr LIOGIEF. to a subsequent:. par·:-
ses&:i.on '""'No. C 36, 13.2.1978, p. 5). On 22 March ]978 the Legul .ll.ff<d.r!' 
Committee adopted a supplementary opinion by Mr BANGEMANN (Doe. 472/7'1/Ar.J:.I:rl 
on this proposal. 
3. On 1& February 1978 the Comrrittee on Agdculturo, thro1.1gh ;,c.s ~hail"Tt.::.n, 
Mr HOUDET, questioned the Commission on the leg<ll implications for tlHc 
Community of failure to comply .,.;j th the CHARMASSON judgem'!.'nt an'.i impL <'F.:7_,,.n,. 
for Community producers of sheepmaat, potalt:>e!!, ethyl a lcchcJ of .'!'Jd "'c'i t_l.~:·,l 1 
ori9in <~nd spirits (Doe. 531/77) - Debates r:.i the E\lropean Pllrliarnent No. <.2t, 
(FC'hruar.y 1978), p. 242 . 
. In its reply, the Commission emphasized the urgent. neE':d to sr.t. ur i.l 
col\\il\on organizn.tion of the market: in ethyl alcohol of ngricultu.1:';1l od~;]n. 
On 14 April 1978 the Commission informed Parliament th«t it h:~d •'l·~e.i:lt<1 
to modify its amended proposal for a regula!:icm in view of tho rescrvaUon::J 
('Xprcsscd by the Corruuittee on Agriculture, and that Parll<mcnt wou1cl b,., 
consul tcd on a new proposal. 
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4. On l~ J;\mla..:y 1979 the chairr.1an of the C(l!l\mittcc on lVjLicul tun~, 
t-1r CA Lf,J .... I\VE1', de'!cidcd to talJ1f.l a question to thl.' Co:>mmi sHion nnd ~hn Counc:i.J 
in t.j.R cMn nam~1 on pr.oduct.s not yet covered by n c:onunon c>c~Jani.t..tti on of 
the mot·ket. 
In its nJply, t.he Commission ot:.ated t11at it would bill pn!senting, 
before 1 ,April 1979, "the changes announced in its letter of 1-1 April l970, 
and t.hat 't.hesc changes would concern "points of substance (reply to Written 
QuoRtion No. 974/79- OJ No. C 101, 23.4.1979, p. 10). 
The Council, for its pnrt, .provided a much clearer reply by indica t i 11g 
that the amended proposal for a regulaticm had never been withdrawn and thul.: 
it had n<llted the Commission's intention to submit proposed amendments by 
1 April 1979 (reply to Wr:i.tten Question No. 973/78- OJ No. C :113, 7.5.)97~~. 
p. 8). 
5. The amendments in question wore eventually adopted by th(' Commiss.ic·n 
on 18 May 1979 and forwarded to the European Parliam~:~nt on 29 May 1979. 
Thc·y in no way consti.tute a new proposal, as the conunission had led 1.1s t.o 
e:q1c-ct, with the resulting implication that its amended proposal for a 
rcgulati.nn hull been withdrawn, but consists of amendments to itl:i amended 
proposal for a regulation, submitted on the basis of the second p&ragrap<; of 
Ar.t.iclc 149 of the EEC Treaty. 
6. These are the co.mendments which are now under consideration. First of 
a: J., nowever, we shall describe the main principles contained in the arr.er·d(•d 
proposal for a ;:eyulation and the position adopted at the time by the 
Committee on Ag~iculture. 
I!. PRINCIPI.,ES LAID DOWN IN THE AMENDED PROPOSAL f'OR A REGULATION 
7. Unlike the original proposal, which followeu a monopolistic approach, 
making i l .Q?li~-~ory for all ethyl alcohol of ag· . .i.:::ul tural or.igin !:.ogetl:er 
with certain synthetic alcohol prod~ced in the Community, to go through th~ 
intervention ~gcncies, the amended proposal for a regulation i!, mc-r:e liberc;J. -
eve11 if thiH liberalism is kept within certain specific ,limits. 
B. Th~ am .. -:nded pr-:.-posal conc:et·ns only ethyl alcohol of agricultur.r.~J origin 
and spjrituou.s beverages: synthetic alcohol is excluded from i.ts scope. 
9.. Production of ethyl alcohol of agricultural origin is not subject to any 
restriction. This frceaom is protected by three guarantees: 
- « .E.~·ice guar~ v_ia the system of target prices, 
- a ,E_~od~l.£~i£r~.~rantcc via the system of target quantities, 
9U«ranteed quantitics~~nd guaranteed quotas, 
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.. u ~.Id J"_(.~t:.:\1Jll..S..Ui2.l_:,~l_l_)_~c~ via the E>yHI·.etn of n~~>nrvc•l ~ne tors, huyir•\l'" ::1 
bi' trw jnterv(lr.Umi ngcncief; within t·.h~ limit,; of the '}\tllront<:!~'d 
quot<.: tor e::ach undertaking, ·and <'J mec:hnnl.sm for bul "'nc.i.ng the pd r.~s 
of ngriculturul alcohol of different origin by mean~:~ of c-qunlizatiC!I 
1 
chargos and corepc.m:::atory payments 
lO~ Furthcrmort:-, the production of r.pi.ri.tuoufJ bcvP.t:agl!ls, .,,h:i.ch W'.;lre cxpl:cocly 
elCcluded from t.hc nc:rriculturnl field by Regulation No. 7a of 18 December l959, 
is unrestr:i.c:ted. I!owever, the Commission, considering that: certclin spirillWII·l 
beverages (Kc>rn, rum, cP.rtain potable spirits made from fntit.) might be plr~cecl 
in difficnJ t:y by the lowering of the price of ethyl alcohol of ngrict•l.tural 
origin in cert·.uin Membf!c States, propot'leG to grant in respect of thos•~ 
beverages: 
- a FLiCf'. _cju«rJ!!l~.£ achieved by taxinq the a.lcohol contained in 
spir i l:uou!j beverages for which the target price is J o·11er than 
the selling price of alcohol intended for oral consumption, 
- a .Erodu_£tion guurant~e by ,means of a compensdtory payment 
granted in respect of a guaranteed qt.;mtity of spirituous 
beverages obtainc1 from an alcohol-producing agricultural 
product obtained or harvested within the Communit.y whi eh may 
be pl.nce<d at. a compctiLive c.1isadv,mtage as a renult oi t.hc 
fi.xing of the !:l'.!lling price o! alcohol inLended f.or oral 
·COTISllmption. 
11. OthP.r note't.'Orthy provis;.ons of the amended proposal for l' regulat.i.o1~ 
conr.ern: 
- the freedom accorded to molasses alcohol, which has to compete 
directly with synthetic alcohol. However, a marketing premium 
ir; grant&d over 7 years, on a sliding S(:ale, to producers of 
mol.unr.~'S <•lcohol tc1 enable them to adap·: ro the nt;Jw conditjons on 
the markt•t in the E<aid alc~hol, as the Commission had noted that 
the prices of molas5es alcohol and synthetJc alcohol wete 
appr.oachinq a similc~r level: 
£f:.fi,9rV"!d_s,.=c;<tors for ethyl alcohol of agricultural origin,, n<:~J•lt:!ly 
the oral consumption, vinegar-making and pharmaceutical sectore 
and, for a tt·apsitional period of five marketing years and for 
M(}mber States who £;0 request, the pet fumery nnd cosmetics sectors: 
1 Se~ 1\rml":< I .i:or the tlefinition of t.hef;C various concepts. 
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the financial mechanisms introduced with a view to ensuring: 
firstly, equality of competition between these various types of 
ethyl alcohol of agricultural origin sold to users in a reserved 
sector, by fixing a standard selling price for each of the 
reserved sectors. This equality of competition is ensured by 
granting a compensatory payment or levying an equalization charge, 
secondly, that this new common organization of the market should 
finance itself by the application of the intervention contribution 
proposed for this purpose to both ethyl alcohol of agricultural 
origin as such and to that contained in spirituous beverages; 
- arrangements for external trade governed by the traditional mechanisms 
of the common agricultural policy, i.e. import levies, export refunds 
and a safeguard clause to protect this market from disturbances caused 
by excessive imports or exports of alcohol; 
- scarcity clause for situations where there is a risk that Community 
supplies of ethyl alcohol of agricultural origin may no longer be 
assured; 
- ildrmonization of definitions, designations and descriptions of products 
covered by this new common organization of the market; 
- provisions for French overseas departments concerning alcohol and 
spirituous beverages obtained from cane sug,:t.r ;· 
- ban on production and marketing monopolies in respect of agricultural 
alcohol and marketing monopolies in respect of non-agricultural alcohol; 
- finally, setting up of a management committee to administer this common 
organization of the market. 
III. POSITION OF THE OLD COMMITTEE ON AGRICULTURE 
12. In the Liogier report 1 the Committee on Agriculture took the view that 
the amended proposal for a regulation constituted a sound basis for the 
organization of the Community market in ethyl alcohol of agricultural 
or~g~n. However, it asked that this proposal should be reviewed with 
regard to the points listed below. 
1 Doe. 4 72/77 
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13. 'l'l~t: con1mi.Ltl1'~ l.(!qllef:;tcd that the :'1·-:~:_l-'.!:"':. c,[ tt1e amt~nd~d propu:>al 'o:-·r a 
l"f4)\1L<·d:.ion Hhc~11ld ho dcHnf'd m•Jr·c, clcur.ly o:~;· mo~ti.l:icl), t.o ~-ns\l.r.o thnl.1 
•. ~I"Hu nhr.>llll1 hl nu illl,ltl>l"'l 111,\liit.'l. lr•n l•lii.WI,t•·tl'l «'t.hyl •. l.lt•nhnl 
'1r nr~1· lr:ult.11r11l o1. Ll)i.n llll<l lltd 1 II.U.J\1141 t•r•Wtft'Hf••fl (N.Il. t t1p1•1t' 
such as <.Jill er vodka may he conr:L'lP.red "'s C' Llty j_ al C(•ll()l of 
ngricultun1l origin or ae r-;pidt\1011!'; hcvc;,.rages, dcp•·nc.ling on 
the mam<fttcturing p.t·ocasa used), 
- vermouths of nn actual alcoholic strc.augth of less than 22° 
should be treated i~1 the snme way as thoRe of an alcohol. i.c 
strength exceeding 22° so that they may enjoy the vame aclvantc,g~"'r.; 
afl the latter in trade with non-memb~r countries (levies, rco',mrir;), 
- products of purticular economic impor t.a nee for ccrtaj n C'or .. mun ity 
regions should be safeguardec. (korn, pot:1to spirit l'lt;ci ~uu.x-·d(~-v.i..c 
from fruil producec in Ger~any). 
14. The committae felt that the ill_g_et: pricg_ for each type of ethyl c.tl.::r_..! .. ,-l 
of agricultural origin should be reviewed to take into account not only tiH" 
need t.o modGrnize and rationalize Couununi ty production r,otential, c.s 
odvocatcd in the Comrnil'lsion proposal, but also th-? rcqu.irr-mt-nts of structural, 
_socinl. nnd re>gionnl policy in order to reflect the importance of alcohol 
production for certain Community r~gions. 
In particular, the committee n~gretted that the &pccial ta1.-;:e.t t'rices, 
fix~d n" ~hP baLis of the size of distilleries during an adjustm~~~ perlo~. 
were to Mpply ror 10 y~ars only and w0uld ba progressively teduc~~. 
c<.~se of these small distilleries, the comrru.ttee took the vi·~w that there 
should be no pre-established time limit or progressive rec1L1ction. en tht-c 
other hand, it consid~red it necessary to examine at rcgul c.r intervals th.,;, 
situatic.•n of thesP. small distilleries, with .:. "iew to taking the nece:ss;at·y 
mf:·asure~. to facilit<Jte their moderniziltion. 
;15. 'fhP. committee opposed the vieo..r that !!El_<!sscs al~r_.:,o!_ co•Jld withstar,:l 
competJ.tion from synthetiC' alcohol. lt therefor.e r~ql1e5L'.'.:1 that mcll<ts~o::·s 
alcohol ~:houlcl be tre?. tE.d in the !'lame way as other types of. alcohcl <Jncl 
enjoy the same guarante0s, in parti.cular the marketing guarantee. 
16. The con•mj t.lt"e felt that the .pJJ.gs;ation of ql:aqm,!:,~-~·1 _g_•~_i..i.:..U::.~ <nr•Oil':} 
< omrnunj ty distillers, should be carrie::l out by the MGmbor. ~I. ate~ and r:ot the 
Mam:.gt?IMmt Committee, a~ proposed by t:1•~ Coromisr.ion. 
17. The Comm.ttt.cc on Agriculture was in favour or the pcrmiln<1n 1• incltH;ion 
of the perfumery and cosmetics indt\st.ry among the resexved s-t>q!I:~r.-~. 
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18. '!'no col":•.i.i-tc•::: ..,;c,s nlso 1 n fovrJur of: abul \.~;hing t.hP. "Lnt.,·;·~::t1.~ .. -LQ.0 .. ·~9}~ . .-i ·· 
)~'-'..!J.t?.l.\• n•:>t only because::! thel:B wus no oblig<:til'll for a scc;.:or· of the cn•~tl\lnt\ 
:1gricultt1rnl pcllicy b> be Relf-fin:1ndng (br.e<Jcll of th"- pt"i.r.t:i;-:.t.(J of 
financial ::;olidcJl:·ity), but also becaus'<! the fiX"ing ot ch:·tJ:ges wn~. the 
exclusi.vu ~espon:~ibility of the Budgetary Jl.uthority. In arJdiLi.c-:1, if t.n:~:: 
intervention contribution was applied, thousands of ~olclings nd.ght. we'll 
dir•~•r,paax:, par.t:h:ul:lrly in Gorm;:my, ¥h111re lho dil'ltillilt..ion of 1\lcohol 
ac:cour1t.ad fc)r up tc.o :JO% of the income of tile holdings in quoE:tion • 
. I 
19. As reg<trCIH t.he .f!£!!2"Cit.y ~~. the Committee on Agriculture fc·:lt t:hi\t 
the meaRurcs proposed for dealing with shortages should apply cmly to (!t:llyJ 
alcohol or ag·r ict1l tural origin. Exports of apiri tuous bevernges shoulrl not. 
he n:~;ti·ictP.d nncl the charge on exports should be applied to them only ;.r. J on::> 
as the market w~e disturbl!d, to ensure that spirit•wus beverages !:lU<!~ ~.-; 
whisky or cognac did not iose external rettrkets. 
30. Finalll'• the Committee on Agriculture requested special protection 
measurer:: f:.>r \"illC··b<~scd caux-de-vie! the defintt.:i.on of .a COJn•nuni.t-.y stallita 
tor small-scale distillers o~ the basis of Article 23!i of the EEC 'J'rez.ty, 
and the h;lrmor.ization of the taxes and cxd &€. duties applic<1blo to <.lcohc:1 
ar:d spirituous b<;verages. 
!V. PrtOPOSr;o AW:~DMEN'!'S TO TH:F. Af.lENDED PROl?OSAL 
---------------
21. F;xaminatinn of t:IE: amendments made by the Corn.i"nis.sion to its an~ndc.>c 
proposal for z. regulation shows t.hat the Corr.mittP.e cm Agr icllll:ure h;•:; ootd n·~d 
s<'lib,factior. on the follO\Ting points: 
_mold_§~o:?J:.....{Ilcohol is to benefit, !.ike other alcohoJ.s, i:rc.n' a 
cert'l.in m<lrketing guarantee (Article 4). 'l"he intervention 
<.genci<•.3 .:.re thus obliged to purcha!.'c, .,,ithin the lirrits of 
t.hE- gnH<trtocd quota for each distillery. molas!:es <~lcohol 
wh~ . .:h h"s not been disposed of (1\rticle .>). The trans,iti.on<t~ 
m~asures for molasses alcohol (marketinc;J premium}! are no 
lvn~o:n: applicable (Article 7); 
I 
I 
- .l:.h.f!_~..!.'.!2.!: .. ~ntj._ou contrH~t.!li2!! (Article 17) has been abolished. 
Tlae Commi.sF.i.on' s ju&lification for this is that a COF.w'TIOn poHcy 
in res~ct of an agricultural product:. should not he !:inanc-~d 
lly meuns of ;, charge on industrial product-.c;, narr.el-y t.piriL.uc,~·!i 
beverages, '<li th the burden being borne by the C'onsumor. 
Ar.-tic·J.e 31 has been amended accordingly; 
- thC' Ccm1.:nh•sion w~::.l submit to the C'ouncil, befot·c the flnd of i..h.t 
th.i.rcl m.1 r.l~ct ing year, a J:C!R0!7t analysing the productic;m At.r•.wt~;- :-
.:or ngricuH:ural alcohol in the Community (1\1·ticla 4h). '!'id~; 
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measun· was ~~alled f-:>'1: in point 11 of t h·.~ moti-:.m for a !.•.~oolutiou 
(I.iuyi.u.c Rl!port) and in the amended tc:xt of Art.i.r:la 3 (4) of the 
Comrr.ission pr()potH\l. 'l'hc Corr.mitt:cw on Agriculture \"olcon•es the 
Colt\lllission's endors~?mcnt of its propos<'ll. However, it r.cgx·ets 
that the Commia!lion has failed to ntipulate that this report. r.hnuld 
also be suhmittEJ<l to th·~ l::uropcan P<'n:liamnnt. If this is not; dorv.l, 
it would UIJCllll im}Jossi.blc for ParlimnP.nt to dalivel a valicl opinion 
bn the plan for the 1;1lructura·l r(Jox·ganb.ation of Community pr.o1hwt jon 
referred to in Article 4la. 
22. The other amendments call for. the following conunentu: 
- the alllf>ndments to 1\rtie:lo 1 (l) are of a technical nature and con<:crn 
only the unit of mearn1re for the alcoholic strength of the varicus 
prod\tcts. 'l'his il'l nlso the case in Article 24: 
-the proposed amendmcut to the last subparagraph of Article 1(2) is 
designed to e:nsurt: a degree of consisi:ency ia the Co:nmisGio:\ ~1rop·:1sn l 
by establil;hing e~uality of competition bet~eon spirituous bn.·eragc~~·. 
fltwoured wi11as and ve1:mouths; 
the proposc·d <•:rennment to the last subparagrap~ of 1\rticJc 3 (2) iG 
dEH:;ic_tncd to ensure that: cext.ain agricultural alcohol.F twch a~ 
t'lolasses alcohol do not: benefit, thanks to the marlc,'•.ing guaraatE"e 
from certain ad•:antagcs enabU ~g producers of :nolasser. c.ll::o:·,ol, 
r:· ·' ' system of finan•.~ial equalization, to develop t.hc-j r prodL1cl.ion 
in finar.dally favourable conditions and force cut of business 
product·rs l'"ss well eq'lippcd to cope with this competition. !n ., iew 
of the current energy crisis, the Commission feel& that Communit'! 
pro•~uction capacity should be YUaintained while preventing au jnoroir.:t•.· 
inc:reasc in n lcohol production; 
- finally, the propoEJed amendment to Article 10(2) syecifie~. th.:>t., 
in fi.xi 1"19 tho selli n9 price of alcohol intended for t.he pt.arm~:­
cautic<ll, pcrfu,no:n:y and cosmetics sectors, the lll<\rkct pric€: .:)f 
synthatjc alcohol should be taken into account. Although l.t !Cr.·ctit•P-
to bA Rt>C n how th·~ p1·ice o~ £Jy11t'hctic: alcohol wiJ 1 i•c affcc:lr.d 'by 
the energy crisis, it should be pointed out th<lt i.t iA at J't'C~<>r!t 
the least. expr:!nsivc alcohol. If the selling price of alcot.ol f.or 
the two abovl"mentionc>d sectors was fixed at Cl level supc"rior to that 
of synthetic alcohol, it is clear that thil'; would jeopardize thr· 
export cap::..ci ty of the Euro{X!an pharmaccu t) cnl. and pc rfmrery ir.ciu!'.t·1· il. ~ . 
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V. ANALYSIS OF THE NE\i COMMITTE:::!: ON AGRICULTURE 
. ~- ---· ··-··· ~. -· ··------~-· ·---·. ··~·----
23. The amended proposal for a regulation and tne related amendment 
must be considered in the light of the problem of alcohol in the 
Community as a whole. 
-----------------··· 
First, there is an economic problem in the competition between alcohol 
of agricultural origin and synthetic alcohol with the associated question 
of the reserved sectors. Then there is a social problem, linked in part 
to a fiscal problem mainly in relation to Germany's .contract distilleries. 
Lastly, there is a fiscal problem which while not strictly the concern 
of a common organization of the market in alcohol is nevertheless a factor 
which affects the way it works. 
24· The amended proposal for a regulation in the first instance poses a 
fundamental economic problem namely, the competition between ethyl alcohol 
I 
of agricultural origin and synthetic alcohol. 
As far as production is concerned, it sl·,'.>uld be pointed out that there 
ar~ no restrictions on the production of ~~~ohol of agricultural origin or 
svn~hetic alcohol. In 1978 the production of alcohol of agricultural origin 
(excluding spirituous beverages) was 6,824,000 hecto-litres while the 
amount of synthetic allcohol produced was 5, 367., 000 ~to-litres. 
-·---· 
However, the Commission thought it useful to maintain the production 
of alcohol of agricultural origin which is a renewable raw material. In 
the present circumstances, synthetic alcohol would oust agricultural alcohol 
from the market if unfettered competition were allowed to develop. But if 
the price of oil were to rise, there would be a cut-back in the production 
of synthetic alcohol, which - except in one special case - represents a 
waste of energyl, and a boost given to agricultural alcohol as a renewable 
source of energy. 
1 one community company is considering increasing its synthetic alcohol 
r-utput solely on account of the special properties of l'forth Sea crude Pil. 
---------
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25. The Commission has therefore proposed that competition between 
these two types of alcohol would be kept within acceptable limits 
in order to avoid destroying the Community's agricultural alcohol 
industry. This is why the Commission has proposed granting ethyl 
alcohol of agricultural origin a production guarantee through a 
system of quotas to be apportioned between undertakings, through 
guaranteed prices and a marketing guarantee. 
-----------------
26. It is in this light that the Commisaion'a;proposal to create reserved 
sectors should be seen. 
What the Commission proposes is, as stated in paragraph 12, to reserve 
the sectors aaaociated·•with li:UJia&n·fConsumption for ethyl al~ohol of 
agricultural origin. These sectors represent a p.O.ntial consumption of 
4,400,000 hecto-litres. 
The Committee on Agriculture criticizes the concept of reserve sectors 
insotar as, strictly speaking, it is tnaonaiatent wtth free cgmpetition between 
agricultural alcohol and synthetic alcohol. 
21 •. It should be pointed out that in all the Member states- de jure or 
de facto - the oral consumption sector is reserved for agricultural alcohol. 
The Commission is proposing that the same situation should apply to vinegar 
and pharmaceutical products intended for human consumption. However, for 
the perfumery and cosmetics sector it is proposing a transitiQnal period at 
the end of which this sectof1would be open'to free competition. 
28. After very careful consideration of the matter, the Committee on Agriculture finally 
took the view .. that the concept of 'reserved sectors' was no longer relevant. 
On 9 June 1982, in fact, the Commission adopted a p,roposal for a Council regulation 
<EEC) on the definition of spirituous beverages and aromatized wines (COM<82> 328 final). 
Article 7 of that proposal stipulates that the ethyl a.lcohol used in the preparation 
of these products must be sqlely of agricultural origin. 
·' 
This provision meets the wishes of the Committee on Agriculture. 
29. The Committee on Agriculture has reason to believe that the Commission is preparing 
a proposal on vinegar which goes along the same lines. It can only encourage the 
Commission to continue along those lines. 
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30. With regard to pharmaceutical and cosmetics sector, national ~revisions will continlle 
to apply pending eventual harmonization at Community level. Although such harmonization is 
admittedly desirable, it would seem wiser to keep matters as they are for the time being 
because the important point is to facilitate the adoption of the regulation on alcohol, 
given the current disturbances on the alcohol market. 
31. The abolition of reserved sectors should enable the legal Affairs Committee to withdra11 
the reservations it expressed previously, but it should be recalled nevertheless that in 
Case 139/79 <the 'isoglucose' judgement>, the Court clearly acknowledged the 'pr1macy of 
the agricultural policy in relation to the objectives of the Treaty in the field of 
competition and the Council's power to determine the extent to which the rules of 
competition should apply to the agricultural sector'. 
Whatever the case may be, the abolition of reserved sectors uill serve to facilitate 
the adoption of a simplified proposal for a regulation by the Council. 
1 
----------------------------=-~~==--~--------------
32. The amended proposal for a regulation poses a social problem in that 
a number of Community regions depend traditionally on the production of 
alcohol. This is true in the case of the Black Forest's contract distil-
leries(the total is 33,300 for the whole of Germany) and also in the case 
of Lower Saxony, Westphalia and Schleswig-Holstein where alcohol including 
korn is produced from potatoes and cereals and finally, there are the 
French overseas departments with their rum production. 
3]. The Commission's abandonment of the intervention contribution re-
presen•tlsubstantial progress for these special types of distilleries. The 
Commission has proposed other measures in favour of these distilleries as 
follows: 
(a) The Council may fix special target prices (Article 3(4)) by 
reference to the size of the distillery, subject to progressive 
reduction over a period not exceeding ten years: 
See PE 65.266, p.3 
2 See Article 8 of the amended proposal for a regulation. 
3 PE 73.925, p.3 
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(b) Por spirituous beverages for which a guaranteed quantity has 
been fixed (Article 15(2)) 1 , namely kern, eaux-de-vie made from 
fruit and rum from the French overseas departments, the inter-
vention agencies will make a compensatory payment to the producers 
not subject to any time limit. 
(c) For the French overseas departments (Article 29), the Commission 
has proposed that the Council may adopt 'appropriate measures' 
with a view to maintaining the lev~l of employment and ensuring 
a fair income for sugar cane producers; 
(d) Finally, after the regulation has been in force for three years, 
the Commission will present to the Council a report analysing the 
structures of agricultural a1cohol production in the Community on 
the basis of which the Council (and not the Management Committee) 
will after consulting the European Parliament adopt a plan to 
restructure the sector. 
34. This last point featured in the report by Mr Liorgier and, happily, the 
Commission has followed the recommendation of the old Committee on Agriculture. 
However, the guarantee offered to special types of distillery by the system 
of special target prices is still insufficient in that those prices are 
subject to progressive reduction and to time limits. 
The Commission should have abandoned this idea of 'progressive reduction' 
and proposed an intervention system for these producers to be used where 
they are unable to market their products. 
Similarly, provisions should have been made for better protection for 
rum manufactured in the FOD. Such protection might have taken the form of 
an appropriate definition of rum and a 'registered designation of origin' 
system. 
35. The amended proposal for a regulation lastly raises a complex fiscal 
p_r:o!:>~~!!l with a number of aspects. 
(a) First, there is the problem of the competition between the various types 
of alcoholic beverages (eaux-de-vie, wines, beers) protected by national 
laws and which are or have been the subject of proceedings before the Court 
of Justice. At present the effect of the Court's findings is negative. 
It is now up to the Commission to try and restore what the Court, in the 
name of the Treaties, has destroyed. The Commission should therefore put 
to the Council a proposal for the harmonization of taxes and excises on 
alcohol and spirituous beverages to create genuine competition in the 
Community between the various types of alcoholic beverage. Some progress 
1
see Article 14 for the conditions governing the fixing of the guaranteed 
quantity 
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has already been made towards harmonization (in France, for example, 
the duty on cognac has been increased in accordance with the rulings 
of the Court in order to avoid giving cognac a privileged position ae 
comparod wi.th whisky), hut further efforts are necessary. 
(b) There is then the problem of contract distilleries already 
referred to. Here, too, the system currently applied should be 
maintained or even extended where such a system is justified by social 
factors. 
(c) Finally there is a specifically French problem, that of 
home distillers, i.e. the million or so people entitled to distil 
10 litres of pure alcohol per annum without paying any tax. This 
system remains insignificant and has no influence on intra-Community 
trade. Consequently, it should be left outside a Community system. 
36. This fiscal problem is compounded by the problem of obstacles to trade 
in spirituous beverages within the Community which need to be removed if 
genuine competition is to be created. Thus, recently, France amended its 
laws on advertising for spirituous beverageP in response to requirements 
of public health and to put an end to rest~ictions which hitherto affected 
only spirituous beverages from outside France. 
-----
37, Consideration of this very complex proposal would not be complete 
without looking at three further points, namely the problems of wine 
alcohol, molasses alcohol, and the application of Protocol No. 19. 
38. As far as wine alcohol is concerned, the main difficulty is to fit 
highly variable quantities into a rigid framework, especially as the Council 
has fortunately just adopted on a permanent basis the 'performance 
guarantee'. The Commission has therefore decided to introduce into its 
amended proposal for a regulation the necessary degree of flexibility to 
take account of exceptional harvests, i.e. where the production of wine 
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alcohol exceeds the average level of 1,350,000 hectolitrea of pure alcohol. 
This, then, is the purpose of Article 4(4) of the proposal which provides 
that the guaranteed quantities allocated annually to each distiller may be 
adjusted at the end of the marketing year within the limits of the target 
quantity fixed for wine alcohol. 
39. However, if too much wine alcohol were produced, there would be a 
danger- of the market in ethyl alcohol of agricultural origin being disturbed. 
It is therefore to be hoped that the effect of the commission's action 
programme 1979/1985 for the progressive establishment of balance on the 
market in wine1 will be felt soon so that in future wine production is 
concentrated on better quality wines which are in demand on the market and 
so do not need to be sent for distillation. 
It should also be pointed out that the amendments made to the wine regulation in 
July 19822 ought to make it possible to prevent any disturbance of the market for 
aLcohol and spirituous beverages produced in the Community <see Article 40a). 
40· The old Committee on Agriculture had asked for a production guarantee, 
even partial, to be granted for molasses alcohol. Its suggestions, on this 
point have been heeded, in that the Commission h81 revised its amended 
proposal accordingly- (Articles 4 and 6). On average 3,250,000 hectolitres 
of molasses alcohol are produced annually, and of ·that quantity, 
1,500,000 hectolitres, i.e. virtually half, will benefit from the marketing 
guarant~~ Furthermore, these 1,500,000 hectolitres correspond to the 
quantity currently marketed in the reserved sectors. 
The Commission considers that most of the rest of this alcohol should 
be exported in view of the increasing export opportunities for agricultural 
alcohol. 
The Commission should consider whether the Community instead of 
producing alcohol from molasses should use molasses to produce other 
commodities which are in short supply. The use of molasses in animal feed-
stuffs could be of interest in that : 
(a) the Community needs such products, and 
(b) it could thereby establish a balance between the supply of agricultural 
alcohol and demand from the reserved sectors. 
1 Doe. 496/78 - rapporteur 
z OJ No. L 227, 3.8.1982, p.1 
Mr Pisoni 
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41. Finally, attention should again be drawn to the problems posed by 
Protocol No. 19 annexed to the Act of Accession concerning spirituous 
beverages obtained from cereals, basically whisky and whiskey. 
The purpose of Protocol No. 19 wm to facilitate the use of Community 
cereals for the manufacture of spirituous beverages from cereals for 
export to third countries. The measures to be taken by the Council under 
this protocol were to be adopted, either within the framework of the common 
organization of the market in cereals or that to be adopted for the market 
' in alcohol, it being understood that such measures must not give rise to 
discrimination between whisky (or whiskey) and other spirituous beverages. 
44 By its resolution of 28 December 1972 1 on the drawing up of the 
common policy on alcohol and the implementation of Protocol No. 19 annexed 
to the Act of Accession, the Council agreed : 'to adopt simultaneously 
- the regulation for the common organization of the market in ethyl 
alcohol with effect from 1 August 1973: 
- the measures intended to ensure the actual grant - also with effect from 
1 August 1973 - within the framework of the common organization of the 
.market and pursuant to the provisions c~ Protocol No. 19, of export 
refunds for spirituous·beverages obtained from cereals'. 
43. Article 25 of the amended proposal was in line with this Council 
resolution. However, since 28 April 1981 this problem has been settled, 
within the framework of the common organization of the market in cereals, 
since the Council has adopted Regulations (EEC) Nos 1187/81 and 1188/81 2 
laying down rules for granting refunds adjusted in the case of cereals 
exported in the form of certain spirituous beverages. 
VI. ~<P9_E~S _F0~--~2!:-..Y!_N~ _ _!~~-~-'3QBL~~ OF ETHYL ALCOHOL OF AGRICULTURAL ORIGIN 
44. As the Commission has pointed out, the adoption by the Council of an 
organization of the market in ethyl alcohol of agricultural origin is now 
becoming urgent3 on account of : 
------~-·------ -----· 
(a) the uncertainty which prevails in this sector following the judgements 
handed down by the Court of Justice: 
(b) the need to achieve free movement of goods in relation to alcohol and 
spirituous beverages: 
i OJOJ No. C 141, 31.12.1972, p.l 
3 No. L 121, 4.5.1981 PE 65.266 
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Ill 
(c) Lhe need lo avoiJ destroying the production machinery of a 
renewable raw material at a time when energy is in short supply; 
45. The Committee on Agriculture draws attention to the effort made .by 
the Commission in attempting to lay down rules for the agricultural 
alcohol sector in the Community. It welcomes the fact that in 
its amended proposal the Commission has taken account of the criticisms 
expressed by the committee. However, the complexity of the proposals, 
which results from the desire for compromise shown by the Commission, 
will make its acceptance by the Council extremely difficult since 
it is not easy to satisfy both the states which produce agricultural 
alcohol and those which produce synthetic alcohol, not to mention 
the problems connected with spirituous beverages. This being so, 
it is legitimate to ask whether the Commission might not consider 
simplifying its proposal so as to ensure the free movement of 
alcohol and spirituous beverages whi~e providing measures 
intended to guarantee the livelihood of producers who might be 
adversely affected by any such liberalization. 
46. It would also be unwise to delay again the adoption of a co1111T.on 
organization of the market in agriculture on the ground that at some 
point in the future the Community will be faced with enlargement to 
include Greece, Portugal and Spain. 
Grn('re, which has been a member country of the Community since 
January 1981, has an alcohol production of 295,000 hectolitres. 
This level of production would not disturb the Community market. 
Portugal, whose alcohol production is also fairly low (about 
100,000 hectolitres), is a net importer of alcohol and so would benefit 
the Community market. 
Spain, however, produces large quantities of alcohol fluctuating 
between 1,700,000 and 2,500,000 hectolitres annually, these fluctuations 
being due to the amount of wine distilled into alcohol. If Spain were to 
become a member of the Community, it would in any case have to conform to t:1e 
Community discipline which the Commission plans to introduce in the 
wine sector. 
47. The Committee on Aqriculture considers that the Commission's proposal 
must be thoroughly reviewed in order to take account of the criticism 
expressed by the committees asked for their opinion, and especially 
the doubts expressed by the Legal Affairs Committee, and also to take:~· 
account of the improbability of an agreement being reached within the 
Council on the basis of the present proposals. 
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48. For the reasons set out in point 44 of this explanatory statement, 
the Committee on Agriculture considers essential the introduction of a min1mum 
common organization of the market in ethyl alcohol of agricultural origin. 
It had thought that Article 40(2)(b) might provide the basis for this, 
since it stipulates that the common organization of the market may take the 
form of a 'compulsory coordination of the various national market organizations'. 
49. Such a framework would have made it possible to maintain the essential 
provisions of the national market organizations which do not distort competition 
and, at the same time, to apply a common system to agricultural alcohol. More-
over, this 'decentralized' approach would leave intact a large number of the 
rules of national market organizations and would thus have made it possible to 
solve the local problems of certain regions of the Community, such as the Black 
Forest, Luxembourg and the French overseas departments, to which alcohol produc-
tion is of vital importance. 
50. However, the Committee on Agriculture did not opt for this solution 
because it would require the introduction of a minimum price for ethyl 
alcohol of agricultural origin in intra-Community trade in order to prevent 
the Community market from being disrupted by unbridled competition. 
51. A system of minimum prices in intra-Community trade would be open to 
serious legal objections. The banning of im1·orts into a Member State of a 
product which failed to conform to a minimum price would be equivalent in its 
effect to a quantitative restriction and would have to be regarded as an 
infringement of Article 30 of the EEC Treaty. This has, moreover, been 
confirmed by the Court of Justice, which declared invalid a provision of the 
old lwine' regulation (Regulation (EEC) No. 816/70) which authorized the 
producer Member States to levy taxes in intra-Community trade as a safeguard 
measure. 
The existence, in the wine market, of a system of minimum prices was 
accepted only because it was hedged about with the following legal safeguards: 
1. The disposal of wine is guaranteed by the fact that a distillation 
mechanism is triggered when the minimum price is fixed; this mechanism comes 
into operation when the minimum price is reached; 
2. The period of application of the measure is limited to 4 years; 
3. The measure is used only in the event of a serious crisis and only 
after the other intervention measures have failed to stabilize the 
situation on the market. 
In addition, the effects of the 'wine' regulation are felt in all the 
Member States at the same time. A system of minimum prices, applied whenever 
freedom of movement is likely to pose a serious threat to the production of 
alcohol in a Member State, is so protectionist that it denies the existence 
of a common market and is incompatible with a common market organization based 
on common rules. 
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52. The Committee on Agriculture has therefore preferred to focus its 
attention on the possibility of simplifying the present amended Commission 
proposal. This could be achieved on the basis of the following guidelines: 
(a) the proposal should apply solely to ethyl alcohol of agricultural 
origin and spirituous beverages should be totally excluded from its 
field of application; 
(b) freedom of movement for ethyl alcohol of agricultural origin should be 
guaranteed within the Community; 
(c) the price of ethyl alcohol of a agricultural origin would be reduced to that of 
molasses alcohol. In recompense, the other types of alcohol should receive Community 
aid in respect of a limited quantity, which wculd ha~to be fixed taking into 
account the traditions of alcohol production in the various regions; 
(d) ·price Huctuations on the world alcohol market should not be passed on to the 
Community market; 
(e) spirituous beverages of·~;~~~ic importance to ce~tain Community regions 
(fruit-based potable spirits in Germany and Luxembourg, rum from the 
French ovcrse.:w dPpartments) should continue to be subject to the.i r 
respective nat1nnul laws as regards taxation and should not therefore 
be dealt wlth by the simplified proposal for a regulation. 
These guidelines should be examined thoroughly. 
53. The fact of l1miting the field of application of the future 'alcohol' 
regulation to ethyl alcohol of agricultural origin should allay the fears 
of those who suspect that the Community is trying in one way or another to 
control Lhe product1on of spirituous beverages. In future, it would be 
clearly established that this production is free. Such a solution ought 
also to dispel the doubts entertained by the Legal Affairs Committee. 
54. It is essential, in a common market, for ethyl alcohol of agricultural 
origin to be able to move freely among the Member States. The amendments 
put forward to the Commission's proposal are consistent with this requirement 
since they make for the establishment of a relatively 'simple' common market 
organization for the sector in question. 
In particular, as we have already stated, the idea of a minimum price 
for alcohol has been rejected. 
55. In response to the criticisms and doubts expressed with regard to the reserved 
sectors, in particular by the Legal Affairs Committee, the Committee on Agriculture has 
abandoned the concept of 'reserved sectors' for the reasons given Parlier. 
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56. With a view to mitigating the effects of the mechanism advocated by the 
Commission in its amended proposal, the Committee on Agriculture suggests that 
the price of agricultural alcohols be reduced to that of molasses alcohol, which 
is the least expensive alcohol. If this were done, the whole equalization 
bystem built around cereals-based alcohol would disappear. Furthermore, all 
the various mechanisms regulating the Community's external trade would cease 
to be necessary because the price of alcohol in the Community should approxi-
mate to the world price. The customs duties, on the other hand, would be 
maintained. (The Community imports very little alcohol. The alcohol it does 
import (about 150,000 hl per year) mostly comes from the ACP States and there-
fore receives preferential treatment). 
As compensation for reducing the price of agricultural alcohols to that 
of molasses alcohol, the Committee on Agriculture suggests that the Community 
should grant a fixed-rate subsidy for alcohols obtained from sugar beet, cereals, 
potatoes, fruit and sugar cane in order to guarantee a fair income for producers. 
The amount of the subsidy would be limited to the quantities currently produced 
in the Community. 
This arrangement ought to satisfy both the Committee on Budgets, which 
found the common market organization proposed by the Commission too expensive, 
and the Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs, which feared that the 
equalization system would distort competition between the various agricultural 
alcohols and between them and synthetic aleohol. 
57. Spirituous beverages, such as fruit-based potable spirits or rum, should 
not ne·dealt with by the regulation, which would leave the existing tax 
provisions intact. As far as Korn is concerned, it would seem that its 
prodnc~rs want it to be treated as an agricultural alcohol. If this was not 
the case, it would benefit from the tax provisions currently applicable in 
Germany. 
58. Finally, if there is to be a genuine common market in alcohol, national 
subsidies other than those of a fiscal nature must be abolished. If this 
were done, storage measures taken at national level would not longer be 
lawful. Against this, however, it should not b~ forgotten that the community 
would aid producers of agricultural alcohol to ensure that they received a . 
fair income. 
59. The cost of running this common market organization should amount 
to 60 m ECU a year, as against lOO m ECU with the original proposal. 
We would point out that refunds on whisky, which are borne by 
the common market organization of the market in cereals, cost 30 m ECU 
a year. 
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The d.1sposal of wine alcohol is cove-red by Regulatfon (EEC) No. 337/79 · 
Article 40a1 of this Regulat1on provides that the disposal of alcohol 
obtained from certain w1ne distillation operations must not disturb the 
markets in alcohol and spirituous beverages produced in the Community and 
that, if need be, such alcohol may therefore be disposed of outside the 
Community, probably by means of the tendering procedure. 
The measures which could be taken if necessary under the alcohol regulation are 
therefore only supplementary to those which already exist under the wine regulation. 
This ought to allay the fears of those who believe that distillations carried out 
under the wine regulation wi~l ultimately lead to an excessive increase in the cost of 
the new common organization of the market. 
60. The Committee on Agriculture hopes that its proposals will enable 
the discussion of the 'alcohol' dossier to be reopened within the 
Council. The uncertainty that is now so prevalent in the alcohol 
sector is damaging to Commun1ty producers and will eventually threaten 
the very existence of the EEC's production machinery, which would be 
disastrous for our Community which is so dependent on raw materials. 
61. However, the market organization proposed by the Comm1ttee on 
Agr1culture will have to be completed. If freedom of movement for 
ethyl alcohol of agricultural origin is secured, measures will be 
needed to secure the same freedom for spirituous beverages. This will 
mean removing a number of non-tariff barriers such as those relating 
to the definition of sp1rituous beverages and tG taxation. Moreover, 
the tax regulat1ons applicable to agricultural alcohols themselves will 
have Lu ,JL: l!armonized. 
Particular care will be needed to ensure that this essential 
process of tax harmonization does not imperil those regions for which 
the produ('tion of alcohol is a vital necessity. The Black Forest is 
one such region, but there is also Luxembourg and the French Overseas 
Department::_ 
62. The Committee on Agriculture therefore calls on the Commission to 
simplify its proposal on the basis of the principles it has enunciated, 
so as to make possible the establishment of a minimum common organiza-
tlon of the market in ethyl alcohol of agricultural origin, and 
strongly recommends the• European Parliament to endorse its conclusions. 
1 1 . ~.;ee Rcgu at1on (E;EC) No. 2144/82 - (),J No. L 277 of 3.8.1982, p.l. 
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ANNEX I 
DEFINITION OF TERMS USED 
T· · re• .::l :: Pl' 5.c9 
·--------
A t<;.rgot price shnll bQ fixed for oach tl'PO of ethyl nlcohol of 
agricultural orig.i.n. It is the price at which the interve:ntion agencies 
purch;l6e alcohol which p::-oducors hnve beon unable to dispose of either on 
the open marltat or in th!t reservod sectors. 
A marketing guarantee shall be granted in reapect of a lindtod quantity 
of athyl alcohol of agricultural origin produced in the CotiiiUunity. 
To this end, a tarqet: quPntity, covering five marketing year3, shall be 
fixed for oac:h type of alcohol. 
A guar.nntc~d gunntity valid for one marketing year shall be fixed 
a~~ually. It shall conaiot of th3 quantity of alcohol for which an outlet 
c::.Jl be found, if n<::ccs:Jary, through the intervention agencios. After five 
rr~rke~ing yearo, the gu~anteod quantitioa ahall ~ equivalent to the 
tnrget qu~ntity ~ixed at tho outset. 
Pinnlly, the guaranteed quantity for each t~ ()f alcohol ahall be 
apportioned at:Y.mg Community diatillera. '.I.'ht' amount allocated to oad1 
u•1c~-- ' ·-'-.h~g iG tlla r;uornn,t;o.ad guot_!. 'i.'hiu is thCJ vol~mo '"hic:h undc.r.taldnga 
may sund in to the intervontion &9encios if they find no outlets for tho 
alcohol which they pxoduce. 
These are the ssctore in Yhich only ethyl alcohol of agricultural 
origin mny be used, viz: 
oral consu..:1ption 
- vinegar-making 
pllarr.1accutical lndustry 
and, for five marketlng yoare, on a provisional. basis for Member 
Stbtes who eo reque~t, tha perfumery and cosmetics noctor. 
'A ..!!!..UJ.~Cl pr.ir:e shnll be fixed for oach of the raneltVed eoctora. If 
thu l~rgot prica of an alcohol is l~1er than this aolling price, it shnll bo 
If the tcrgot price of an nlcohol 
c:'(caeds thio oulling price, it uhall benefit from a co:noanoatory p.:ty;ron~. 
ny onploylng this ::;yatem, tho CoLmanion intends to give each typa of 
nlcohol lln equal chance of gaining ilCcQSS to th$ resorvcd ooctora. 
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ANNEX II 
Product1on of ethyl alcohol of agricultural origin 
1000 hl pure alcohol -----, Member State-T Products -1977~-----19782 ____ ---------------L-19792 I 1980 
----
~rmany Molasses 253 221 220 I 242 Potatoes 407 503 504 I 560 
Cereals 192 82 83 74 
Fruits and various 59 32 26 51 
-- -- --
--
TOTAL 911 838 833 927 
-------- ---- -----
~ --- - -
France Molasses 644 646 580 534 
Sugar beet 1110 1573 1603 1530 
Winel 1021 438 435 857 
Fruit 3 25 4 3 
Sugar cane 25 25 16 63 
Various 3 59 29 36 43 
'Non-restricted' - - - 157 
--
-- -- ---
·roTAL 2862 2736 2674 3187 
Italy Molasses 1384 1262 1109 858 
Wine 218 233 319 
I 
1000 
Fruit 193 76 309 259 
Potatoes 
-
62 18 I 25 
TOTAL 1795 1633 1755 2142 
----------
t----·-·- -·· .. --
Netherlands Molasses 604 609 664 569 
Cereals 41 44 46 45 
-- -- -- --
~OTAL 645 653 710 614 
---
--
Belgium Molasses 263 250 190 114 
Cereals 5 6 8 2 
--
-- -- --
TOTAL 268 256 198 116 
--
Luxembourg - - - -
·-
United Molasses 182 196 232 176 
Kingdom Cereals 306 324 319 327 
-- -- -- --
TOTAL 488 520 551 503 
Ireland Molasses 45 63 59 62 
Cereals - 2 15 15 
Lactose - 5 16 30 
-- -- -- --
TOTAL 45 70 90 107 
Denmark Molasses 96 84 79 82 
Potatoes 17 25 24 19 
Cereals 25 9 13 19 
-- -- -- --
TOTAL 138 118 116 120 
--6·--
·- --
Greece Molasses - - - 206 
Dried grapes - - - 55 
Figs - - - 22 
Wine - - - 84 
-- -- -- --
TOTAL - - - 367 
EUR 9 7152 6831 6927 7716 
- --- ------~--- ---1--·--------
--
guR 10 
- - - 8083 
~,.·1rce: Commission of the EC, D.-G. for Agriculture 
1Quantities for which responsibility was taken by the 'Service des Alcools' 
(excluding potable spirits) 
2
or marketing year ending in that year 
3Alcohol obtained from sugar beet; molasses and cereals not controlled by 
the monopoly since the adjustment of the rules. 
ANNEX Ill 
Community_Eroduction of distillates of agricultural orig~n 
Member State 
Germany 
France 
not having the characteristics of an alcohol 
(within the meaning of Article 1 of the proposal) 
Spirituous beverages (in 1000 hl pure alcohol) 
Origin 
Cereals ( Kom) 
Fruit 
Wine! 
- Cognac 
- other registered 
wine and marc-
based potable 
spirits 
- wine-based pota-
ble spirits de-
livered to Serv. 
des Ale. 
- fruit-based pota-
ble spirits 
- rum (overseas 
departments) 
'IDTAL 
74 
73/74 
466 
41 
224 
731 
739 
182 
432 
154 
301 
1808 
75 
74/75 
465 
36 
202 
703 
544 
119 
871 
140 
312 
1986 
76 
75/76 
439 
34 
202 
675 
720 
90 
166 
117 
310 
1403 
77 
76/77 
433 
41 
195 
669 
447 
76 
23 
122 
265 
933 
78 
77/78 
474 
27 
141 
642 
354 
40 
6 
18 
284 
702 
-;-;-1 - 8 ;-l 
78/79 79/80 Jl 
431 445 l 
48 43 
148 153 I 
627 
503 
81 
91 
275 
950 
641 
fi55 
106 
575 
BB 
279 
1703 
------------~---------------+-----+-------r------+-----~~----_, ______ ~------
Italy Wine 2013 187 126 56 57 144 411 
__ Ne_t_h_e-rl_an __ ds_4,_-r--~-r-:-:-::-r_AL ______ ,_=:_:-~_:_;-+--~:_:=~~----:-~=-~--,_ __ -:_~~~--~-;-~-~--+---;-~_;_2-+--~l!, I 
(moutwijn) l 
-~-ux--l-~_i_um_ur _ g____ +--:--~-r-:-:-l-s ________ +----:~~----:-;------:--+-----:-.-8+-----:-.-6+-----:-.-,4~~-~-61 
Cereals 1 1 1 0 . 4 0 . 4 0 . 5 0 . :) 
'IDTAL 3 3 4 2.2 2.0 ?.8 2.1 
United Kingdcrn4 ~lhisky 4760 3939 3767 3230 3150 3001 
-------~----~----------------r-----+-------~-------r------1-------~-------4--------
Ireland4 Whisky 36 37 41 46 53 115 116 
-------+ 
l-----------1!---·----------+-----+------+-----lf-------l-------- '-·---- -------
Greece Ouzo - - 27 
,...----------+-------------+----r-----11------+------+-----+----+------
EUR 9 7741 7090 5724 5671 4888 5211 6122 
,......_mrn_-_-=ro=--------=:===~==----------------=~=:==-------~~------------==:===---===:====-===:====-===:=_-_-_--_-----=~~49 __ =1 
1Production based on 'Rohbrand' is not included in the figures on this line but is contained 
elsewhere in the production figur~s for the other Member States. The wine-based potable spir~t 
produced in the Cc:mnunity and used to manufacture fortified wines (Brennwein) which are distilled 
in the FRG is already incorporated in the production figures of the other Member States. 
2Esllmates 
3Quantities withdrawn from warehouses 
4suhstantial quantities of spirituous beverages are also obtained from alcohol. 
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ANNEX IV 
community production 
of ethyl alcohol of non-agricultural origin 
(in 1,000 hl alcohol at 10~~ vol.) 
Member State 73 74 75 76 77 78 72_/_7 3 73/74 74/75 75/76 76/77 77/78 
France Synthetic 1,203 1,167 1,222 895 1,205 1,142 
cellulose 22 20 20 16 - 20 
-- -- ---- -- --
TOTAL : 1,225 1,187 1,242 911 1,205 1,162 
Germany synthetic 1,197 1,522 1,117 1,232 1,280 1,124 
cellulose 209 202 136 127 133 118 
other __ 2 2 2 1 __ 2 -
--
TOTAL : 1,408 1,726 1,255 1,360 1,415 1,242 
United 1, 786 2,930 1,980 2,520 2,723 2,963 Kingdom 
EEC 4,419 5,843 4,477 4, 791 5,343 5, 367 
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ANNEX V 
AVERAGE PRODUCTION OF AGRICULTURAL ALCOHOL 
--
Raw materials Average production Marketing guarantee 
Molasses 3,250,000 1,500,000 
Wine 1 1,350,000 - 1, 350,000 
Sugar beet 1,200,000 1,200,000 
Po~atoes 500,000 500,000 
Cereals 550,000 550,000 
Fruit 400,000 400,000 
Other (+ lactose) 150,000 150,000 
7,400,000 5,650,000 
!including wine-based potable spirits delivered in France to the 'Service 
des Alcools'. 
Oral consumption 3,250,000 
3,500,000 
Vinegar-making 250,000 
Pharmaceutical 450,000 
900,000 
Perfumery-cosmetics 450,000 
(France-Italy) 4,400,000 
QUANTITIES OF AGRICULTURAL ALCOHOL AND SYNTHETIC ALCOHOL 
USED IN THE COMMUNITY IN 1980 
(lOO hl at 100% vol.) 
Sector of Agricultural Synthetic 
utilization alcohol alcohol 
Oral consumption I 4,386 10 
Vinegar-making 269 -
Pharmaceutical 390 86 
Perfumery-col'metics 660 280 
Other uses 1,040 4,380 
---·---~ ~---~ 
Total 6,745 4,756 
L---
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...... 
0 
I 
N 
Source: Commission 
of the European 
("nmmllnit-i"ls 
0 ar.d 5,000 h1 
Germany 
France 3 sugar beet 
3 lllOlasses 
1 sugar beet 
' molasses 
98 \Oine 
ll sugar cane 
17 (overseas 
departments) 
Italy (1976) 330 
Netherlands 
...___ 
Belgium 
-:.-·-- ·-Ll~Xc '1:bnut··.l 2 (re.:tifi-
----------
cation) 
u.-,it~d 
~i_,_~-!Q:1 
_Jr ... la ·,<1_ ·---- r-· 
--~ ~.~-"t~.-
-
-
Br~;:,.kdown __ Qf. Cor:.r.-~.r.i!_:: <..ll.stl.j__l_ctie,; of a~£ohol 
~.l -:1!..7-J!._: .. ::J.l Ol.ltJi:l 
laccord.:.nq to <'i'.el-''lP. ~nnu"l :o!_orluction.) 
--
Average anr.~ 1 r·r<'•Juct i .,n 
-----
between 
-
5,000 and l0,('(,J a::d 50,000 and 
10,000 h1 50, C•JO hl 100,000 hl 
·- --
For details, see Annex VII 
3 sugar beet 16 SU-jil't' beet 2 sugar beet 
2 molasses 4 motasses l molasses 
35 wine 9 sugar beet 8 sugar beet 
1 sugar cane + molasses + molasses 
(overseas 28 wine 
departments) 
41 57 11 
28 33 4 
3 1 
(40,000 mol.) (90,000 mol. ) 
(25,000 cer.) 
(20,000 ~er.) 
1 1 1 
----
} 
.:ereals 
2 molasses 
- -· -
!___ l 
• w.'!' -
·----
TOTAL 
-
c 
exceedinq 
100,000 hl 
1,686 .,. 33,300 
Abfindur.ga-
brennereien 
2 sugar beet + + 5,256 
molasses itinerant 
distillers 
-2 228 
6 401 + 24" 
(small-s-:-ale 
distilleries) 
3 7 
(230,000 r.;,l.) 
(140,000 mol.) 
(130,000 mol.) 
·-
1 4 + 7 
small distill-
~------- f--· eries 400 ___ 
+ 
fami 1 y-own!'A.... 
2 mcla"sE'q 5 
cere.-.Is 
2 
-
2 -.--------
Breakdown of German distilleries according to 
type and the quanti ties covered by their 
distill~ng licen 
Situation March 1971 
1. Agricultural distilleries using: 
{a) l>otatQS! and cereals other than 'korn {b) 
.ISe!.!l (c) Potatoes and korn 
up to 300 hl : 236 133 95 
600 hl : 106 206 31 
1,200 h1 : 86 56 9 
2,000 hl : 143 16 4 
4,000 hl : 52 5 1 
10,000 hl : 3 
-
2 
TOTAL 626 416 142 
2. Industrial distilleries using: 
-- ~ le) and (d)l!s!;Laaul ~·) Wine and (a) Potatoes and cereals other (b) JSorn Potatoes 
than korn corn fruit 
up to 600 hl : 1 up to up to up to 2701 
1~ h1 : 1 30() hl : 34 1,200 hl : 1 2,000 hl: 9 
600 hl : 37 5,000 hl:l2 
1,200 h1 : 32 10,000 hl: 5 
2,000 hl : 27 30,000 hl::5 
4,000 hl : 14 50,000 hl: 1 
10,000 hl : 3 
TOTAL : 2 147 1 32 270 
3. small-scale distilleries(less than 4 hl per year): 
under supervision: 50 
paying flat-rate tax:33,300 (Abfindur~sbrennereien) 
--------~--------------~-----------
1of which 120 are operational 
~: Commission of the European Communities 
-·----
-~~1. 
464 
'l43 
i.Sl 
l~3 
sa 
5 
1,184 
~ 
452 
ANNEX VIII 
CLARIFICATION OF THE AMENDMENTS 
TO THE AMENDED PROPOSAL FOR A REGULATION 
-·--- -----
Amendment No. 1 
The purpose of changing the title. is to show that the proposal for a 
regulation should apply solely to ethyl alcohol of agricultural origin 
and that spirituous beverages should be excluded from its field of appli-
cation. 
Amendment No. 2 
Articles 28 and 113 have been deleted because the mechanisms regulating 
external trade would cease to be necessary with the alignment of the 
price of alcohols on the price of molasses alcohol, which approximates 
to the price on the world market. 
Article 227 has been deleted because rum, a spirituous beverage, would 
be excluded from the field of application of the new proposal. 
Amendment No. 3 
This amendment indicates that the basic price of agricult.ural alcohol 
1n the Community would be the same as the basic price of molasses alcohol. 
(This and the following amendment should be consio0red in conjunction). 
Amendrn<"'"' ~Tn. 4 
This amendment indicates that in place of national production aid 
subsidies would be granted to producers to ensure that they received a 
fair income. 
Amendment No. 5 
The amou,:t of the subsidies referred to in Amendment No. 4 would not 
be ·unlimited. There would be a ceiling ·on the amount of production 
subsidized. This ceiling would be determined both by use and by social 
requirements. 
Amendment No. 6 
In the Light of the Commlssion proposal on the definition of spirituous beverages and 
aromatized wines <COM<82> 328 final> and the proposal in preparation on vn.negar, which 
guarantee that only ethyl alcohol of agricultural origin is used in the preparation 
:. 
of these products, there is no;longer any need to retain the concept of 'reserved sectors'. 
- ·- - -----------·-- w•-· -•• -------~-- • •• -- • • 
Amendment No. 7 
With the alignment of the price of alcohols on that of molasses alcohol 
(instead of cereals-based alcohol), the equalization system proposed 
(equalization charge, compensatory payment) would become superfluous. 
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Amendment No. 8 
With the exclusion of spirituous beverages from the field of application 
of the regulation proposed, the intervention measures envisaged for some 
of them would no longer be applicable. 
Amendment No. 9 
The eighth recital would cease to be applicable because molasses alcohol 
would be placed on an equal footing with the other agricultural alcohols. 
Amendment No. 10. 
This controversial prov1s1on, which is associated with the more general 
problem of control, can be ~eleted. 
Amendment No. 1~-
This provision, which relates in particular to spirituous beverages, 
should be incorporated in a separate regulation. 
Amendments Nos. 12, 13, 14 and 15 
With the alignment of the price of alcohols on that of molasses alcohol, 
which approximates to the world price, it would cease to be. necessary 
to maintain the traditional external traGe mechanisms: import levies, 
exports refunds, deposits, etc. 
Amendment No. l6 
The fifteenth recital, which concerns spirituous beverages obtained 
from cereals (whisky), would be inapplicable. It should be borne in 
mind that the problem of whisky has been settled within the framework 
of the common organization of the market in cereals. 
Amendment No. 17· 
This amendment is of a purely editorial nature. 
Amendment No. 18 
The seventeenth recital is inapplicable since the situation on the 
market is more likely to be characterized by surpluses. 
Amendment No.l9 
It is pointless to make the market organization proposed too cumbersome. 
An ad hoc regulation could always be adopted if a crisis arose. 
Amendment No.20 
It is necessary to stress the 'simplicity' ";;.f the common market organiza-
tion proposed, to keep a check on national aids and to prohibit them if 
they are incompatible with the common market. 
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Amendment No. 21 
Ethyl alcohol obtained from sugar cane would be subsidized. Rum, a 
spirituous beverage, would be excluded form the field of application 
of the regulation proposed; it would therefore continue to benefit 
from the tax provisions in force pending their harmonization ..• 
Amendment No. 22 
The twenty-second recital has been amended to take account of the 
exclusion of spirituous beverages from the field of application of 
the regulation proposed. 
Amendment No. 23 
The exclusion of spirituous beverages obtained from sugar cane (rum) 
from the f1eld of application of the regulation proposed and the 
aid envisaged for cane alcohol would make the twenty-third recital 
redundant. 
Amendment No. 24 
Since the Commission has abolished the intervention contribution 
orig1nally proposed (see Article 17), this recital is unnecessary. 
Amendment No. 25 
Since the regulation proposed would apply solely to ethyl alcohol 
of ay11cultural origin, fermented beverages should not be covered 
by it. The twenty-sixth recital is therefore inapplicable. 
Amendment No. 26 
This amendment, of an editorial nature, has been made because 
Regulation (EEC) No. 729/70 has since been modified. 
Amendments Nos. 27, 28, 29 and 30 
These amendments narrow the field of application of 
the regulation proposed, particularly by excluding spirituous beverages. 
Amendment No. 31 
This amendment establishes the marketing year for ethyl alcohol of 
agricultural origin. 
Amendments Nos. 32 and 33 
These amendments lay dqwn the conditions for-granting aid to agricultural 
alcohols other than molasses alcohol: such aid must not create unacceptable 
d1stortions of competition between the different agricultural alcohols 
produced in the Community. 
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With the alignment of the price of agricultural alcohols on that of 
molasses alcohol, it would cease to be necessary to fix a price for 
each type of alcohol. Articles 2 and 3 would therefore be superfluous. 
Amendment No. 36 
-----------
The principle o( ~ m~rketing guarantee has been abandoned, primarily 
because of the abolition of reserved sectnr!l. On t.,. 
other hand, a subsidy would be granted for agricultural alcohols 
other than molasses alcohol up to a given quantity (see Article l(b} 
and (c)}. With this amendment, Article 4 becomes inapplicable. 
Amendment No. 37 
The principle of apportioning the subsidized quantities among Community 
distilleries is retained. However, the relevant Article has been 
somewhat simplified. 
Amendment No. 38 
The purpose of the new Article Sa is to regulate relations between the 
distilleries and the producers of alcohol-producing agricultural 
products and, in particular, to ensure that these producers receive 
ct laLr return for the products they supply to the distilleries. 
Amendments No. 39 
The distilleries, which benefit from a system of Community aid, must 
be able to market the alcohol they produce without recourse to the 
intervention agencies. Consequently, these agencies have no part to 
play in the common market organization proposed. 
Amendment No. 40 
-------------
This introduces safeguard measures for molasses alcohol. 
Amendment No.41 
-- -- --. --- -.- - -
Same explanation as for Amendment No. 39. 
Amendment No. 42 
Same exolanation as for AmPn~Ment Nn. ~ 
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Amendment No. 43 
With the alignment of the price of all agricultural alcohols on that of molasses alcohol 
and the abolition of reserved sectors, there would no lonoer be any need to fix different 
selling prices for each type of alcohol in each of the reserved sectors. 
Amendment No. 44 
With the alignment of the price of agricultural alcohols on that 
of molasses alcohol, an equalization system would not be needed. 
(It should be borne in mind that a subsidy would be granted to 
producers). 
Amendment No. 45 
With the abolition of the marketing guarantee (see Amendment No. 36),and of 
reserved sectors Csee Amendment No. 4lJ"there would be no reason to retain Article 12, 
which provides for penalties to be imposed if agricultural alcohol is disposed of outside 
the reserved sectors. 
Amendment No. 46 
For the same reason, there would be no reason to retain the clause 
providing for the carry-over of guaranteed production quotas. 
Amendments Nos.47 and 48 
Since spirituous beverages would be excluded from the field of 
applir~tion of the regulation proposed, Articles 14 and 15 would 
be inapplicable. 
Amendment No. 49 
With the liberalization of the price of agricultural alcohol, Article 
16 would become redundant. 
Amendment No. 50 
This controversial provision can be deleted, since the problem of 
controls lies outside the scope of the regulation proposed. 
Amendment No. 51 
This important provision, which aims to guarantee freedom of movement 
within the Community for the products in question, especially spirituous 
beverages, should be the subject of a separate regulation. 
Amendment No. 52 
The modification proposed takes account of the exclusion of spirituous 
beverages from the field of application of the regulation proposed. 
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Amendments Nos. 53,54, 55 and 56 
With the alignment of the price of agricultural alcohols on that of 
molasses alcohol, it would cease to be necessary to maintain the 
traditional trade mechanisms, such as import licences, levies and 
refunds. Only the Common Customs Tariff would apply. 
Amendments Nos. 57 and 58 
Articles 26 and 27 have been amended to take account of the exclusion 
of spirituous beverages from the field of application of the regulation 
proposed. 
Amendment No. 59 
Ethyl alcohol obtained from sugar cane would benefit from a pro-
duction subsidy. Rum, a spirituous beverage, would be excluded from 
the field of application of the regulation and benefit from the 
advantageous tax provisions currently in force. Article 29 would not 
therefore be necessary. 
Amendment No. 60 
There is no need to make the common market organization proposed more 
cumbersome by including a scarcity clause. A suitable ad hoc regulation 
could always be adopted. The Community market in alcohol is in any case 
Amendment No. 61 
This amendment, of an editorial nature, takes account of previous 
amendments (see Amendments Nos. 44,45 and 48). 
Amendment No. 62 
For the reasons given in Amendment No. 59, Article 32 would not be necessary. 
Amendment No. 63 
Article 33 has been modified to take account of the total exclusion of 
synthetic alcohol from the field of application of the regulation proposed. 
Amendment No. 6~ 
The purpose of this amendment is to make it clear that the management 
committee must concern itself solely with ethyl alcohol of agricultural origin. 
Amendment No. 65 
This correction simply takes account of the accession of Greece to the Community. 
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Amendment No. 66 
As indicated above (see Amendment No. 25), fermented beverages would 
not be included in the common market organization proposed. Article 
40 is therefore superfluous. 
Amendment No. 67 
30 June 1979 is no longer applicable and has accordingly been deleted. 
Amendment No. 68 
This amendment, of an editorial nature, takes account of previous 
amendments (see Amendment No. 36). 
Amendment No. 69 
'l'he dc.~tc~ arc no longer applicable. Hence their deletion. 
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OPINION OF THE COMMITTEE ON BUDGETS 
Draftsman: Mr B. HORD 
At its meeting of 16/17 March 1983, the Committee on Budgets decided 
to submit a revised opinion for the Committee on Agriculture supplementing 
and bringing up to date its previous opinion of 29 April 1980 in the light 
of the amendments proposed to these proposals by Mr DALSASS on behalf 
of the Committee on Agriculture (Doe. 1-1192/82). At the same meeting 
the committee confirmed Mr HORD as draftsman of the opinion~ 
The committee considered the draft opinion at its meeting of 
20/21 April 1983. It adopted the draft opinion at that meeting by 10 
votes to 2 votes with 4 abstentions. 
The following took part in the vote: Mr LANGE, chairman, Mr NOTENBOOM 
and Mrs BARBARELLA, vice-chairmen, Mr KELLETTT-BOWMAN, representing 
the draftsman, Mr ABENS, Mr ANSQUER, Mr ARNDT, Mr GOUTHIER, Mrs HOFF, 
Mr R. JACKSON, Mr LANGES, Mr ORLANDI, Mr PFEN~IG, Mr PROTOPAPADAKIS, 
• Mr SABY and Mrs SCRIVENER. 
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1. The opinion of the Committee on Budgets on the amendments proposed 
by the CammJss1on to its proposal for a regulation on the common organiza-
tion of the mar.ket in ethyl alcohol of agricultural origin was adopted on 
29 April 1980. Alrrost exactly three years have elapsed since 
then and the opinion has to be brought up to date. In addition, the latest 
proposal tram the Committee on Agriculture contains sixty-nine amendments 
which, if adopted, would substantially affect the scope of the Commission's 
proposals. The recarmendation which the Carmittee on Budgets made l.n 1980 to 
the Committee on Budgets was : 
"- that this proposal by the Cammission tor a canron 
organization of the market in ethyl alcohol be rejected; 
- that having regard to the large number of objections the 
proposal to invoke an Alcohol Regulation should now be 
abandoned. " 
The purpose of this revised opinion is to assess whether, in the 
light of new circumstances and the substantial changes which would 
be effected by the amenanents prop:>sed by Mr. Dalsass, the Committee on 
Budgets should amend its previous opinion. • 
2. The etfect of the amendlrents proposed by the Ccmnittee on Agriculture 
would be to simplify the proposals, in particular by 
- excluding sp1rituous beverages, 
setting the target price at the price of molasses alcohol. 
~. This Last-mentioned proposal is significant in that it makes it 
possible for the Committee on Agriculture to propose the deletion of a 
large number of the provisions in the Commission's proposal. The Commission 
had set the target price as that for cereals-based alcohol which would have 
required the establishment of an equalization system and various mechanisms 
to regulate external trade; it is argued that such mechanisms will no 
longer be necessary as the price of molasses alcohol in the Community 
approximates to the world price. But this argument takes no account of 
future price movements which are bound to b~ affected by the current surplus 
of alcohol on the world market. It should also be noted that this proposal 
will increase the charge to the Community budget as the price of molasses 
alcohol is lower than the price of cereals-based alcohol. 
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4. The compensation which is offered to producers, in the Committee 
on Agriculture's proposals, for the setting of the price at that of molasses 
alcohol comes in the form of fixed rate subsidies which the Community would 
grant for alcohol obtained from sugar bee~ cereals, potatoes, wine, fruit 
and sugar cane so as to guarantee a "fair income" to producers. The producers 
who are affected by these proposals come mainly from France, Luxembourg 
and Germany and produce alcohol as a complement to other farming activities. 
5. Mr. DALSASS has estimated that the cost of running the scheme, amended 
as he proposes, would amount to 60 mECU a year; in comparison, the original 
proposal was estimated in 1979 to cost 132 mECU. But this calculation 
leaves out of account the cost of supporting wine-based alcohol and the 
increased cost of setting the price at that of molasses alcohol. The main 
financial burden of wine distillation is already charged to the EAGGF under 
the arrangements which apply to the common organization of the market in 
wine. The present proposals would complement the existing procedures so 
that wine alcohol could be disposed of by th• alcohol reQUlation but 
amounts are unknown and fluctuate alarminqly. Insofar as w;ne-based 
alcohol is relevant to the present proposals, it constitutes an 
unpredictable additional charqe on the Community budqet. 
Independent, external estimates indicate that the cost of operating 
the scheme which the Committee on Agriculture proposes would be 381m ECUs 
for the current year and 241 m ECUs per year for subsequent years. 
6. The factors which led the Committee on Budgets to propose the total 
rejection of the proposal can be summarized under four broad headings :-
- i!~-~Y~9~!!£l_£Q!! : its magnitude and its lack of predictability, 
- i!§_iOf~O!i~~-!Q_Q~~£Q£QQY£!iQO, particularly as wine consumption 
declines, 
7. The principal safeguard against excessive cost to the Community budget 
is to be found in Amendment 33 of Mr. Dalsass' report. In response perhaps 
to the Committee on Budgets which had expressed in its previous opinion 
considerable apprehension over the budgetary implications of the Commission's 
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proposals, it is proposed that the amount of the subsidy would be limited 
to the quantities currently produced in the Community. It is provided that 
these quantities will refer to average production during the last five 
known marketing years and will also have regard to "possible production 
out lets". The danger lies in the fact that the establishment of such a 
regime will lead in future years to pressure to increase both the quantities 
of alcohol and the level of subsidy applicable to them. There is already 
evidence of such pressure and Council will find it increasingly difficult 
to withstand. 
9. The effect of a regulation would be to transfer the financial 
responsibility for supporting alcohol producers from the national to the 
Community level. Although the Committee on Budgets in principle supports 
such transfers, it would want toadopt a cautious approach where the effect 
is to perpetuate arrangements which are not economically justified and which 
tend to further unbalance the structure of the Community budget. The pattern 
of Community production of alcohol of agricultural origin is such that the 
effect of this transfer would be to exacerbate the existing imbalances, 
which have caused s0 much difficulty in the past, wi~hout having any 
beneficial effect on the promotion of economic cn•. ·~rgence. In this connec-
tion, the Committee on Budgets previously criticized the Commission's 
proposal~ rar failing to take account of the forthcoming enlargement of the 
Community which at that time referred to Greece, Spain and Portugal; there 
is nothing in the Dalsass amendments which remedies this deficiency. 
10. It is argued that the exclusion of spirituous beverages and, in particular, 
the abandonment of the idea of financing the st.b sidies to agricultural alcohol 
by charges on industrial alcohol has reduced the discriminatory element in 
the proposals which both the Budgets Committee and the Legal Committee found 
quite unacceptable. But there is nothing to prevent such alcohol being 
purchased and processed as spir1tuous beverage and, in consequence of 
s1bsidies received, competing unfairly with established grain alcohol producers 
and manufacturers of spirituous beverages. 
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Control 
11. The Carmission's arrended proposal (Doe 209/79) contains only 
the most exigu~~s provisions for the prevention of fraud·and the 
protection of non-agricultural alcohols and the Committee on Agri-
culture now proposes to delete even those few provisions. In the 
light of the fact that alcohol of agricultural origin is indistinguishable 
fran that of industrial origin, there exist possibilities of fraud through 
the substitution of alcohol of industrial origin which is cheaper for 
alcohol of agricultural origin which will then qualify for a subsidy. 
The Carmittee on Budgets should suggest that, instead of deleting the 
provisions on control which currently exist, these provisions should be 
strengthened. 
The managerrent carmittee 
12. The Committee on Budgets previously criticized the very extensive 
powers give to the management ccmnittee established by the regulation and 
especially those powers extending into the financial sphere which 
could prejudice the budgetary powers of the E\ltqJean Parliarrent. The 
anencirents prqx>sed by Mr. Dalsass do not restrict any of the powers of 
the management ccmni.ttee, nor ooes the draft resolution take any account 
of ·the misgivings expressed by the Carmittee on Budgets. 
General considerations 
13. "There is therefore little in the Dalsass amendments toallay the fears 
which the Committee on Budgets expressed in its previous opinion. On the 
contrary, the pricing proposals would serve to inc~•ase the budgetary cost. 
Nor have the events of recent years diminished the econan:ic irrelev~e of 
these. prOpoSals ... "i1ie"eontai.rm!itt Of agricUlttirai SPendlnq remains an llpoi:tant 
objective of the Oc:mni.ttee oo Budgets and, in general, of the Parliament. It 
is expected that agricultural expet'ldihlre wi.ll sharply indrease in 1983 and 
there i,s even cbubt whether the own re~~ of the carmuility will be adequate 
to cover the claims which the agriculture sector will make ~ the budget. 
It must, therefore, be questioned whether this is the m:ment at which to add 
another protected sector to the CcJmal Agricultural Policy which ~ t l : lead to 
. ~· . 
increasing charges on the budget for a purpose whose econanic benefits are 
difficult to discern and which would Cb nothing to inprove the balance of the 
Carmunity budget •. 
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Conclusions 
14. The Carmittee on Budgets maintains the positioo expressed in its 
opinion of 29 April 1980 that, on budgetary and financial groWlds, an 
Wlfavoursble opinion be given on this proposal for the thirteen reasons 
which it cited at that time: 
" (i) the explanatory material supplied is totally inadequate; 
(ii) the proposed addition of 132 mECU to the cost of the 
agricultural element is too great; 
(iii) the present proposal promises further supplementary proposals for 
structural reorganisation of the sector including renovation of 
some distilleries without any reference to consultation with 
Parliarrent; 
(iv) sane of the products are of an industrial nature and to extend 
the scope of the agricultural element in the budget to cover 
such products appears to be excessive; 
(v) the inclusion of the provisions in regard to a management committee 
rW'lS entirely coW'lter to the views endorsed on numerous occasions 
by Parliament; 
(vi) the current proposals appear deliberately to create surpluses of 
alcohol which when sold with slb sidy would Wlderm.ine the 
synthetic alcohol industry; 
(vii) 
(viii) 
(ix) 
(x) 
(xi) 
(xii) 
(xiii) 
no regard has been given to energy aspects; 
the consequences of the current revisions to sugar quotas do not 
appear to have been taken into account; 
no reference is made to the likely consequences of enlargem:mt; 
the practical problem of impending exhaustion of the Community's 
financial resources is ignored; 
it is inappropriate to contemplate an alcohol regulation Wltil 
the system of duties on spirituous beverages throughout all 
Member States has been harroonised; 
the proposals exacerbate the overwhelming and Wlacceptable 
I 
proportion of the budget being devoted to agriculture; 
the financial sta~t is WlSatisfactory. " 
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Furthermore, it considers that 
<xiv) the amendments proposed by Mr. Dalsass on behalf of the Committee on 
Agriculture, while simplifying the Commission's proposals will 
increase the cost to the Community budget, through his proposal to 
set the lower price of molasses alcohol as the target price instead 
of the price of cereals alcohol as proposed by the Commission, 
<xv> the aMendments ignore important aspects of this matter, such as the 
effect of substantial increased alcohol production from the large 
sugar beet surplus, 
<xvi) the resolution should have urged the Commission to investigate the 
alternative use of surplus wine must as animal feed in lieu of imported 
molasses, and the possible use of alcohol as a fuel additive inview 
of the increasing cost of energy. 
15. Therefore, the Committee on Budgets repeats its recommendation to 
the Committee on Agriculture :-
- that this proposal by the Commission for a common organization 
of the market in ethyl alcohol be rejected; 
- that having regard to the large number of objections the proposal 
to invoke an Alcohol Regulation should now be abandoned. 
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OPINION OF THE COMMITTEE ON ECONOMIC AND MONETARY AFFAt~ 
Draftsman: Mr de Ferranti 
On 3 October 1979 the Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs 
appointed Mr de Ferranti draftsman. 
It considered the draft opinion at its meeting of 23/24 April 1980 
and adopted it unanimously by 8 votes in favour with three abstentions. 
' ' 
Present: Mr Delors, chairman; Mr de Ferranti, vice-chairman and 
draftsman; Mr Deleau, vice-chairman; Mr Beazley (deputizing for 
Sir Peter Vanneck), Mr Delorozoy, Miss Forster, Mr Giavazzi, Mr Lange, 
substitute, Sir Brandon Rhys Williams, Mr Schinzel and Mr von Wogau 
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1. The Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs would at the outset 
draw attontion to the fact thal it has on two previous oeea•iona 
(1 February 1973 and 21 December 1977) clearly dissociated itself from the 
commission's proposals to introduce in this sector of industry a market 
organization based on the principles that characterize the common agricul-
policy. The commission's proposals still contain three inflexible and 
inefficient provisions: 
a) Certain applications (drinks, vinegar, pharmaceuticals and cosmetics) 
would continue to be reserved exclusively for agricultural alcohol. 
b) By intervention at guaranteed prices, agricultural alcohol production 
would be maintained on a scale which would always exceed the needs of 
the applications which are reserved for agricultural alcohol. 
c) This structural surplus of agricultural alcohol over the needs of the 
reserved applications would be disposed of at subsidised prices to 
non-reserved applications which are now supplied with synthetic alcohol 
which is less expensive to produce. 
2. Agricultural alcohol and synthetic alcohol are acknowledged by the 
commission.to be chemically identical. There is no justification for the 
reservation of application sectors other than on health grounds. Although 
synthetic alcohol and agricultural alcohol are identical, synthetic alcohol 
is cheaper to produce both in money terms anp on energy 9rounds. 
3. Inevitably these proposals will cause severe economic and financial 
damage to synthetic alcohol interests in the Community. About one-quarter 
of the estimated cost(132 m.u.a. per year) would be devoted to subsidising 
Jisposals of surplus agricultural alcohol into non-reserved application. 
The commission anticipate that about 100,000 tonnes per year (1,25 million 
HL) will be sold in this way. Free market demand in non-reserved sector 
applications is little over 400,000 tonnes per year (5 million HL). 
Disposals as great as 25 per cent of the total market will have severe 
impact on the demand for synthetic alcohol. The effect will be even more 
pronounced when there is an abundant wine harvest. 
4. synthetic alcohol capacity can satisfy the present and-expected demand 
in the non-reserved sector. Therefore these disposal& will destroy the 
economic viability of synthetic alcohol production. 
5. Moreover, users of synthetic alcohol will suffer a dislocation in their 
supplies and will be unable to make investment plans based on steady raw 
material supplies of uniform quality. at predictable prices. 
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6. The amendments proposed in 1979 include a guaranteed production quota 
for molasses alcohol lwhichwas omitted from the 1976 draft). This, of course, 
increases the overall aurplua of agricultural alcohol which threaten~ 
the synthetic alcohol trade. Molasses, which are needed for citric 
acid production and other purposes, would be diverted into alcohol produc-
tion, since the artificial conditions created by the system of guaranteed 
prices would make it more attractive to convert them into alcohol than to 
sell them as molasses. This will aggravate the shortage in the supply of 
molasses within the community: already nearly half the demand has to be 
met by imports. 
7. Intervention measures are inappropriate for commodities in which the 
Community is deficient. It cannot be said that the inclusion of molasses 
alcohol in the intervention provisions is necessary to fulfil any agricul-
tural objective. 
B. For these reasons the Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs will 
maintain its vigorous opposition to these proposals. They are largely 
irrelevant to the agricultural sectors from which the alcohol is derived, 
and are a wholly inefficient and disproportionate use of Community resources. 
These proposals would destroy the economic freedom of the synthetic alcohol 
and citric acid business by distorting competition in alcorol and molasses. 
Such a policy, by an extension of subsidies and favourable marketing arrange-
ments would extend the relative privileged position of agriculture and add 
further to the burdens of industry. 
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9Pllll2Jl 
of the Committee on External Economic Relations 
on 5 October 1979 the co.aittee on~ ExternaCJconoalic.·.~e4aHCIIIs ·appointed 
Mr Louwea draftaman. 
It aonaidered the draft opinion at its ••tin9 of 30 January 1980 and 
adopted it by 16 votes to 1. 
Present• Sir Pred catherwood, ohairan; Mrs Wieozorek-zeu1 and Mr Seal, 
·"" vice-chain..,; Mr Louwe.i, draft .. n;'. Mr Alairante. Mrs carettoni ac.&9Qoli, 
Mr Galuzzi, Mr Irmer, Mr Kellett-Bowman, Mrs Lenz, Mr Majonica, Mrs Poirier, 
Mr Radoux, Mr Schmitt, Mr Soeler, Sir John Stewart-Clark and Mr Wolsh· 
-
.. l . 
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I • BACJ<GROt1ND 
1. This is the second time that the Commission has submitted an amended 
proposal to the Council on this subject. The original draft regulation, 
dated 6 March 1972, was never approved as insufficient allowance had been 
m3de for the then imminent accession of three states (the United Kingdom, 
Ireland and Denmark) to the Community. 
2. With the expansion of the Community, the proportion of alcohol 
produced from agricultural products fell, in relation to total alcohol 
production within the Community, from 55% to 35% (the proportion of 
spirituous beverages production increased from 25% to 4~~ and that of 
synthetic alcohol production from 20% to 25%). These facts, together 
with other observations on the original proposal, prompted the Commission 
to make a number of important points in the amended proposal more liberal. 
3. In December 1977 the committee on Agriculture adopted a report1 on the 
amended proposal (the Committee on External Economic Relations was one of 
the committees asked for an opinion2). However, this report was never 
discussed in plenary session, partly because it had meanwhile become 
clear that the Commission was going to submit a number of new amendments 
to the proposal. These amendments are now before us. 
II. CONTENTS OF THE PRO PO SAL 
First of all, a recapitualtion of the proposal (taking into account 
the most recent amendments) will not be out of place. 
4. The draft regulation covers all alcohol of agricultural origin and 
is intended to control production by granting marketing guarantees. Only 
for molasses alcohol are these marketing guarantees granted solely for a 
part of total production (see Article 4(2)). In the previous version 
of the proposal, molasses ~lcohol was completely excluded from the 
market organization. 
Liogier Report - Doe. 472/77 
2 De Clerq opinion - Doe. 472/77/Ann. 
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A. Marketing guarantees 
5. Producers are given marketing guarantees for a limited quantity of 
alcohol of agricultural origin (for each type a 'target quantity' is fixed 
every three marketing years). The guaranteed quantities are divided amohg 
the various distilleries. These marketing guarantees are based on the 
following mechanisms: 
(a) !~~£!_£2!i~!!~!2~ 
The basis for granting price compensation is the notion that it must 
be possible to market all alcohol of agricultural origin with equal 
facility, regardless of the agricultural product used as a raw 
material. There must therefore be compensation for the price 
differences of the raw materials (i.e. agricultural products) for 
this alcohol. 
To this end a 'pivot price' is fixed which is equal to the price for 
alcohol produced from cereals. A compensatory payment is then paid 
for alcohol obtained from more expensive agricultural products. An 
'equalization charge' is 
agricultural products. 
payment is paid only for 
levied on alcohol obtained from cheaper 
It should be noted that the compensatory 
alcohol obtained within the Community from 
agricultural products grown in the Community. By contrast, the 
equalization charge is aleo levied on imported alcohol. The 
compensatory payments are of course granted only within the limit of 
the guaranteed marketing quantities. 
(b) ~~£~~~!~2-~~!!9~~!~~ 
The proposal prescribes no action on the part of the intervention 
agencies, so producers and consumers have direct contact with one 
another. However, for various reasons (altered production methods, 
product quality, etc.) a producer may get into difficulties. In 
that case he is permitted (again within the limit of a guaranteed 
quantity) to offer his products to the intervention agency, which 
then purchases these at the target price fixed periodically for 
each type of alcohol of agricultural origin and is then responsible 
for the storage or resale of the products. 
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N.B. The target prices arc so fixed that they do not lead to 
.increased pr·ocluct.ion, n~ lon•J u!J production costs fur clhyl illcohul 
of agricultural origin are not competitive with the market price for 
tynthetic alcohol (Article 3(2) last paragraph). Although the price 
of synthetic alcohol (being linked to the price of mineral oil) has 
risen ~ecently, production costs are still lower than for ethyl 
alcohol of agricultural origin. 
(c) ~~~~!Y~~-!~~~!~ 
The third mechanism consists in reserving the following three sectors 
for alcohol of agricultural origin: 
human consumption 
vinegar production 
preparation of medicaments. 
As regards the cosmetics sector, Member States are free to reserve 
this sector temporarily for alcohol obtained from agricultural products. 
B. Spirituous beverages 
6. Some specific measures have been taken for spirituous beverages on the 
basis of Article 235 of the EEC Treaty: however, these had to be kept to a 
minimum, as in 1959 the Council expressly ruled that these products did not 
belong in the agricultural sector. For these products, then, measures are 
justified only insofar as they are intended to ensure the smooth functioning 
of this common market organization. 
7. The following measures arc proposed: 
(a) ~~~e~~~~~~~~-e~~~~~~ to be granted for spirituous beverages 
which have encountered difficulties because of a drop in prices 
of alcohol of agr~cultural origin. This measure applies only to 
a limited quantity. For completeness' sake, it should be noted 
that the intervention agencies are under no obligation to purchase 
spirituous beverages. 
(b) !~~!!!~!!~~-~~!!2~~ are levied on spirituous beverages produced 
from rather low-priced agricultural products such as molasses. This 
nlPilSilrr• appli•~:~ rarticulilrly t-o rum, hoth from the Community (thC> 
l•'rench overseas c.lc!partmL"nt.s a nu 1 re I <lllc.l) ilntl I rom uul.s id(• tiH 
Community. 
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c. Financial burdens 
~. The previous version of the proposal laid down that an intervention 
contribution should be levi•d on the alcohol content of spirituous beverages 
with a view to the internal financing of the market organization (actually 
through the consumer and the producer of these products) (Article 17). 
As, according to the commission, this solution met with fundamental 
difficulties, the solution favoured now is for the EAGGF to bear the cost 
of the market organization. 
D. Measures at external frontiers 
9. In principle there will be free trade in the products concerned at 
the external frontiers of the community. Nor does the draft regulation 
prohibit distillation of imported raw materials. But it does provide 
for the application of a syslum (a CJUit<' complic-ated one) of import. 
levies and export subsidies intended to provide the spirituous products 
with the same protection as that given to the raw materials (i.e. the 
agricultural products concerned) for the preparation of alcohol. The 
import levy comprises a fixed and a variable component (see Article 23 ff.). 
10. This regulation does not conflict with the Community's international 
obligations, since Article 24(6) states that, for the products concerned 
in the Common Customs Tariff, in respect of which the rate of duty has 
been bound under GATT (the spirituous beverages), the levies shall be 
limited to the amount resulting from that binding. Furtherroore, most 
ussociatioro (and coopc•rntion) aqrcwmc•nts inC"luclc Ll clause which permits 
the Community to modify the arrangements made with the partner concerned, 
inter alia, where a new Community agricultural regulation1 is introduced. 
The interests of this partner must also be considered of course. 
III. OBSER~TIONS 
11. In this opinion the Committee on External Economic Relations wishes 
expressly to restrict its comments on the draft regulation to the 
consequences which it could have on Community relations with third 
countries. 
1 A simple example is Article 17(1) of the Interim Agreement with Tunisia 
(OJ L 141, 28.5.1976): 
'1. Should specific rules be introduced as a result of implementation 
of its agricultural policy or modification of the existing rules, 
or should the provisions on the implementation of its agricultural 
policy be modified or developed, the Community may modify the 
arrangements laid down in the Agreement in respect of the products 
concerned. 
In such cases the community shall take appropriate account of the 
interests of Tunisia.' 
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<a> £2~!!~!~-s~~~~~~~s~~-E~~-~~e~~~~-!~~~-~~~-~~~~~!~~ 
The fact that the existing wine regulation makes it possible to 
uistill larqe quantities of surplus wine into alcohol mean1 there 
is an inherent possibility of market disruption, something which 
the present regulation is intended to control, precisely where 
regular products are concerned. To what extent such a disruption 
of the domestic market would have an adverse effect on the 
Community's external trade is a matter which our co~ittee is 
1 
considering. 
(b) ~~!!~!2_£~~~~~~~£~~-t~~-~~!~~~-~~~~~~-~~-~~!-~~!~!~-~~~~!~ 
The fear has been expressed that whisky distillers in that country 
will seize upon the export refunds (Article 25) envisaged in the 
regulation and take measures aimed at inatitutinq 
countervailing duties. This would obviously be chiefly to the 
disadvantage of Scottish whisky producers. 
However, it seems less likely, since the conclusion of the TOkyo 
round, that the US will actually take counter-measures, as the 
principles of the common agricultural policy were not c~lled into 
question there. 
Nevertheless, the Commission has agreed to keep a careful watch 
for any attempts to undermine the regulation. 
(c) ~!2~~~!-~!-~-~~~!£~-~!-~~~!2r 
The draft regulation is based on the existing situation in the 
Community and makes no reference to increased energy costs and the 
role which alcohol could play in the futuro as a source of on~rgy. 
The consequences of this for exports are already noticeable: the 
prices of molasses, considerable quantitiea of which are imported, 
hav~ increased appreciably as, particularly in Brazil (but also 
S-E Asia), sugar-cane and sugar-cane molasses are used to produce 
alcohol as a source of energy. The same thing is happening, for 
that matter, in the US with grain. It is not as yet possible to 
assess the extent to Which this will affect trade flows for 
molasses and cereals and, possibly, other alcohol-yielding raw 
materials in the future. At all events it is a factor that will 
make itself felt eventually. 
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IV. CONCLUSION 
12. The committee on External Economic Relations recommends that the 
committee responsible ?hould deliver a favourable opinion on the preaent 
proposal, at least as far as relations with third countries are concerned, 
as the draft regulation does not conflict with the Community's international 
obligations. However, it requests the COmmittee on Agriculture to take 
into consideration the observations made above. aa well as the following 
two points: 
- The proposed regime, by its operation alone, must not lead to the 
increase of high coat at the expense of low coat methods of ethyl 
alcohol productionr 
- Urges the commission to ensure that no surpluses are generated 
which could lead to dumping taking place on world markets and Which 
could consequently disturb Community trading relations abroad. 
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OPINION OF THE LEGAL AFFAIRS COMMITTEE 
Draftsman: Mr K. MALANGRE 
On 19 July 1979 the amending document was referred to the Committee 
on Agriculture as the committee responsible and to the Legal Affairs 
Committee, the Committee on Budgets, the Committee on External Economic 
Relations and the Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs for their 
opinion. 
At the meeting of 9-10 October 1979 the Legal Affairs Committee 
appointed Mr MALANGRE draftsman. On 20-21 November 1979 the committee 
considered the proposal on the basis of a draft opinion. 
On 19-20 December 1979, the committee considered a revised draft 
opinion and adopted it by 7 votes to 2. 
Present: Mr Ferri, chairman; Mr Malangre, draftsman; Mr Chambeiron, 
Mrs Ewing <deputizing for Mr Gillot>, Mr Janssen van Raay, Mr Pelikan, 
Mr Peters <deputizing for Mr Vetter>, Mr Prout, Mr Tyrrell, Mrs Van de Heuvel 
(deputizing for Mr Sieglerschmidt) and Mrs Vayssade 
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-I • Il'l'BQPUCTION 
1. The proposal has a long history. The initial proposal1 on the common 
organization of the market in alcohol was made in 1972. In early 1974 
Parliament informed the Council that it would delay giving its opinion 
until the Commission had made the alterations necessitated by the accession 
of the three new Member States. In December 1976 the Commission put 
forward an amended proposal 2 on which the Legal Affairs committee was consulted. 3 
The re~ort of the Committee responsible was however nev-r debated in plenary 
because it was understood that the Commission would make ~ndments to its 
amended proposal. The present document consists of ~hose amendments. 
I I • LB9AL AFFAIRS cqugmz• S PMVIOQS WORJS-
2. The Legal Affairs Committee gave two opinions on the amended proposal. 
It was first asked to consider the question of whether the proposal was 
compatible with the provisions of Protocol No.l9 to the Act of Accession, 
which concerned spirituous beverages obtained from cereals. The committee 
was unanimous in its view that: 
"the proposet! regulation does not conflict with. the provisions of 
Pr:otoco~ le. 19. u6 
After adopting the Calewaert opinion, the committee decided to deliver 
a supplementary opinion on certain legal aspects of the amended proposal. 
Mr Bangemann, who was appointed draftsman to replace Mr Calewaert, drew up 
a draft opinion, which was adopted by the committee on 22 March 1978, with 
11 votes to 2 and 1 abstention. 
1 Q,T No. C 43, 29.3.1972 ·• 
2 OJ No. C 309, 31.12.1976 
3 see paragraph 2 below 
4 Liogier report on behalf of the Committee on Agriculture (Dec. 472/7 7) 
5 Doe. 209/79 
6 Conclusions of Calewaert opinion, adopted on 21.11.1977, and annexed to 
J.iogier report (Doe. 472/77, p.91) 
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4. In the supplementary opininn the committN• stated that three 
Hpcciflc aspects of the amended proposal - Article 1 (1) (d) (products 
covered), Article 9 (reserved sectors) and Article 17 (l.ntervention con-
tribution) -were legally untenable. 
£11. PRESENT PROPOSAL 
5. The present document woul~ amend the amended proposal rather than 
replace it in its entirety • The two documents must therefore be considered 
together. 
6. From the Commission's explanatory memorandum in the preeent ~ocument 
it can be seen that the changes have been proposed in the l~ght of the 
criticism of the amended proposal made during discussions in Parl!ament's 
committees and elsewhere, but that the Commission did not consider all 
the criticisms justified. It therefore seems appropriate for the Legal 
Aff~ira committee to consider to what extent the Commission has 
taken account of tho views which it expressed in the Bangemann opinion, 
and, thus, whether the amended proposal, as amended by the present text, 
is ~cceptable from a legal point of view. 
7. The Bangemann opinion was, however, expressly limited to a few key 
issues. In paragraph 36 it was sta':.ed that "tne admissibility under 
community law of the creat:ion of a E\,ropean alcoh0l , 1onopoly with all its 
implications remains to be investigatP.d, as do t"""Y other individual ~ssues". 
This D, · 5.on therefore also <:!OVers a number of isaueswhich were not covered 
in the earlier opinions. 
IV. SCOPE OF THE PROPOSED REGULATION 
A. The products covered by the proposed Regulation are set out in 
/\rticle l. In this respect there are only minor changes between the pre-
HC!J L taxi: and the (earlier) amended proposal. (The changes concern the 
mol'l flll romon t of Ut() n icohol content. of va r iOUfl products.) The products 
covored remain the Flame, and include "'t Article 1 ( 1) (d) 'concentrated 
extracts' and spirituous beverages. There ismoreover still a difference in the 
treetment of alcohol derived from agricultural products and synthetic 
alcohol in the later articles of the proposal. 
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9. The committeefiretconsidered whether 'concentrated extracts'and 
spirituousbeverages can validly be included in the scope of the proposed 
regulation. The inclusion of these products means that they are subject, 
inter alia, to Articles 1 (2); 18~ 222 and 23~ and fully covered by the 
orgnnizntion of the market in alcohol. It ia unlikely that this ia pos-
Aible within the frl!lmowork of the Treaty artiolel cited as the le9al ba-
ses for the proposal. 
10. Under Article 38 (3) of the Treaty, Article• 39-36 (Title II Agri-
culture) apply only to agr~cultural products liated in Annex II to the 
Treety. Annex ri includes "ethyl alcohol or neutral spirits, obtained 
from agricultural products (excluding liqueurs and other spirituoua beverages, 
and compound alcoholic preparations- 'concentrated extracts''- for the 
3 : 
manufacture of beverages)" •· 
11. The only other possible legal basis among those cited in the poposal 
is Article 235, which reads: 
"Lf action by the Community should prove necessary to attain, in the 
course of the operation of the common market, one of the objectives 
of the Community and this Treaty has not provided the necessary 
powers, the Council shall, acting unanimously on a proposal from the 
Commission and after consulting the Assembly, take the appropriate 
measures." 
12. There are thus two conditions for its use: a Community objective 
and an absence of Treaty powers. In this context it is the second condition 
which raises problems. For it is clear from Article 38 (3) that the 
':!'r. : Jid provide adequate powers. Paragraph 3 of Article 38 enabled the 
Council, witbin two years of the entry into force of the Treaty, to decide 
what products should be added to Annex II. In other words, the Council 
had the power to apply the provisions of the Common Agricultural Policy 
to spirituous beverages. But in Regulation No. ?a it ~xpressly chose to 
exclude them. Article 235, however widely it is interpreted, must be seen 
as providing powers to attain a Community objective where no other powers 
exist; it cannot be intended toenable the Council to avoid the two-year 
deadline expressly imposed on powers given u~der another article. Article 
215 cannot therefore be used as a legal basis for the application of the 
provisions of thJs Regulation to spirituous beverages. 
I.. Sec Do1·. 209/79 
2. See Doe. 504/76 
J. Includud in Annex II by Council Regulation No. ?a of 31.12.1959 
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13. The committee went on to consider Protocol 19 of the Act of Accession. 
This Protocol reads as follows: 
"1. The Council, acting in accordance with the procedure provided 
for in Article 43 (2) of the EEC Treaty, shall decide the 
necessary measures to faciliate the use of Community cereals 
in the manufacture of spirituous beverages obtained from cerea le, 
and in particular of whisky, exported to third countries, ao 
that these measures may be applied in due time. 
2. These measures, which may be taken within the framework of the 
Her~ulation on the Common organisation of the marked in cereals 
or of the regulation to be adopted on the comma~ organisation 
of the market in alcohol must fit into the framework of the 
general Community policy for alcohol, avoiding any discrimination 
between these products and other alcohol, account being taken 
of the particular situations peculiar to each case." 
The committee noted since the Protocol was adopted after the EEC 
•rreaty and was of equivalent legal status to it, it was capable of 
amend~ng the Treaty. In particular, it considered that the provision 
that: 
"Mttaures of tac:.lliate the use of CoiiiDIUnity cereals in the manu-
facture ·of spirituCUt bevera'Jes obtained from cereals ••. may be 
taken within the framework of the Regulation to be adopted on 
the common organisation of the market in alcohol" 
amended Annex II so as toenable spirinxru~ beverages obtained from 
ce~eals and in particular those destined for export, but not other 
spiritllrue beverages, to be covered by the Regulation. 
V. TJ$EATPI'l' OF AGRICULTURAL AND SYNTHETIC ALCCduL 
14. The committee next considered the differences in the treatment 
of, on the one hand, alcohol of agricultural origin and, on the other, 
of synthetic alcohol, under Articles 8 (3) and 9 of the proposed Regu-
lat~on. 
a) Article B {3) 
!'). One of the ch~ef objectives of the pro~osal is to provide for a 
target quantity of ethyl alcohol of agricultural origin to have guaranteed 
access to t.he community market by means of intervention buying (and 
subsequent sale) within the limits of the guaranteed quotas allocated 
to distillers, "Where the disposal possibilities are insufficient, 
provision may be made for the intervenlion agencies to invite tenders 
in the unreserved sector "(Article 8 (3)~. In other words, the proposal 
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is to give guarantees to producers i'n tlu~t agricultural alcohol produced 
in exceae of the reserved' aectorwilt be soLd at subsidised prices in . 
the non-reAerved sector. The subsidised sales would undermine the market 
for synthetic alcohol with which it is in direct competition. It has be•m 
argued by the C~mmisaion that it is desirable to give support to rhe pro·· 
ducers of non-competitive agricultural alcohol. While it might be neces.,,n:r• 
to give short-term support in times of acute difficulties, it is not po•. 
sible to do so on a permanent basis within the Treaty system, for the 
permanent and discriminatory advantage given to aqricultural alcohol would 
be out of all proportion to the problem which the DM~asure aou9ht to l!i~'lve. 
b) Article 9 
16. Under Article 9 of the Requlation, ethyl alcohol used in the uuJervec 
sectors- i.e. oral consumption, vinegar making, and the phar~Jceutical 
industry - or for the manufacture of products belonging to thE·ae sectl')rs, 
must be ethyl alcohol of agricultural origin. Thus, this article prohibH~, 
the use of an industrial product (ethyl alcohol) : 
(a) in the processing of predominantly agricultural products (for: oral 
consumption and vinegar making); and 
(b) for the manufacture of industrial products (pharmaceuticalB) ;.•hich 
generally speaking have no connection with agricultural product~-
17. It should be noted that chemically there is no difference bf!!tweeu 
synthetic and agricultural alcohol but the manufacturing procees £,w t.:t": 
former is considerably more economical than the dietillation of agricu11.Ull!l 
"11 ··.-.hol if only because of the cost of the basic product • 
. 18. The Treaty makes no express provision - save in the ease vf ''"-tPPl ·. 
difficulties (Article 103 (4)) - for the COIIIIIUnity to impose bans on the :.:.>.::, 
in industrial processing, of certain products obtained by specific procoeom r·:-, 
or to make 1t obligatory to use only products. obtained fr0m the- rn'• .u~t. 'r: J • 1·. 
one of the Community' a common market aims is to eRtablish Ct•mmon P<"'ltc; f,. 
aqricultural products, includinq ethyl alcohol of agricultural origin. 
Article 23'5 could certainly be used to promote this aim. But1t b far Fro''· 
certain that it can be used to do so at the expense of another, indu11n:ia1. 
product. 'rhere are powers in the Treaty for action to promote the prod" et i<:,,r, 
and marketing of various agricultural products (Artic~le 40(3) (1) but on 
condition that the action aims at·one ot the objectives of Artical 39: 
1 See paragraphs 16-18 below 
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"(a) to increase agricultural productiv.ity by pranoting technicllll 
progreaa and by ensuring the rational development of agricultural 
production and the optimum utilisation of the factors of production, 
in particular labour: 
(b) thus to ensure a fair standard of living for the agricultural 
community, in particular by increasing the individual earnings of 
persona engaged in agriculture; 
(c) to atabiU.- markets: 
(d) to assure the availability of supplies1 
(e) to ensure that supplies reach consumers at reasonable prices," 
and that the principle of non-discrimination between Community producers 
or consumers is respected. 
o) ~ommonta· 
19. Although Lhe Treaty provisions on agriculture.~ do not specifically 
prohibit discrimination between producers of agricultural products on the 
one hand and of industrial products on the other, they must be interpreted 
in the general context of the Treaty, includin~ Article 3 (f), which lists 
as one of the Community's basic objectives "the institution of a system 
ensuring that competition is not distorted". It is clear that Article 9, 
by restricting the use of industrially produced alcohol, and Article 8 (3), 
by distorting price~would distort competition .. 
Article 235, which can only be used "to attain .•. one of the objectives of 
the Community", can hardly be used as a legal basis for provisions which 
ure in dir~ct conflict with Article 3 (f) • 
.. 
;I,(J. 11 I" t.ruo t.htlt, in the preNont document, there are two new provisions 
wlll••J, nppnrQntJy nlm ICJ roduoo t.he dhcriminatory offocta of the roC,~ulal.lon. 
Art k to J ( ~) new prov idee that' 
"The target prices shall be so fixed as not to lead to 
increaeed production as long as the production coet of 
such alcohol is not competitive wi~h the market price 
for synthetic alcohol" 
and Article 10 (2) 1 now provides that: 
"In the case of the pharmaceutical, parfumery and cos111etics · 
aoctors the eale price .•. shall be fixed taking into conai-
deration the market price of synthetic alcohol." 
But these changes would merely lessen the distortion of competition 
in aeotors other than thoae defined as 'r•••rved sectora'in Article 9. 
A~<~ r11r 1111 t.he ronl'lrved aoctor11 and the intervention saloa are concerned, 
lh~:~ dli'IIIH'I Jon,. prnpo~tod t>y the C:ommiHAion rem.dn. 
I Doe. 'l.O'I/7'J 
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21. The Legal Affairs Committee must point put strongly that Article 9 
and Article e (3) of the proposal ar& in contrad!ction with Art.ide 3 (fl 
of the Treaty and with the fundamental principles of non-diacrlmination 
and proportionality ,and are therefore le91lly invalid. 
22. The committee considered the question of the Management Committee 
which would be set up under Article 34. (Its procedure and tasks are laid 
down in the proposed Articles 35 and 36). The committee firat noted that 
the European Court of Jultice had held in case No 25/70'thata 
"Article 155 of the EEC Treaty provides that the Commission 
shall exercise the powers conferrtld on it by the Council for thli 
implementation of the rules laid down by the latter. This 
proviaion. the use ,of which is optional, enables the Council 
to determine any detailed rulea to which the Commission is 
subject in exercising the power conferred on it. The so-called 
Manag.ment Committee procedure forma part of the detailed rules 
to which the council may legitimately subject a delegation of 
power to the commission". 
It further noted that the procedure proposed in Article 35 was the e~m~ 
as that in the Regulation which was the subject of the Court's judgement. 
The Court held that: 
23. 
" (9) The MaRagement Comm~ttee does not therefore have the 
power to take a decision in place of the Commisaibn 
or the council. Consequently, without distorting the 
community structure and the institutional balance~ the 
Management Committee machinery enab~ea the Council to 
delegate to the Commission an implementing power of 
appreciable scope, subject to ita power to take the 
decision itself if necessary. 
" ( 10) The legality of the • • • procedure. • • cannot therefore 
be disputed in the context of the institutional struc-
ture of the Community" 
In view of this judgement it would be difficult fot· the Lf::gal 
Affairs Committee to question the validity of Articles 34 - 36 of this 
proposal. However, the whole management committee system continues to 
nisemajor problems - both political· and institutional. 'Ihe com;nj ttee 
may wish to consider them in depth in due course. 
• 1!:1 11fuhr- und vorratastclle fUr Getreide unci Futtermittel v KI::Sster, 
llemdt .• 1nd c:o.• .See BCR 1970 (II) paqes 1161-1179 especially at pages 
1170-ll 72. 
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VII • INTRVU'l'IO§ CSifl'RIBUJ'IOI 
24. It should finally be noted that the Commiaaion has decided to delete 
Article 17 from ita amended proposal. This article would have provided for 
an intervention contribution to be levied on the a~cohol content of pro-
ducta ~nufactured in or imported into the Community. In ita previoua 
opinion the Legal Affaira Committee pointed out that the i_,oaition of 
exciae dutiea on agricultural alcohol and apirituoua bever1911 within the 
moaning of Article 17 w••· inadmiatible under community law. The Ca.mittee 
should therefote welc~ 'the deletion of the article fro.tbe JCOPOeal •. 
V!ll. CONCLUSIQNS 
25. The Legal Affaira Committee notea with satisfaction the'deletion 
~ ' . . 
ot Article 17 (inte:rventJ.on contribution) fr01a the propoaal.· 
;.!6. It notu that a Man&CJnent aommittee aillilar to that pr~..S in 
Article 34 haa been held valid by t~ luropean Court of Juatioe. but 
wdH nf th• vi~w that turthGr conaideration 1hould be given to the political 
.enc'l inat'i tutionlll problema railed by the ManaCJ ... nt Committee IJY8tft in 
<Jeneral. 
n. It is of the opinion that: 
(~) there is no legal basis for the inclusion of spirituous beverages 
except tor tpiritu~ beveraCJ•• made from cereal• for export in the 
scope of the Regulation, 
b) U1cre i11 no le9al ba811 for the prohibition in Article 9 of the 
uen in "rc11erved sectors• of ethyl alcohol other than of a9ricultural 
''I th<- l.ntervention arran9ementa under Article a (3) offend avainat the 
prlnt:!.pl8 of proportionality and ar" ther.ofnr ... invalid. 
' '"···' 209/79 
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SUPPLEMENTARY OPINION OF THE LEGAL A~FAIRS COMMITTEE 
Draftsman: Mr K. MALANGRE 
On19 July 1979 the amendment was referred to the Committee on 
Agriculture as the committee responsible and to the Legal Affairs Committee, 
the Committee on Budgets, the Committee on External Economic Relations and 
the Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs for their opinion. 
At its meeting of 9/10 October 1979 the Legal Affairs Committee 
appointed Mr Malangre draftsman. On 20/21 November 1979 the committee 
considered the proposal on the basis of a draft opinion. 
On 19/20 December 1979 the committee considered the revised draft 
opinion and adopted it by 7 votes to 2. 
By Letter of 1 July 1981 the Committee on Agriculture requested the 
Legal Affairs Committee to deliver a supplementary opinion on the basis of 
new Legal factors. 
On 20 October 1981 the Legal Affairs Committee considered the draft 
supplementary opinion and adopted it by 10 votes to 7. 
Present: Mr Ferri, chairman; Mr Luster, Mr Turner and Mt· Chambeiron, 
vice-chairmen; Mr Malangre, draftsman; Mr Dalziel, Mr D'Angelosante, 
Mr Donnez, Mrs Ewing (deputizing for Mr Vie), Mr Guertsen, Mr Jansse~"> van Raay,. 
Mr Megahy, Mr Peters <deputizing for Mr Plaskovitis), Mr Prout, 
Mr.Sieglerschmidt, Mr Tyrrell and Mr Vette~ 
At its meeting of 20/21 April 1983, the Legal Affairs Committee confirmed 
its opinion and its supplementary opinion by 10 votes to 1. 
The following took part in the vote: Mr Luster, vice-chairman and acting 
chdirman, Mr Malangre, draftsman, Mr Battersby, Mr Fischbach, Mr Helms, 
Mrs Macciocchi, Mr Megahy, Mr Prout, Mr Tyrrell, Mr Vetter and Mr Vil. 
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I • IN'l'RODUC'l'ION 
1. In ita opinion of 20 DeceMber 19791 on 
the amendment to the amended proposal for a Regulation on the 
common organization of the market in ethyl alcohol of agri-
cultural origin and laying down additional provision• for certain 
products concerning ethyl alcohol (Doe. 209/79) 
the Legal Affairs Committee pointed out the following legal objections: 
(a) there is no legal basis for the inclusion of spirituous beverages 
in the scc:p of the regulation exciept for: spirituoue beverat•• aade: free~ 
cereals and intended for export. 
(b) there is no legal basis for the prohibition in Article 9 of the 
prop~sal for a regulation on the use in 'reserved sectors• of 
ethyl alcohol other than of agricultural origin; 
(c) the intervention arrangements under Article 0(3) infrinve ~he 
principle or proportionality ;md are U1orefon.: invalid. 
2. 'l'he legal problems of the com1110n organization of the market in alcohol 
were exhaustively discussed at a meeting of the C~ittee on Agricultu~o 
on 21 May at which the chairman of the Leg~l Affairs Co~li~tee and repre-
sentatives of the Commission were present. :n t~is connection ~iscussiona 
c~n,red upon ~h3 possible amendments which might resul': 
- 011 ~he b~•i~ oi the inclusion of whiaky in the common organiaation 
of the market in cereals pursuant to Protocol No l9 to the 1972 
Act of Accession, which has occurred in the meantim~; 
from thC3 decisions oC the Cour:: of Ju•tic~> oC ·~h.• 2uropean Canr.tuni·::iea .. 
.in <.:a fit' M 118 ~nci 119/79 ( laog 1 ucoae3 ) o.C 29 October 1900. 
11. ~AL APPRAISAL 
3. This opinion is therefore confined to an examination of whetheF new 
legal dcvelopm~nts sincP. the adoption of the laet opin1on in Der.ember 1979 
anllkc Jt nt"l'tHHJIIry ror the Logal 1\ffairR Committee to alter it• view. 
(a) ~.E'£._~!....the.....,.Eroposed regulation 
4. The Legal Affairs Committee has hitherto always taken the view that 
within the framework of the common organization of the market in alcohol of 
l PE 59.884/fin 
2 Council Regulation (EEC) No. 1187/81 of 28 April 1981, O.J. No. L 121 of 
5 May 1981, p. 1 et seq. following the Opinion of the European Parliament 
of 9 February 1981, OJ No. C 50 of 9 March 1981, p. 15. 
J ECR (1980) pp. 3333 and 3393. 
, .. ' I I 
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agr i.cuJ tural oJ;iqin there ilt
1
no power to include othtr spir i t.uoua; beverages. 
The reasons formerly1 .given.for this were that the Council h•d omitted to 
add the~e products to those contained in the list i~ Annex It to the Treaty 
within the two-year peJ!'iod laid down in the second aenten.ce of Article 38(J) 
of the EEC Treaty so that therefore Article 235 of the EEC Treaty was not 
applicable- 01s there was no legislative lacuna. Ih its molllt. recent Oplnion2 , 
although the Legal Affairs' Committee acknowledged that1 Protocol No 19 to 
the 1972 Act of Accession amended Annex ti to ~he EEC Treaty and was of 
equivalent legal status to it, it stated that this amendment related howev~J 
only to spirituous beveraget obtained from cereals and in particular those 
intended for export but not to other spirituous beverages. 
5 •· A minority of the members of the committee consider that a new legal 
situation has a~isen as a re~ult of Regulation No. 1187/813 , whi<:h brings 
whisky into the comm~n organization of the market in cereals, and that this 
calls for action on the basis of Article 235 of the EEC Tteaty. 
According to this view, .the special provi•i~ns includin9 
whisky in the common organization of the market in cereale result in 
;;>r.!ferential trea'.:ment to the disadvantage o.f other spirituous bevet·ages., 
5o as ~o obmerve the· prohibition on discrimination laid down in 
Pro::oml No 19 ·the other spirituous beverages, no~ only ::.hosa .. de • f• 
·-· .... 
from cereals, mus·t be included in the regulation· on e;:hyl alcohol. 'l'he 
inclusion of the other spirituous beverages ;tay be based on Articl~ 235 
of thr. E!C Trea~y, completing Article 38(3) of the EZC Treaty and ~aking 
into account t:te requirement laid down in Protocol No 19. Communi·::y aC'::.::to!l 
set1rns to be necessary in this case in order to close a loophole wh!.ch 
has arisen because spirituous beverages are exposed to adverse effec~s if 
t~ey are not included in the c~n organization of the market in ethyl 
alcohol of agricul'::ural origin. 
6. The majority of the members of the co .. ittee.adhere to the view that 
Article 235 of the EEC Treaty cannot be used as t~e legal basis for the 
application of provisions of this Regulation to spirituous be~erages. 
l 
The Council did not make use of the power provided by Article 38(3) 
of the Treaty to decide, within two years of the entry into force. of the 
Treaty, to add spirituous beverages to the list in Annex II. Article 235 
cannot be used to create Community powers which existed initially but were 
not utilized~ this would be flouting the two-ye~ deadline laid down in 
Article 38 ( 3) • I 
Nor does the Protocol No 19 to the Act of A~ceasion of 1972 make it 
necessary to modify this view. 
1 Supplementary Opinion of the Legal Affaiss CO..ittee (&raf~sman: Mr Bangemtwn, 
Doe. 472/77, Annex u, ·ps;. 7-t ~· 
PE 59.R84/fin. p. 8 · :, 
3 see footn~e 2, p. 3 above 
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·rhe majority of the members of the committee note that this Protocol 
i!; of equivalent legal status to the E!:C Treaty and is therefore •:apable of 
amendinq thto 'l'rtoat.y. Neverthc!ln!'ls, Annex II to ' .. he Tn!aty is ame)lded by 
Proto1:ol 19 only inasmuch as it allows the Regulation to cover spirituous 
beverages obtained from cereals ana in particular those intended for export. 
Other spirituous beverages are still excl~ded from the scope ot a common 
orgainzatlon of the market. 
(b) T~~-~~~~~!!!~.E~_of al~ohol or agricu~!_~~_!-~ri2!~. and_y~~etic 
alcohol 
7. 'l'ltl' I,t'gdl /\Lfairs CommH.tee has hitherto taken ttw view that. the 
differences in the treatment of alcohol of agricultural origin and 
synthetir alcohol under Article 8(3) and 9 of the proposed regulation 
infri~ge the principles of non-discrimination and proportionality1 , for 
th~ following reasons: 
under Article 8 (3) the danger would arise that agricultural nlcohol 
produced in excess of that required for the reserved sectorswould 
underm.i.ne the market for synthetic alcohol which js not subsidized 
and w.ith which it is in direct competition1 
Article 9 of the proposed regulation would give rise to distortion of 
compet it ton b('tween agricultural and synthetic alcohol which would be· 
in breach of Article J(f) of the EEC Treaty and would therefore not be 
legally binding. 
8. The Legal Affairs Committee .does not coasider it necessa~y to rev,lse 
nega·::i.ve opinion with regard to -~hese two articles of the proposal for a 
requla::.ion in ·::he light of the mos·:: recent case-la\1 of '.:he cdurt o~ Justice 
' 
of ~he European Co~unities. 
The judgments in Cases 138 and 139/79 no~ only recognized ·::hat the due 
consultation of theEuro9ean Parliament by ::he Council is a ~esic ~emocza::ic 
principle and an essential procedural requiremen·::. The Cour~ of Jus'.:ice 
also o!:>served in these judgments tha'.:; agricultural policy tal•es precedence 
over other objectives laid down in the Treaty, expressly over those in the 
field of competition. 
!: • The relevant paragraphs of ·::he \Couri: '• decision in C•e 1j9/79;·ra.t~•· --· ·, 
as fol!OJ4'1;: 2 
23 The insti::u·~::.on of a sys:::er.t of -=or.~?C'.::!.·::.:.on •r!1::ch is no::. 
distorted is no:: :.::1e only o~Jjac::.~ve ::efer::ec ·::.o .:.n .\:.:-::~cl:! 3 
of the Treaty \t!li.ch also :_3rovi<."cs :!.n ~Jc.:-::icula:: :i'04 ·::.:1e 
1" .. _,_ - -· ·-·---
See the MALANGRE Opinion (PE 59.884 fin), Pag0s H aud 'J 
·See the BANGEMANN Supplementary Opinion (Doe. ~72/77, llnn. U) p;1ge 9 et seq. 
2 Paragraphs 23 and 24 of the Court's decision in Case 139/79, ECR (1980) 
pp. 3421 and 3422 
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.1dn,:~tion of a cottvnon aqdc:ull:ur::l policy. Thnf!e •·esponsibl.!:! for 
\'lw Treaty, conscious lhat ;;he simultaneous pursuit of ·th•>se .:Ho \· 
objectiv~s could sometimes and in certain circumstanc~s prove 
dif IicuH, ~rovided in the first paragraph of Ar::iclc 42. ·~hl\.::: 
"The provisions of the Chapter relating ::o .:-ules ora compe::L:.lr>n 
shall apply to ~reduction of ant: ::rade in a~ricul·::ul'al r..~::oduc~"' 
only to U1e extent dei:.ermined by .;he Council withj n ·:..he frame-
work of Article 43 ( 2) and ( 3) and in accordance with the pn;-
cedure laid d~wn therein, account being taken of ;.he object...i ve::: 
set out in Article 39." 
That simultaneously recognizes the precedence ~h~ agri-
cultural policy has over the aims of the Treaty in rela~ion ~o 
competition and the power of the Council to decide how rar ::h~ 
.:-ules on competition should ar;>ply to the agricuH:ural sec·::ot". -:.•;,e 
Council has a wide discr.etion in the exercise oi tha·:: ',1oue:c E.s L. 
has in the implementation of the whole agricul~ural policy. 
As consideration of the contested measures sho~1s, i:.:1e · 
nffects which they may perhaps have on cor.t!Jetition arc ~·ha 
•Jnavoidable conaequence of the legi'..lrnate dcsir\J of i.:he cmm<!il 
to limit isoglucose production. The measures rnoreove..- ;je?rr.,i·;· 
some competition to continue in respect of B•ice, teLms ol sn1~ 
and the quality of isoglucose. The Council has ·::her~fore 
not exceed~d its discretion. 
10. According to th~ Court of Justice, the Council ~hus half\ :wi.~ · ·· 
rli~C'n': i~m in deeid.i.nq how rar ~.ho rules on cor•'P'"'titiun arc appli<·able in the 
\ 
11. A mt.nority of the mellbera of the·comllitee conclude•frOIII thill Jv1.; 
judqunt of the• Court1 tftat •th• Comilbtto* ll!i•l•tl11oitled• to oroJ)Ose intEOr-
vcAtion measureH for alcohol of agricultural origin and spirituou:i b~verages 
cvcm if these wc,uld entail competitive disadvantages for the manul:ac·.:ursrs 
... ti : ·. 
•• 't ' 
of synthecic alcohol. 
This minority 'believes that preferential treatment for agricultural ·,.., 
alcohol and thus discrimination is justified also by the fact that it is 
possible to prevent the destruction of agricultural products' to the benefit 
of distillation. It also believes that reserv.tion of certain types of use 
for agricultural alcohol does not constitute too severe a protective measure 
since the manufacturers of synthetic alcohol in their turn are not subject 
to quota ar~angements and accordingly have unrestricted freedOJII of productirm. 
12. The majority of the members of the committee do not regard the latest 
judgments of t,he Court of Justice as departing from the existing case-law; 
they only reaffirm the primacy accorded by the ~EC Treaty to the agricultutal 
policy over competition policy objectives. 
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Tn the committee's view, the conclusion to be drawn from the case-l•w 
uf the Court is that the Council has a ~ide discretionary power as ~o how 
far the rules on competition should apply to tbe agricultural sector. The 
judgments referred to concern two competing agricultural products which 
are subject to different market organizations. 
'l'he legal position in the alcohol sector is, however·, quite· different.: 
here the purpose of the Commission's present proposal is to bring ethyl 
alcohol of agricultural origin within the scope of a common market organization. 
Synthetic alcohpl, on the other hand, which is in direct competition with 
this product, is not an agricultural product. Through the proposed provision 
of Article 8(3) the subsidized sales of agricultural alcohol in the non-reserved ,I 
sectors would undermine the market for synthetic alcohol. The case-law of the 
Court of Justice accords the Council wide discretion within the agricultural 
sector in respect of competing agricultural products only, ~he judgments do 
not gi vo the Count· i 1 liiiY power to dtostroy the competitivenes&l of nn industrial 
product • 
Under Article 9 of the proposal for a negulation the ethyl alcohol usPd Ht 
t.he reserved sectors must be of agricultural origin. In other words, the use 
of synthetic alcohol, which is much cheaper to produce, is prohibited in th~se 
!ll'<'ton;. Thus the prqx>sed organization of the market for ethyl alcohol impingo; 
upon an industrial sector which does not come under the market organizat.iof1 
r~les and1, through the sy'stem of reserved sectors, makes it impossible for the 
more economically produced industrial product to compece with the highly 
subsidized agricultural product. 
rn the committee's view it is not the objective of the recent judgments 
tn ~xt~nd the scope of application of the agricultural market organizations 
to the industrial sector. The Council's discretion in regard to the primae-~· 
of the agricultural policy over the rules on competition is confined to 
products included in the market organization. Since, however, u*'lder the present 
proposal for a Regulation that discretion would be exercised at the expense 
of ''" i udu!'ltr.i.aJ p.roctuel", the proposal infrinvea the pJ[inciple of proportionality 
I 
dnd non-discrimination. 
On this question, too, therefore, the committee &4heres to its earlier 
opinion. 
I1 I .CONCLUSIONS 
13. In the light or n request from the ,Committee on Agriculture th~ meeting 
c•n 21 May 1981 and the additional worki~g documents supplied by the 
Commission's legal services, the Legal Affairs Committee: 
- Welcomes the Commission's eon~inuing attempts to formulate proposals for the 
common organization of the mal:'ket for ethyl alcohol of agricultural origin; 
-_Notes that recent judgment of ~he Court of Justice in no way dimini~h the 
need for proposed Community legislation to reflect the rules relating to 
proportionality and discrimination; 
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- Considers that reservations mUst still remain on the legality of the 
~nclusion of other spirituous beverages by means of Article 235 of the 
"f'r(Mty: 
- ralls upon the Commission to consider the precise effect of the workings 
nf the non-reserved sector· of the ethyl alcohol market, both as re>gards 
produ~P.rs and consumers: 
- Hecognizeg that the Coupcil has wide discretion in attaining the objoct~ve~ 
of the common agricultural policy, including the'common organization of the 
markets: ~tresses, ho~ver, that the proposals exceed proper exercise ot 
that discretion, particularly where proportionality and discriminat1on are 
concerned: 
- Doubts whether the prohibition on non-agricultural products from entering 
~ertain sectors of the market, as set out in Articlr. 9, has any adequate 
lc-q<1L husis. 
..... 
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